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CUPD cuts down on mail theft
by Sean Cook
assistant time-out editor
He's waiting.
Behind the post office boxes at
the university post office, a lone
man sits, waiting for those who
would keep the mail from its proper
destination.
He's a student police officer,
placed there during the night, as
part of Operation Jaws, CUPD's effort to curb mail theft on the Clemson campus.
Picture the following scenario: a
student finds his mailbox empty, but
sees a magazine in his neighbor's
box that looks interesting. Or one of
those mighty convenient pre-approved credit applications. Or a cd
box. Or a letter from home, which
might contain a check (or even
worse-cash).

These opportunities to steal have D; and Shih Wei Lin, 19, of
been the downfall of eight Clemson Johnstone F.
students in the last month. All were
All of the accused were released
arrested and charged with petty lar- on a personal recognizance bond
ceny, in relation to stealing the mail. of $248, with the exception of
Even worse, all may face federal Salamon, who received a $500
charges in relation to tampering recognizance
bond,
and
with the mail, and possibly go to a' Pennington, who was also charged
federal penitentiary for quite a long, with possession of an altered
long time.
driver's license.
Between March 26 and April 13,
Mail theft is not a new problem.
the following students have been "For the last couple of years," says
arrested and charged in relation to Lonnie Saxon, chief of police for
Operation Jaws, according to police CUPD, "we've had problems with
reports:
people stealing mail and breaking
Kevin Andrew Creedon, 18, of into post office boxes by ripping
Cope Hall; James Milton Koches, 19, the fronts off, and we decided to
of Cope Hall; Clint Alan Elliot, 23, of take a look at it, and determine
Calhoun Courts; Rebekah Jane Lark- how they were stealing mail."
ing, 21, of Calhoun Courts; Brain
Operation Jaws is the result of
Craig Pennington, 18, of Johnstone CUPD's effort at mail prevention.
E; MarkT. Salamon, 21, ofJohnstone
D; Roger Lee Polsky, 19, ofJohnstone
see MAIL, page 10A

Homespun campaign for
governor comes to Clemson
by Jenny Wallace
news editor
"I'll be all over the upstate like
white on rice, like cats on mice, like
cold on ice and like fuzz on a peach."
This is just one of many colorful
statements interspersed throughout
a campaign speech made by Congressman Arthur Ravenel Jr. during
the forum held in Daniel Auditorium
on Tuesday afternoon.
Ravenel is running for the Republican nomination for the South
Carolina governor's race to be held
next year. His visit to Clemson on
Tuesday was among several stops in
the area as he works to make voters
in the upstate of South Carolina
more familiar with him and his
political platform.
Many citizens in the lower part of
the state already find Ravenel's a
familiar name because he has lived
and worked in the Charleston and
Mt. Pleasant area for many years.

He was first elected at the age of 25,
as a Democrat, to the state House of
Representatives for the Charleston
district in 1952. After serving one
term in the legislature he returned
to the private sector to open his own
real estate business, which he ran
successfully for 30 years. In 1984 he
jumped back in the political arena
and re- elected to the state House,
this time as a Republican.
In 1986 Ravenel campaigned for
and won a seat in the U.S. House of
Representatives, and has held on to
that position for seven years, winning all of the races for this seat in
the past ten years.
Throughout the speech Ravenel
revealed several points of his political platform. He first addressed the
need for a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution to be passed
in Congress. Ravenel said it is necessary for Congress and the president
to be made to balance the budget by
such an amendment in order to
assure the stability of the national

Did you know...
$4 million

economy. According to Ravenel, "We
just can't pile debt on top of debt
forever."
Ravenel next addressed the need
Allissa Savage/interim senior staff photographer
for excellence in education to be
coupled with economic progress in
order to make any lasting difference Researchers at CU have developed a hybrid flower which is
see RAVENEL, page 8A both orange and purple. See the special two-page Earth
Day section beginning on page 10A.

Nature's school spirit

Clemson University names
first ever woman trustee
by Richard J. O'Malley
staff writer
The General Assembly elected
Patricia McAbee of McCormick to
become the first woman to serve on
the university's Board Of Trustees.
She will occupy the position immediately by completing the unexpired term of the late Bill Neely, who
died last August.
McAbee, wife of state Rep.
Jennings McAbee and mother of three
sons, is a graduate of the College of
Charleston and is now the executive

director of the McCormick Arts Council. She serves as a member of the
Strom Thurmond Institute, Botanical Gardens Council, the Clemson
Women's Council and serves as treasurer of the S.C. Arts Alliance.
McAbee says "she is very proud
of becoming the first woman to
serve on the board of trustees," but
says "the position holds a tremendous amount of responsibility." She
hopes that she will be able to open
the doors for other women and
looks forward to talking with women
on and off campus about issues

concerning them.
As a Board of Trustee member,
she feels there are some important
issues she would like to address
during her term.
McAbee, a life-long lover of Clemson, is interested in funding costs,
rising tuition costs, women's issues,
health and housing, and increasing
the professional status among faculty.
The term she is currently serving
will expire June 30, 1994 and according to McAbee, she will run
again in '94.
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After a sharp rise in philanthropic endowments between
the 1988-'89 and 1989-'90 fiscal years, donations
dropped $91,806 to $3,527,331 for the 1991-'92 year.
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Campus survey shows some Shuttle routes to be
students' views on abortion on timed shedule
RichardJ. O'Maliey
staff writer
Recently on campus, a survey
was conducted about one of the
most controversial and highly debated issues facing people today,
abortion
The joint survey was conducted
by Clemson's Right to Life and
CUPCAL organizations. Over 800
students, faculty and staff members
participated in this three day study.
According to David Doughty,
President of Clemson's Right to Life
organization," the primary purpose
of this study was to find out about
the opinions of the people on this
campus." While SaraHuston, founder
of CUPCAL says her organization
felt this study was a success because
" it forced the participants to take a
stand and think about all the issues
involved."
The survey's results found that
60% of the people polled were prochqice, while 40% felt they were
pro-life. Of the females polled, 70%
were pro-choice with 30% stating
they were pro-life. The males were

dead even with half being pro-life
and the other half pro-choice.
Another question about abortion
that has been debated thoroughly is
when the egg becomes a human life.
Of those people polled, 45% said
that life begins at conception, 26%
said at viability and 22% saying at
birth. Huston said " I was amazed
how many people didn't know what
viability was?" Though there is no
concrete definition of when it occurs, it is when the prenate can live
outside the womb, with the most
modern definition happening in the
third trimester.
In addition, 59% of those surveyed said that abortion should be
legal, including 5% of pro-lifers. The
survey also asked at what time people
thought abortion could be legalized,
26% of those polled said it should be
legal at any time, 33% only in the
first and second trimester and 41%
stating it should be legalized during
the first trimester only.
In regards to consent, the majority of the people thought that both
men and parents should be informed,
except in cases of rape or incest. The

survey also indicated that 54% of
the people felt that a parent of a
minor should be required to consent to an abortion, while 46% said
they should not.
Doughty states that the most intriguing fact that he found through
this study, "was the increase in percentage of pro-lifers on campus,
which is more than most people
think." He also continued to say" a
lot of people were confused what
the terms, pro-life and pro-chioce
actually mean." He feels this is due
to the fact that people are not educated enough about this important
issue.
These two groups have worked
very diligently in this survey and
have worked well with each other in
the past. They hope to continue
their relationship in the future, in
order to help the public gain more
knowledge on this issue. Both
Doughty and Huston stress the fart
that both their organizations are out
solely for the purpose to educate the
student body and volunteer their
time to push forth their organizations ideas.

for rest of semester
by Marl Linn Love
interim editorial editor
After complaints, the timed shuttle routes will be on a pilot
timed program until April 30.
For route E (west campus) the shuttles will run every 15
minutes from 5 p.m. until 1 a.m.
For route F (east campus) the shuttles will run every 20 minutes
from 5 p.m. until 1 a.m.
Fall semester the Senate, along with the administration, will
review the effectiveness of the timed shuttle system.
On dead Friday and during exam week the shuttle will run on
constant service, except between 5 p.m. and 1 a.m. During those
times, the shuttles will be on the timed system.
One exception during exam week is route F, between 7:30 a.m.
and 5 pm. The shuttle will not enter Bryan Mall due to the
congestion from students moving out. Students wanting to go to
Bryan Mall will have to get off the shuttle oh the corner of S.
Palmetto and Cherry.
For the students who commute, parking will be available in lot
C-8, west of the stadium.
The pilot system has been enacted to increase the reliability
and reduce the non-use time.
In other business, Student Government today will be encouraging students'across the campus to write to their state representative for funding for higher education. Tables will be in front of
Fernow Street Cafe, the Library, Schilletter and in the Loggia.

Architecture project built to raise awareness of homelessness
by Jenny Wallace
news editor

Students work on the model house in the phantom lot.

Josh Drake/staff photographer

Along with the daisies and tulips
that have sprouted in the recent
warmth and sunlight, you may have
noticed a few other strange structures cropping up around campus in
the past few days. These structures
are the results of efforts by second,
third and fourth year architecture
students who must build the models
as a course requirement.
One of the more noticeable of
these is a wooden model being built
by 14 architecture students in the
phantom lot by the loggia.
This group of students is building
a model house from wood, carboard
and other bits of recycled building
material found around the campus.
They are building the structure partly
as a requirement for their major, but
also to raise awareness of Clemson
students of the national problem of
homelessness.
Fourth year architecture student
Phyllis Pollett said, "We are building
the house to make people see that
homelessness happens around here,
too. We want students to have compassion for homeless people by showing them what kind of place a homeless person might be forced to stay
in. We also want people to begin
believing that it's not always the
homeless person's fault that they

are homeless. Sometimes they can't
help it."
The students involved with work
on the building want it to be a
representation to Clemson students
of the issue of homelessness. They
plan to complete the building by
Sunday, and then to prepare audio
and video tapes to play inside it
while interested students come out
to take alook around. The tapes will
deal with the subject of homeless
people and their plight. Various
newspaper and magazine clippings
dealing with this same issue will
also be cut out and displayed on the
walls of the building.
This group is just one of twelve
groups working on similar projects
around the campus. Each group was
established and assigned to build a
structure that fit in with the preestablished theme of "sheltering
humanity". Pollett said her group
took the theme rather literally, while
other groups built structures that
symbolized the theme more figuratively.
Work on the the project began
five weeks ago, while the actual
construction did not begin until Sunday, April 12. Pollett and the rest of
the group hope to have the complete structure finished along with
video and audio tapes by Sunday,
April 19. They invite any one interested to come out and take a look.

Amnesty chapter Men arrested for auto
comes to Clemson breaking and entering

by Mart Linn Love
interim editorial editor

It is not just about an organization. It is sometimes about a man,
woman or child in a country. It is
sometimes just about a single candle
representing hope.
But above all, it is about a fight
for human rights.
Amnesty International is starting
a new chapter at Clemson and its
basis is hope.
It is an organization which started
over 30 years ago in England and
now is world wide. Its purpose is to
protect human rights of prisoners of
conscience.
These prisoners have been held
without a reason and/ or without a

fair trial. The prisoners have been
held because of their language or
ethnic origin, creed, sex, religious
beliefs, or political affiliation. They
have not demonstrated any act of
violence, only the demand for justice.
Each chapter "adopts" a prisoner.
The members write letters to the
prisoners, U.S. representatives or
the foreign country the prisoner is
being detained.
The letters ask for the release
and the improvement of conditions
for the detainees. The prisoners are
often tortured and basic needs are
not attended to.
Amnesty International, the Clemson chapter, meets in 309 Daniel on
Thursday at 6 pm.

by Sean Cook
assistant time-out editor
Three non-students were arrested April 6, after police observed three men breaking into a
gray Ford Bronco in the R-l lot.
Larry Lavelle Cannon, 22, Tony
Roger Bennett, 20, and Antolin
Hubert Urico Martin, 21, were
charged with breaking and entering and grand larceny, in relation
to the incident. Cannon and
Martin were also charged with
trespassing after being placed on
notice. Those two were victims in
a campus shooting incident that

took place Feb. 16, after they apparently argued with three area teenagers. Neither man was injured in that
incident, which resulted in the arrest of Demetrius Lovelle Craig,
Andrew Brock Mize and Martinze
O'Neill Jones, all of which were
charged with assault and battery
with intent to kill, and possession of
a firearm during the commission of
a violent crime. Bennett was not
involved in that incident.
In other police news, a non-student was charged with driving under the influence April 3- Michael
Reed Johnson II, 19, of Greenwood,
was arrested after he failed to stop

at the intersection of Williamson
Rd. and Perimeter Rd. According
to police reports, Johnson's 198o
Mercedes was traveling South on
Williamson Rd, when he was unable to stop.
The car then entered the intersection, struck a metal sign post,
and went off the embankment
and into a field.
Johnson and his three passengers escaped unhurt. Damage to
the car was an estimated $4000,
and the sign incurred $300 damage. Johnson was arrested and
charged with DUI. His passengers
were released.
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CAIF offers support for
foreign Clemson students
byjosune Craig
staffwrit&r
The Clemson Area International
Friendship (CAIF) recently co-hosted
with Ruth and Max Lefinon a reception for all international students.
But what is CAIF?
It is a community organization
that coordinates support resources
and hospitality for foreign students.
Among its programs and activities is
the International Friendships Program which promotes friendships
between community members and
foreign students, faculty, and visitors. Their goal is to help visitors
adjust to the community by inviting
them to home visits and tours of the

area.
They also coordinate the Furniture Loan Program which lends furniture contributed by area residents
to international families. Students
borrowing the furniture pay a deposit which is refunded if the furniture is returned in good condition.
CAIF is also involved in all year
round programs and activities.
In August, they distribute information packages about the Clemson
area to student orientation participants. They also host a buffet supper in the International Lounge for
new foreign students and their families.
During the fall, CAIF sponsors a
potluck supper for CAIF hosts and

their students giving opportunities
for other international students to
meet with other hosts.
For the holiday season, a party
held for foreign visitors and faculty
is entertained by a Santa Clause
"giving presents to all the small
children," said Spangenberg.
The community organization provides services for any international
student, faculty, and visitor in order
to help them adjust to life in the
Clemson area.
If you are interested in participating in their programs contact the
following people:
Margie Spangenberg at her home
at the number 654-1352. Or conatct
Meredith Walker at 868-2844.

The Tiger's advisor resigns
by Beth Warren
copy editor
The Tiger's faculty advisor for
almost three years, Jim Marvin, is
resigning.
"It's time for a change," he said.
"Three years is long enough for a
faculty advisor to serve."
Marvin is resigning because he
"will probably not be teaching at
Clemson next year."
Terry Manning, a Tiger staff member for five years, two of which he
served as editor-in-chief, remembers
when Marvin replaced Dr. Louis
Henry, who retired after over 25
years of serving as advisor.
"He came at a time when we

really needed an advisor with his
journalism background," Manning
said. "He generally respected our
right to make mistakes as student
journalists."
The staff is concerned that a new
advisor will not have comparable
experience, according to Jason
Balser, editor-in-chief.
Managing editor Geoff Wilson,
who has been on staff for three
years, had high praise for Marvin
and his contributions.
"When I first came to Clemson, I
had never written a newspaper
story," Wilson said. "I feel that Jim
has been a major influence in my
development as a writer."
"He's probably the only person

at the university who has the talent
and know-how to do the job correctly," Sean Cook, assistant,timeout editor, said. "I am afraid that a
new advisor may not understand
the necessity of student control and
license over the content of the paper.
"Jim has always been supportive
of what we've done, even when he
didn't agree," Cook said.
"My newspapers won many
awards when I was a professional
journalist. None were ever so dear,
so emotional as The Tiger's wins as
the top newspaper in South Carolina." The Tiger has won collegiate
best overall newspaper for the last
four years.

file photo

The Easter bunny!
Mandy Gibbs helps a special guest at the Easter egg hunt
in Clemson on April 8.
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Opinion
Editorial
Evaluation forms
need to be used
by all professors
By the end of this week, the University Teacher Evaluation
forms will be
sent to the deans
of each college.
The university
OUR POSTION:
forms are well
founded in the
premise of
The University Evaluaevaluating
tion Forms are not a
professors.
However,
we
complete assessment of
question if the
professors.
forms are the
most productive
way of critiquing
professors.
A great
concern deals with question 22, on the form. The question asks if
students believe the form "will be taken seriously" by the administration. If the administration believes students do not take the
forms seriously, and futhermore their education, students have
found the true problem at this university.
For many students, the evaluation forms are the only outlet to
air any complaints they may have. Freshman and sophomore
students may be unfamiliar who is the dean of their college. Their
suggestions are very important because the courses taken will
shape their future education. We want to reassure the administration, faculity and professors, students do take the evaluation forms
seriously.
Another problem arises with the fact students do not see the
results, from the university evaluation guides. The Student Government Teacher Evaluation Booklet only lists professors who are
willing to participate. This questions the ability of the professors
who decided not to allow students to fill the form out.
The university forms are only inter-departmental and the
information is not made public. Students have the right to know
the ability of a professor. If the creditability of these forms needs to
be questioned, it is from the administration's standpoint. Students
cannot be assured the adminstration, faculty or professor take the
evaluation form seriously. Students are unaware of the results, if
any, which will come about due to the forms.
Tenured professors are not required to hand out the evaluation
forms. It is essential to the students that they feel confident about a
professor's peformance level. The only way this can be achieved is
through a typeof evaluation. It would seem professors would
encourage objective criticism for the improvement of education. All
professors, no matter if tenured or not, should be required to
undergo some form of evaluation.
We suggest to the administration to find a more economical and
productive procedure of evaluating professors. The university is
spending funds for the forms while students are paying for required
material for classes. There is also the possibility the administration
is only handing the forms out because of an obligation. If the
administration is concerned with the ability of their professors,
they should also be concerned with'the results. We offer different
possibilities to the administration: an on-line evaluation could be
used, or an unannounced professor could visit classrooms, alleviating the costs of producing the forms.
Students must be able to see the results of the survey. Evaluation forms, or any type of evaluation of professors, can only be
productive if students are aware of the results.

The lead editorial is written by the editorial editor. The
opinions expressed in Tiger editorials represent the
majority view based upon weekly meetings of the Tiger
editorial board. In representing the majority view, the
editorial may not represent the individual view of any
particular member of the editorial board.

Someone help me please!
I don't want to write this column.
I don't want to go to class.
I don't want to do much of anything except sit out in the sun, eat
and sleep.
In short, I have spring fever.
And the worst part about spring
fever is that we, as students, can't do
anything about it.
Professors get it, too. So do administrators. But there's a difference for them - they can skip out if
they want to without any consequences.
Students can blow off classes and
assignments, but they pay for it with
lower grades. Spring fever can be so
serious, though, that some students
are willing to take the lower grades,
just because they don't care any
more.
Maybe it's just a function of youth.
Come to think of it, most professors
actually enjoy watching students
squirm under the pressure.
And who creates that pressure?
Professors, of course. They almost
seem to relish saving assignments
until the end of the semester, just so
they can make their students' lives
miserable for a few more weeks.
Look at Bowman on a warm and

sunny day. People are basking in the
sun while listening to the radio, or
playing volleyball, or frisbee OE
aerobie. People are actually having
fun.
But for every student who can
afford to be lazy for a few hours,
there are probably three or four
others who have to spend the day
holed up in the library working on
a last-minute project or slaving away
at four hours' worth of homework
given because the professor thinks
the material "really needs to be
covered."
Here's an idea professors: if
you're going to make out your syllabus so that one part of the semester
is overloaded with work, make that
part the first five or six weeks, not
the last two. If possible, spread the
work out evenly, so students can get
used to a rhythm and won't be
overloaded at the end of the semester.

I'm also sick of hearing that dead
days have caused professors to have
less time to cover material, so the
same amount of material must be
crammed in a shorter amount of
time.
Whenever a student complains
about changes in a syllabus or in
what a professor said, the professors usually tells the students to
adjust, and if they can't adjust, tough.
Why don't professors follow their
own advice? Adjust the syllabus for
one fewer day of teaching. I know I
haven't taken a class yet where
everything every day was indispensable. Trim the fat - don't ask students to swallow it without chewing. It's not good for the digestive
tract.
Phew! I'm done!
Oh, one more thing - like I said,
I didn't want to write this column, so
most of you - especially professors
- probably won't like it.
Adjust. If you still don't like it,
throw darts at my mug shot; use the
page for toilet paper; whatever I
don't care.
Remember, I've got spring fever.
I don't care about much of anything
right now.
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Speaking Out
Question: How do you handle stress during exam week?

Bobby Podeszwa
Engineering
freshman
I like to engage in
:
physical activities.

Phyllis Pollitt
Architecture
senior
Go on a mini trip

Ashiey Berry
PRTM
sophomore
Watch t.v. until
to sleep.

BroderickWilks
Undecided
freshman
Party and go
dancing.
,

go

Josh Drake / staff photographer

Grading should reflect students' total ability
How many of you out there
have a B or a C in a class and you
know that no matter how well or
how poorly you do on the final,
it's not going to affect your grade?
So, naturally, you figure /'What's
the point? I can study for 24
hours, ace the exam and end up
with a B in the class, or I can not
study, flunk the exam and still get
a B in the class." There is no
incentive to study because no
matter how much you learn or relearn before the final, it really
isn't going to help you.
But it doesn't have to be this
way. As it is now, every student at
Clemson gets either an A, B, C, D,
or F in each class. So, if a certain
student earns a B grade in a class,
it shows that student could have

earned anywhere from an 80 to
an 89-4 in the course. And it only
stands to reason that the student
who earns the 89.4 would be
deserving of a higher grade point
than the student who earned an
80. But, alas, this is not the case.
Wouldn't it be much fairer to
students if the university would
resort to the "plus/minus" system
of grading courses? If this system
was implemented, the student
with the 89-4 would be rewarded
for the extra effort, while the
student with an 80 would not be
hurt.
In this case, since the student
with the 89-4 would have a final
course grade over 85, he or she
would receive a B+ in the course
instead of just a plain old B. And

consequently, the student should
be able to receive somewhere
between three and a half and four
Jenny
Wallace
News
Editor
points for each hour of the course.
The student who received around
an 85 in the course would get a B;
thus earning three and a half points
for each hour. And finally, the student with a B- would earn three
points for each hour of the class.
This system, I believe, is more
credible because it would give a
more accurate depiction of the level
of work done by students in a class.

It would also give students the
extra incentive to study a little
more and a little harder in order
to get the extra grade points that
might result in the effort. It would,
in effect, no longer be absolutely
useless for a student to try to
bring up a course grade from, say,
a 72 to a 78. Students would have
a reason to try, even if there's no
hope of going up a letter grade in
a class.
Some might say that students
should always try to do their best
in a class, whether it can help
their GPR or not. Some might say
that getting an education should
be the only incentive anyone needs
to study. But come on, let's be
realistic. It is true that many students are here for an education,

but if extra effort isn't going to be
seen or acknowledged by anyone
other than the student, it's ridiculous to expect that the student
will study to the best of his or her
ability.
I'm sure there are students out
there who always do their best,
even if it won't be reflected in
their grade. But these students
are pretty rare. Most of us want
what we have rightfully earned,
and we deserve what we have
rightfully earned.
Whether we earn a D+, a C+, a
. B+, or an A+, we deserve to be
able to show people, especially
parents and prospective employers, that we tried. As it is now, this
effort is not acknowledged. But it
should be because that is only
fair.

Letters to the Editor

Professors 'contradicting their own beliefs'
To the editor:
I would like to respond to
both Dr. Todd May and Dr. Stuart
Silvers. Both of these men,
apparently advocating above all
else, tolerance, seem to be
contradicting their own beliefs.
What you are criticizing, Mr May,
is that someone could hold the
belief that homosexuality is not
to be encouraged, while at the
same time you both ignominiously slander those who would
dare to disagree with your
agenda. If you do not share
someone's convictions, how can
you justify condemning them
when condemnation is what you
fight so strongly against?
Todd May, in your letter, you
are accusing those who do not
believe homosexuality is correct
of being prejudice. Telling these
people that they have "not one
modicum of sensibility" is
abhorrent. How can you claim to
be the bearer of what is acceptable, when you are merely a
sheep following the herd of
political correctness? Instead of
chastising the individuals who do
not agree with you, you should
try following your own precious
example of "tolerance" concerning those of us who do believe in
standards.
Dr. Silvers, I am extremely
disappointed that an esteemed
professor in our university is
publicly promoting the values of
naked hatred towards his
colleagues who are merely

expressing the moral fulfillment
they have personally found. Are
you not condoning censorship in
its' utmost form. To eliminate
their opinion as even worthy to
exist, is to undermine the very
fundamental maxim that you are
promoting! How can you profess
tolerance and simultaneously
express such intolerance for
those who do not believe as you
do?
In closing, I would like to
challenge both of you as rational
human beings, to rethink the
validity of your arguments. Don't
be so quick to make the presently acceptable judgement of
others, you may find yourselves
questioning the very words you
utter.
Randall W. Gaymon

Victim gives
thanks to all
To the editor:
I was a victim of a racial
assault in downtown Clemson, in
February and suffered severe
head injuries which have ruined
my health probably for life. This
letter is an expression of my
gratitude to those people who
helped me regain normality,
putting a nightmare behind me
and gave me the necessary
encouragement and moral

support when I needed it the
most.
Special thanks to Dr. A. Bagchi
of Department of Mechanical
Engineering, who was very
patient with me while the
progress of my research was
painfully slow. His support and "
counseling was a big help in my
recuperation. Thanks also to Dr.
C. E. G. Przirembel, Head,
Department of Mechanical
Engineering whose help was
prompt and support, immense;
Dr. R. Kumar, who offered his
valuable time and help; Dr. Max
Lennon, who promptly offered
help through his office and
followed it up later and Mr. Ken
Cooke, of Student Services, who
talked to the City Police on my
behalf. I also thank my several
friends who helped in all the
ways they could. I shall be
grateful to these people forever.
My letter would not be
complete without extending a
different kind of thanks to the
following people.
People at the Tiger who have
shirked their responsibilities as
journalists even upon being
informed by a professor in
Mechanical Engineering department. There was this editor of
The Tiger, who upon being told
by a friend of mine, interviewed
me. The editor chose to ignore
the issue, perhaps because the
story was not newsworthy like
the cancellation of
Underground's alcohol license.
People at OIPS, who never;

offered any kind of assistance
and the India Student Association, whose only responsibility
these days seems to be screening
movies. Together these people
have taught me few valuable
though harsh lessons in life.
My heartfelt thanks to these
people.
Siva Darivemula

Searching
for spirit on
campus
To the editor:
I have been a student at
this university for the past three
years in which I have met many
people from different backgrounds.
I have thoroughly enjoyed my
time thus far at Clemson,
however I have perceived a
decline in attitudes toward
students from various persons of
the university leadership
community. The Clemson spirit
brought me to this campus. I was
enthralled with the enthusiasm
bestowed upon me as a prospective student. This university
offers so much heritage and
tradition to its students yet I feel
this is becoming endangered.
The Clemson family is/was a
part of this university which

elevates Clemson above many
other southern universities. From
its origins to the present time,
Clemson people are loyal and
allied to one another. The
"cause" was above all to educate
and develop Clemson students to
levels which would prepare them
for life after college.
This entailed limiting the size
of the student body so each
student would receive the
necessary attention to become a
true asset to society. The
Clemson family should be made
up primarily of the students and
the administration and supported by the alumni and the
community.
It may seem a bit idealistic
but the attraction of the
Clemson family which so many
alumni spoke of compelled me to
enroll here. Cooperation and
unity among the faculty and
students seems to have reached
an all time low. Don't get me
wrong, the majority is out there.
The Clemson family can make a
comeback with some effort. The
leadership community must make
a stand to promote the rights of
the students as the ultimate
creed of Clemson University.
I challenge each professor
and each administrator to look in
the mirror and ask this question:
"Am I at Clemson to better
themselves of the Clemson
students?" If your answer is no,
then dedicate yourself to
improving our relationships with
See SPIRIT, page 7A
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America plays the waiting game
as important dramas unfold
by Terry Manning
special to The Tiger
"I know all there is to know
about the crying game..."
This theme song from the current movie titled "The Crying Game"
might as well be changed to the
"America knows all there is to know
about the waiting game," because
that seems to be prevalent mood as
the impending outcomes of several
very important trials have the country holding its breath.
The first of these trials, for many
interested observers, was the North
Carolina trial in which three Camp
Lejeune marines were charged with
assaulting a gay man outside a bar.
This happened presumably as backlash against President Clinton's announced intentions of lifting the
ban against homosexuals in the military. The verdict returned this past
Tuesday declared the soldiers innocent of violating the gay man's civil
rights.
I could only sigh in resignation as
I watched news coverage of the
jury's announcement. Following on
the heels of a recent Upstate South
Carolina jury's acquittal of two men
charged with killing a male transvestite, because they were upset
over the being "tricked" (they said
they thought he was really a woman),
\ could not help but think that hate
crimes are going to continue to be
acceptable to the general public as
long as defending attorneys can convince people that victims are "them,"
not like "us," and "they" are strange

and wrong and deserve unfair treatment.
Then there is the waiting game
going on in Waco, Texas, as the Feds
attempt to out-wait David "God, Jr."
Koresh and his followers hidden
away in their in their cult com-

Commentary
pound. I heard on the news recently
that it is costing the American public
$2 million a day for Koresh and his
folks to be aurally bombarded with

Hate crimes are going
to continue to be
acceptable as long as
defending attorneys
can convince people
that the victims are
"them," not like "us,"
and "they" deserve
unfair treatment.
Barry Manilow's greatest hits. Nancy
Sinatra's "These Boots are Made for
Walking," and recordings of Tibetan
monks chanting.
The American patience is going
to wear thin here, I fear. I keep
thinking that some Feds is going to
knuckle under to public pressure
and decide to blast Koresh and his
boys off the face of the earth. Or
maybe the whole thing will just
disintegrate into one big shootout,
with dead agents and cultist laying

all over the wide Texas plains'. I can't
shake the feeling that nothing good
is going to come out of this situation
(except this joke - Q: "What do the
letters in "Waco" stand for?" A: "We
Ain't Coming Out!").
And of course there is the muchawaited verdict from the trial of the
officers involved in the Rodney King
beating. I am not as cynical as most
people; I actually do anticipate that
the jury will come back with a fair
verdict, but the question is for whom
the verdict will be fair.
Will the jury buy into the argument that the officers really felt they
had no resource but to beat King to
near death to reprimand him for a
speeding violation? Or will someone
in the rooms where the jury is sequestered away experience a stroke
of reason and decide that King, regardless of the follow-up revelations
about his previous criminal record,
and despite the way the public sentiment has swayed back and forth in
the wake of the beating, has the
same right as anyone else to be
arrested without being nearly killed
by a group of out-of-control, powercrazed policemen? America waits.
But I'm losing my sense of optimism, my hope that justice really is
blind and equally applied to all. If
the outcomes of these two latter
situations follows the pattern set by
the verdict in the first case, maybe
America can change the song again
"I know all there is to know about
the waiting game" to "We know all
there is to know about the hating
game."
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THE SPORT SANDAL.

Teva Sandals Developed by a Colorado River guide for
traction and comfort

10% Discount On Any Sale With
Student I.D.

THEY'RE HERE!

1993 TAPS
The TAPS yearbook will be distributed-April 19-23 and 26-30 (9:00
a.m.- 5:00 p.m.) in front ofthe Student Union. Make sure you bring your
Tiger 1 card for quick and easy pick up. Covers and boxes will be
available for a small fee. These items can be purchased with your Tiger
Stripe account.
Did you forget to purchase a Taps? Extra yearbooks will be available for
only $30. Isn't a lifetime of memories worth $30? Pay by cash, check, or
Tiger Stripe.
Taps Office 902 Student Union : (803) 656 - 2379 .P.O. Box 2216 University Station, Clemson S.C. 29632
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SPIRIT, from page 5A
students,
Make the changes within
yourself to concentrate on the
growth and education of these
young people. Their future is in
your hands.
A fair yet demanding overall
education is essential to quality
development in addition, I
challenge the student body to
overcome the temptations of self
serving actions. Recently, the
trends of our society have
tended to lean towards selfinterest and self-indulgence.
Instead of assenting to this way
of lire, attempt to become
involved in your education.
Confront these senseless
inclinations by strengthening our
Clemson family through a
commitment to improvement. If
university policies anger you,
channel your griefs through
student government. The newly
elected President and Vice
President are truly devoted to
improvement for the students.
Likewise, propose ideas or
register complaints with your
student senator rather than
limiting legitimate concerns to
your own circle of friends. Take
the initiative to meet with the
teachers and administrators who
determine the university policies.
Set aside the time to reflect upon
what could make this university
a better school. You may be
surprised to find how simple our
problem is at Clemson.
In my opinion, the emphasis
of Clemson University has
shifted away from the student.

There is no excuse for the hassles
and the nuisances which students face everyday. These
problems range from inadequate
parking to standards in food
services, overcrowded classrooms
and limited sections seem to have
become the norm. Students are
burdened with extra costs when
they are forced to purchase
standardized answer sheets and
countless photocopied materials.
The library and Fike Recreation
Center lack enough resources to
adequately support a student
body of this size.
I am angered and frustrated
but don't misread me. I am
willing to renew the quest for
the Clemson family with the
current administration. However,
I strongly contented the students
are suffering from a deficiency in
development as a result of many
prevailing policies enacted by the
current administration. I challenge President Lennon and
President Driggers to work
together to refocus this university
on the betterment of its students.
For deep inside each of us, lurks
the Clemson spirit which
attracted students and faculty
alike to become a part of this
university. We will only succeed
through a cooperative effort,
which is a true devotion to the
Clemson student. It is essential to
this cause that we learn from
Clemson history, for our magnificent past may direct us to an
even brighter future.

OPINION/ Page 7A
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Rimer Housing
1st Summer Session
Check-In Begins
Sunday, May 16
2nd Summer Session
Check-In Begins
Sunday, June 27

David E. Ryan

SkydiveParachute
Carolina!
Center, Inc.

Check-In: Young Desk—8:00 a.m.
Check-In: Young Desk—8:00 a.m.

Charlotte 704-543-4933
Drop Zone: 803-581-JUMP
• First Jump
through Advanced
Instruction
• Train and Jump In
The Same Day
• Tandem Jumps
For Free Brochure or
Additional
Information Call

1-800-392-JUMP
\

Residence Halls
Males - Geer/Cope

]

Females - Young/Sanders

No Advance Reservations Necessary
Arrive with your preferred roommate
Only residents arriving together will be assigned together
Individual spaces will not be held

Housing Summer Rate
$280.00 Per Session

Fun. Recreation. Education. Excitement.
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Ravenel comes to Clemson Happy Earth Day!!
continued from 1A
in the economy of the state. He
believes such progress in education
within the state must begin with
reducing the state;ftoard of education from 17 members to seven,
with one member appointed by the
governor and dhe member appointed by each of the six congressional districts in the state.
Another plank to Ravenel's platform involves his desire to see Scojth
Carolina recover its "triple A" credit
rating that it lost last year.
To do this, Ravenel suggests the
state's General Assembly pass an
appropriations bill that would not
exceed the previous year's income
for the state. Ravenel said passing
such a bill would restrict the state
legislature from, in effect, spending
money that could not feasibly be
earned by the state.

Ravenel next turned to the environment. "The environment turns
me on," said the Congressman. He
added that he is ashamed the South
Carolina government has allowed
the state to become a dumping
ground for other states' disposable
waste for money. He said that if he
becomes governor he definitely
wants to stop this practice.
After the speech, Ravenel fielded
questions from the audience that
ranged from advice to graduates
looking for a job to the recently
announced Charleston naval base
closings. Ravenel told upcoming
graduates who expect to have a
hard time finding employment to
keep looking no matter what. He
said if one can not find a job in his
or her field of major to look for a job
anywhere he or she can get one. He
added, "It's much easier to look for
the job you are best suited for while

you are already working."
In answering questions about the
Charleston base closings, Ravenel
said he is pulling out every stop to
keep the base open. He is currently
serving on the committee appointed
by current governor Carroll
Campbell to research and prepare a
list of reasons the Charleston base
should remain open. It is to be
proposed soon.
Ravenel is best known for his
recent ads on television that show
Ravenel pitching his ideas while
standing in front of a pick-up truck
with "Dixie" playing in the background. Ravenel's campaign is trying to warm up and create a sense of
familiarity with upstate voters.
One example is Ravenel's fliers
posted around campus announcing
the visit on Tuesday that read in
bold letters, "Come see Cousin
Arthur."
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and dryers in all units • 1 mile to campus
• Lots of storage space
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MIDWEEK QUIET POLICY •
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*
FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE
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THE fcAZYjjSbANDER
•Fresh Seafood Daily
• Raw Bar
Hungry Hour:
Monday - Saturday
4:30 - 7:00

Fresh Shrimp & Oysters

+

•
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^ • Furnished and unfurnished • 2 Bedroom
■£ townhouses and flats • 2 full Baths • Washers ^

18<t a piece
Witte Cottingham/interim head photographer

On The Square
Pendleton, South Carolina

Arthur Ravenel Jr. brought his "down home" campaign to Clemson.
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646-7672

Looks like a
Vivarin night.
It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals
all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam, in one night.
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for ho
So when you have pen in
hand, but sleep on the brain,
make it a Vivarin night!

© 1993 Sm ith Kline Beecham.
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THE

PRESENTS
The Year in Review
TIGER PAW PRODUCTIONS

CULTURAL ARTS COMMITTEE

Clint Black, Aaron Tippin & Little Texas
Ozzy Osbourne, Alice In Chains, Sepultura
Dread Zeppelin
The New Music College Tour
The Great American Circus
CBS College Tour
U2/Georgia Tech. Weekend Trip
Michael W. Smith & D.C. Talk
Carman
Travis Tritt, Trisha Yearwood, & Little Texas

Charlotte Steel Drum Band
John Chappell as Mark Twain
Chinese Golden Dragon Acrobats
From Blues to Broadway
The Dutton Family
George Winston
Clarence Fountain and
The Five Blind Boys From Alabama

SHORT COURSE COMMITTEE

SPORTS CLINICS HELD IN CONJUNCTION
WITH CAMPUS RECREATION

Scuba Diving, Juggling
Ballroom Dancing, Shagging
First Aid, CPR, Bridge, Bartending
Introduction to Drawing, Hammock Making
Ice Skating, Trade Bead Making, Batiking

Sailing, Rifle Marksmanship,
Lifeguard Training, Lifeguard Re-certification,
Beginning Golf, Tennis,
Backpacking

SPECIAL EVENTS COMMITTEE
Vote American Voter Registration
Bowman Blast
Candy Gram Sales
Jeep Eagle Health & Fitness Tour
Camouflage Rock & Roll Band

1992/93 UNION BOARD
AWARDS
Walter Cox Award:
Special Service Award:
Butch Trent Director's Award:
Chariman of the Year:
Program of the Year:
Program of the Year:
Committee Achievement Award:
Committee Achievement Award:
Committee Member of the Year:
Committee Member of the Year:
Committee Member of the Year:
Committee Member of the Year:

Patricia Finley
Thomas Latimer
April Wynn
Cameron Boland
African American Arts Festival
Travis & Trisha Concert
TWSPA
Tiger Paw Productions
Gregg Prigerson
PrabhakarVuyyuru
Alethea D. Brown
Amy E. Joyce

■94 UNION BOARD
Wanda Rose
Kimberly McManus
Cassandra Vinson
Mike Hester
Chris Moore
Martha Ann King
Ashli Rutledge
Christine Jackson
Ebonia Washington

President
Member at Large
Cultural Arts
Edgar's Entertainment
Films & Video
Outdoor Recreation
Short Courses
Special Events
TWSPA

Cameron Boland

Tiger Paw Productions
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Thieves arrested
at GU post office
continued from 1A
After business hours, a student police officer has been placed in the
room behind the boxes, to watch for
mail theives. Two methods of mail
theft have been common at Clemson. The first type involves a student
reaching into his or her own post
office box, and reaching around to
steal their neighbor's mail. The other
method involves using a screwdriver
to break the box window, or to
remove the box front at its hinges.
Operation Jaws received its name
from the fact that the student officer
would wait for an offender to come
along, and then snatch the person's
arm from the inside of the box. The
officer would then summon backup
to arrest the person, holding him or
her in place until the arresting of-

ficer arrived.
Saxon says part of the problem
may be due to some students not
taking the problem seriously. "A lot
of the time, college students will
think this is a prank-type deal," he
says, adding " but it is stealing. It is
not a harmless prank. I consider
these people thieves."
Glemson students should keep
this in mind before they think about
stealing someone else's mail. Warns
Saxon: "We'll be watching the post
office."
So, next time you're at the post
office, don't give in to temptation.
Leave other people's mail alone,
because you never know what will
be on the other side. Jaws might just
be waiting... for you.
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Clemson, you've Qot Qreat Taste!
0 Complete Dinners Starting At Only $5.95
0 Lunch Monday-Friday 11:30 -2:30
0 Sundays 12 noon tuntil 8 00 pm
0 Dinner Monday -Saturday at 5p.m.
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4126 Clemson Blvd. Next To Holiday Spa

231-8811
Domino's Pizza
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CARRY OUT SPECIAL
10" One Topping Pizza and 1 Can Coke or Diet Coke

$099
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Newspaper group awards
University professors
by Renee Krans
staff writer
Two university professors received the Positive Image Award
from the Pee Dee Newspaper Group.
Margaret Crosby, an associate
professor of education, and Frankie
Felder; an assistant professor of
education, were chosen as "positive
role models and achievers" from
more than 100 African-American
female professionals in the Southeast.
Crosby is no stranger to honors
and awards. She was the first African-American female student in the
College of Education at Clemson

University, where she earned her
doctorate. She has been employed
by the college since 1977.
Her joint publication with Emma
Owens on the topic, "The disadvantages of Tracking and Ability Grouping: A Look at Cooperative Learning
as an Alternative," was prompted by
her special interest in socially disadvantaged youth.
Felder says it is her goal to increase the number of minority graduates and to see that minorities receive every opportunity possible to
gain a higher quality education.
She received both her master's
and doctoral degrees at Harvard
University.

0 Fresh Veal, Chicken, Steaks & Seafood
0 Absolutely The Best Salads In The Upstate!
0 Romantic Italian Atmosphere
0 Excellent California & Italian Wine List

+ Tax

Pick-up Only

CALL US!
In Clemson

654-3082
i>

384-2 College Ave
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Hours:
4pm-2am Mon.-Thurs.
llam-3am Fri. & Sat.
llam-lam Sun.

OS

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZAT
Check your local Yellow Pages for the Domino's Pizza* nearest you.
I Delivery areas limited to ensure safe driving. ©1989 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Heritage Point
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartment Units available
Extremely well landscaped
. 4 month leases available for NOW
• 2 month leases available for summer only
• 10 & 12 month leases available in August
• Shuttle Bus Transportation is available to view apartments

Call Burton Properties
"With Seven Locations "

office 653-7717
Open 9-3 Saturdays, 2-4 Sundays
After Hours/Weekends, call: 654-2412 or 654-3444
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.*£ Take a Look At Why People
Are or Are Not Greek...
//

Why I'm Greek"

When I was asked to write about why I'm Greek, I figured it would take just a
few minutes to point out all the obvious reasons. Instead, it has taken me several
days to put together the right words that can begin to explain the meaning of
being in a sorority.
From the beginning, sorority membership has offered me a world of
opportunity. Throughout my life, I expect to come in contact with many women
with whom I share the bonds of sisterhood. The friendships I have found through
my Greek organization cannot be bought and paid for. They, like any other
relationship, must be worked at and respected in order to last a lifetime.
I never could have known what was in store as I attended party after party
during rush week. I remember being so nervous but I stayed with it and was
lucky enough to find a group where I fit in. The whole experience has brought
more meaning to my college days.
Greek life has meant striving for the best in whatever I do, whether it is
academics, leadership, or self improvement. One aspect I'have found and used is
the opportunity to grow through leadership and responsibility. As a Greek
member, I have sharpened my communication skills and learned to manage both
time and money. These benefits cannot be measured because they will pay off
throughout my life.
I'm glad that I chose Greek life because it has given me the self confidence to
strive for excellence in academics which is, of course, why I came to Clemson. As
a rushee, it was most interesting to hear that Greek grades are consistently high,
and they are some of the most involved students on campus. These facts
reinforced my decision that I would like to be Greek. All rushees begin rush with
some preconceived notions, and I was no different. I did believe that being Greek
meant parties all night-every night. It is true that there are a lot of social
opportunities, but it means so much more. Behind the parties are the foundations
of our groups. Our founders started Greek letter groups with friendships built on
Christian values. Each of us has ritual that symbolizes the purposes and motives
of those men and women long ago. This is the part of Greek life that means the
most and yet cannot be fully understood and apreciated until you become a
member. This realization has made it more clear to me why I really am Greek.
So, yes, it did take me a while to put the words together, but I was struggling to
find as answer that was right there all along. Beyond the Greek letters, the parties,
and the cheers are individuals who belong to a group with whom they share
common beliefs. This is not what we set out for during rush week. We are
looking for all those obvious reasons, but somehow after membership we know
we have found our groups for other great reasons.
Anyway, these are my reason for being Greek. They are by no means anyone
else's reasons. I agree Greek life isn't for everyone, but it can definately be a way
to get self confidence and direction throughout your college days.
Stephanie Bouvette

Clemson University Rush
The first couple of weeks at Clemson are always filled
with activity for fraternities and sororities. It is the
weeks of rush. It is a lot of work for both those going
through rush and those already in fraternities or
sororities. Both prepare months in advance to make a
rushee feel more at home.
Sorority rush is a week long. It is a very-structured
process that leads to lifetime membership into a
"sisterhood". Last year, in Panhellenic rush, 549 women
attended Gemson University Rush and 396 accepted
invitations into sororities. There were also several
women who accepted open rush invitations during the
week after. Sororities were allowed to take 37 girls each
to make quota. On the Clemson campus there are eleven
sororities, all located in dorms on East Campus. The are:
alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Delta Pi, Chi Omega, Delta
Delta Delta, Delat Gamma, Gamma Phi Beta, Kappa
Alhpa Theta, Kappa Delta, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Pi
Beta Phi, And Zeta Tau Alpha. Each chapter has around
100-150 members, and each is a part of the Panhellenic
Council.
The Panhellenic Council serves as a representative
governing body of all National Panhellenic Conference
fraternities and sororities. Panhel. will be conducting
rush August 15-21.
The Interfraternity Council is the coordinating body
over all fraternities. They hold rush a week after sorority
rush in the fall and also the first week of second
semester. They have a more relaxed atmosphere with
more emphasis on an "open rush" philosophy. This rush
lasts a week long also. The members of IFC are: Alpha
Gamma Rho, Alpha Tau Omega, Chi Psi, Delta Chi,
Kappa Alpha Order, Kappa Sigma, Phi Delta Theta, Pi
Kappa Alpha, Beta Theta Pi, Pi Kappa Phi, Sigma Appha
Epsilon, Sigma Chi, Sigma Nu, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Theta
Chi, Lambda Chi Alpha, Tau Kappa Epsilon. The dates
for next fall's rush are August 22-27 and any interested
should look for registration booths in the Phantom lot
around that time.
The Pan-Greek Council was created in 1984 to
improve cooperation, unity, understanding, and
relations among the National Pan Hellenic Council.
These groups pledge members after the completion of at
least one academic semester and hold interest sessions
each semester. The Pan Greek member organizations
are: Alpha Kappa Alpha, Alpha Phi Alpha, Delta Sigma
Theta, Kappa Alpha Psi, Phi Beta Sigma, and Zeta Phi
Beta.
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Why I'm Not Greek

n

Coming to Clemson as a freshman, I was naive about a lot of things,
especially the Greek system and being the type of person I am, if I do not
know everything about something then I am not going to do it. Therefore,
I did not "rush" last fall and it is probably one of the better decisions I
have ever made, even if my reasoning for it is a little strange.
Don't get me wrong though, I see nothing wrong with being a Greek if
that is what a person wants to do. Having been here almost a year now, I
feel much more educated about college life, including Greek life. I have
learned that I am just not the type of person who belongs in a sorority,
what they are about and what they do just does not interest me. I have
plenty of friends who are in sororities and love it and I think that is great
but, life in a sorority just is not for me.
First of all, I do not even own a dress or make-up for that matter, so
how whould I attend all those formal meetings? Secondly, I just do not
have time to be a sister. They seem to be constantly at some sort of
meeting, or sorority function and that takes a lot of time. I am on the
Clemson crew team, which I love, and it takes up most of my free time as it
is. So, I can't see where I would fit this sorority stuff into my schedule. I
love rowing too much to sacrifice it and obviously my parents aren't going
to like it if I sacrifice by school work. Finally, I just do not have the money
to join a sorority. The dues are outrageous and I fail to see where all the
money goes to. I, unlike most people, have to pay for my own education,
rent, and other amenities. Therefore I just do not have the funds to waste
on paying for T-shirts, pictures, and mixers.
Hey, for all of you that are in the Greek system and like it, that's great. I
am just glad that I didn't jump into something I didn't know much about
just because my friends were doing it. Because I realize now I would be
miserable, the only letters you will see me wearing are L-E-V-I-'S, and if
you know me, you will probably agree that jeans are what I belong in.
Lisa Domanosky
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Every Fall, sororities and fraternities begin the school year with Greek Rush. Women and men are invited to come
and visit the Greek organizations to meet new people and to find a place where they belong and feel comfortable.
Many make the decision to become a part of Greek life by pledging, others make the choice that Greek life is not for
them. There are also many others who decide not even to rush at all. Greeks and non-Greeks alike on campus told us
the plus's and minus's of sorority and fraternity life at Clemson.
The overall opinion of Greek life on campus is negative according to both Creeks and non-Greeks. Yel this view is
very stereotypical. As in any club, the actions (good or bad), reflect on the entire organization. This can benefit the
cahpter but often times it gives a false image of the sorority or fraternity as a whole. Unfortunately, the typical image
of these organizations full of beer and parties has not yet been broken, although the actual substance of them has
changed. Once looking below these stereotypes, a clearer and more positive image emerges. Mary Kathcrine Keen, a
sorority member at Clemson, says, "there are a lot of stereotypical attitudes that people think we are a bunch of
drunks. However, 1 think that anyone who knows anything about what Creeks do, agree that Greeks do a lot for
Clemson." Benefits seen by non-Greeks at Clemson are meeting new people, becoming more involved, participating
in more events, and learning responsibility.
Greeks on campus are active in fundraising. Many of these events are annual and are well supported by the
student population as a whole. Alpha Delta Pi holds an annual Teeter-Totter Fundraiser in the phantom lot each Fall
for the Ronald McDonald House as well as Alpha Chi Omega who also held their first annual Pie Tossing Fundraiser
for Battered Women and Children last month. Almost all fraternities take part in the Adopt-a-Highway program
Sigma Chi, Delta Gamma and Sigma Phi Epsilon also hold inter-sorority and fraternity competitions each year, raising
money for Starlight Foundation Aid for the Blind, and the American Heart Association respectively. During Greek
Week, the blood drive benefits many people who are in need of blood transfusions as well as providing a healthy
competition between Greeks to make this annual event successful.
Both Creeks and non-Greeks on campus agree that the perception of relations between them are neither good nor
bad. It is agreed that they do not usually mix as tow groups but more as individuals. Jenny Merritt is an independent
at Clemson. Merritt says that she thinks relations are "good." She lives with a member of a sorority and has many
Greek friends. There is no problem and she doesn't usually hear of any conflicts among Creeks and non-Greeks.
Greeks at Clemson vary as to why they value toeir sorority or fraternity. David Ashley, a fraternity member, echoes
the most common characteristic that members of Greek life appreciate. That is "brotherhood and social
development." Joy Godshall, a sorority member, went on to say that "being involved in a Greek Organization
encircles students with encouragement, support, and friendship. It opens up opportunities that the Greek system
provides are unlimited from friendships, leadership opportunities and competition, even to possible employment
opportunities down the road."
One of the most common cries against Greek life is the misconception that those involved are "buying friends."
Agreeably, there are dues to be paid and this is money saved by those not involved. Yet, these funds are not for the
purchase of friendship but for the welfare of the chapter. Money is allocated to funds for the maintenance of fraternity
and soririty residence halls and chapter rooms, donations to philanthropies, social activities and to events that benefit
the chapter's social and personal development. According to most Greeks, the money is well worth the enjoyment
and fulfillment that they get in return as members. Also, most Greeks would agree that friendships last far beyond
the three or four years of life which dues are paid. The sorority or fraternity is not a mandatory circle of friends yet an
opportunity to sdevelop close bonds and ties that are only symbolized by the Greek letters they wear. As far as
partying, most Greeks do not deny their enthusiastic participation, greeks take advantage of these opportunities to
meet new people as much as any other college student. However, most would also agree that Greek life has helped
them to balance their proprities much better. There is a high competition among Greeks for highest GPR and the
work of each individual is certainly reflected in the final GPR of the chapter. Staying involved by participation in
fundraisers, events, social functions and offices within the organization also require a responsibility of management
skills that each member must possess and develop.
Most all of both Greeks and non-Greeks that were questioned said that it is a great idea to go through rush.
Opinions differed as to whether or not Greek life is for everyone but all agreed that "you never know unless you try."
It is up to the individual to decide where he or she feels comfortable and what will help to make their college
experience the best that it can be. At such a large school as Clemson, membership in a smaller faction of the student
population is usually beneficial to social development and improves the chances of meeting new faces, making new
friends, and becoming an active member of the university. This can be achieved through the many non-greek
organizations as well as by choosing to join Greek life. The opportunity is there and the ultimate choice is yours. But
as the saying goes: "Never let an opportunity 'pass you by."
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Student engineers create concrete canoes
by Amy Henderson
staff writer
"The fact that the canoe is made
of concrete fascinates everybody...
They really do exist," said Mike
Horton, president of the university's
student chapter of the American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE).
Concrete canoe races started back
in the early 1980s and this year the
Carolina's Conference ASCE Concrete Canoe Competition was dominated by the group from Clemson.
Nine teams, from schools such as
USC, the Citadel, N.C. State, UNCCharlotte, S.C. State and Virginia
Tech, designed canoes and raced
them April 2-4 in Greensboro, North
Carolina.
At 69 pounds and 16 feet in
length, the wiAning canoe was called
the Streamline Feline, a clever variation of our mascot's name.
Horton said the Citadel designed
a 500 pound canoe of concrete for
the race one year. "It took a lot of
people to carry it to the water, but it
floated," he said. The design of concrete canoes is based on Archimedes'
principle, a discovery made before
212 B.C. which says that anything

will float if the correct amount of
water is displaced by the object.
"No, rocks do not float," Horton
explained with a laugh.
The Clemson team competed in
six races and won all six, which
consisted of men's, women's and
coed sprint and distance races.
Sixty percent of the competition
criteria was based on design, appearance and presentation, with the
remaining 40 percent based on race
results.
"It was a lot of fun competing
against other schools, meeting other
students within the same major and
exchanging ideas through the competition," Horton said.
"I look forward to competing
against schools such as Berkeley
University that has won four out of
five national competitions," Horton
said.
The Clemson chapter will be competing at the National Concrete Canoe Competition June 24-27 in Sacramento, California.
"Anyone is welcome to come out
to practices and watch," said Horton.
The team practices at Seneca Creek
Landing during the afternoons now
and through the summer.
Trophy winners with their "Streamline Feline".

file photo

Clemson flying club wins
competition in Georgia
by Jason Balser
editor-in-chief
It's a bird! It's a plane! No, it's the
Clemson University Flying Club!
On Saturday, April 3, the CU
Flying Club flew to Commerce, Georgia to compete in a flying competition against the flying club of Georgia Tech.
The competition was based on
the idea of landing an airplane as
close as possible to a painted target
line on the runway. In addition to
the target, 50 foot markers were
also placed on the runway to help
measure the distance from the target point to the actual landing spot
of the airplanes.

mately 60 members, 10 to 20 of
which are active. They are based at
the Oconee Count Airport had have
two, single engine planes, a two
seater and a four seater.
According to team member Chuck
Corrigan, this was the first such
competition between these two
schools, but because of its great
success, another competition is
scheduled to take place this summer
with another one occurring this fall.
The Flyers are advised by faculty
members Heyward Douglas and Dr.
Terry Leap. Their next meeting is
Wednesday, April 21 at 8 p.m. in 302
Rhodes Hall. Anyone interested in
becoming involved with the CU Flyers is more than welcome to attend.

Josh Drake/staff photographer

Play the tunes!
Johanna Johnson works hard at WSBF.
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Points were assigned to each team
based on how close the landing was
to the target. If an airplane landed
outside the range of all the 50 foot
markers, no points were awarded.
Each pilot was allowed four passes
at landing as close to the mark as
possible.
The Clemson flyers had the best
overall score with points totaling
463 while Georgia Tech finished
with 407 points. In addition to overall scores, the top three pilots in the
competition were also recognized.
Of these three, a Tech pilot claimed
first place followed by two Clemson
pilots, Grant Kipp and Chuck Miller,
who took the second and third places.
The CU Flyers consist of approxi-
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> does have a
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Bagels
Too!

Mon.-Sat. 7AM-Nobn, Sun. 8AM-12:30PM
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BEEP ONE
"SERVING THE UPSTATE SINCE 1950"
Equipped To Talk Business
-A complete line of paging
services: Tone-Voice Paging,
Digital Display Paging, Tone
Only, Alpha-Numeric Paging
Voice Mailbox Service

288-5992
SALES OFFICE
355 Woodruff Road
Greenvilie

-Toll Free Dialing
-Pick-Up & Delivery
-Offices Throughout the
Carolinas & Georgia

234-7309
CORPOFtATE OFFICE
533 Woodruff Road
Greenville

MORRIS
COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

TIGERTOWNQBflPQD
End Of The Semester Sale!!
HYPNOTIC HATS 20% OFF
BIG JOHNSON FS 20% OFF
ABSOLUT T'S 20% OFF
BROTHA MAN HATS 20% OFF
DISNEY SHIRTS 10% OFF

MICKEY MOUSE HATS 15% OFF
CLEMSON SHORTS 20% OFF
CLEMSON TJS $7.50
ENVIROMENTAL T'S 15% OFF
HOT TUNA T'S & HATS 20% OFF

LOTS
OF
T'S
FOR
$5.00
FREE PAIR OF CROAKIES WITH EVERY
PAIR OF RAY BAN PURCHASED!

Saw $$$£ through out the stores!
349 College /We
6S4-136S
*.
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Clemson teacher Sig Eps raise money for
co-edits child book American Heart Association
by Amanda Heaton
assistant news editor
Dr. Debra Broadwell Jackson is at
it again.
The associate professor in the
College of Nursing at Clemson has
recently co-edited her second textbook.
The book, called "Child Health
Nursing: A Comprehensive Approach to the Care ofChildren and
Their Families," focuses on diagnosing a child's health condition
from birth to adolescence and planning appropriate health care.
Fourteen units of the book are
devoted to health care for children
with specific medical conditions.

The book also contains information on high-risk families and the
influence of cultural and socioeconomic factors on families' perspectives on health care.
Jackson co-edited the book with
Dr. Rebecca Saunders, an associate
professor of nursing at the University of North Carolina in Greensboro.
Jackson received her bachelor's
degree from the Medical University
of South Carolina, a master's degree
from Emory University and a Ph.D.
from Georgia State University.
She is the head of the department of health science at Clemson.
Jackson has also written several
articles for professional journals.

by Ashley Jacobs
staff writer
The Queen of Hearts Week, held
April 5-9, was sponsored by Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity and raised
almost $2000 to benefit the American Heart Assoication. Copper
Combat started the week off with
sorority members dropping change,
preferably pennies, into jars
marked with each sorority's name.
"Silver" coins subtracted from the
sorority's penny count. Delta
Gamma won first place, Kappa

Delta won second, Kappa Alpha Theta
grabbed third, and Alpha Delta Pi
received fourth place. Zeta Tau
Alpha raised the most money though,
which was $249.
The Queen of Hearts Pageant
was held Thursday night , where
Lynnette Barrs, of Alpha Delta Pi
took the crown. Barrs is freshman
nursing major from Goose Creek,
S.C. Mary Courtney Powers of Delta
Delta Delta won first runner up.
Games were held Friday including "spin around the bat", greased
watermelon face, and tug-of-war.

Marc Bloomer, of Sigma Phi Epsilon, said of the games,
"It was pouring that day but I
think it was more fun because it
was raining. One guy was wearing
a poncho and sliding around in the
mud."
An air band competition was
held Friday night, with Chi Omega
taking first place, Delta Gamma
second, Kappa Delta third, and
Kappa Kappa Gamma fourth.
Overall winners were Delta
Gamma first, Kappa Alpha Theta
second, and Kappa Delta third.

Tips for the Earth conscious
A Green Piece: Earth Day Tips
from Students for Environmental Awareness
Beware of excessive materialism. This policy is good for the
soul as well as the earth. As Walt
Whitman said, "I think I could turn
and live with animals, they are so
placid and self contained... Not one
is dissatisfied, not one is demented
with the mania of owning things."
• Each year 98 percent of the
atoms in our bodies are replaced by
other atoms from the environment.
You can exist without air'for only
minutes and without food for no
more than a couple of weeks. No
individual is separate from the web

of life. Your own health is truly
intertwined with that of the environment. Clean air and water are
taken for granted until they are
threatened. Why wait that long?
• You probably know at least
something about global warming,
ozone depletion, acid rain, tropical
deforestation, overpopulation, toxic
waste, habitat destruction, and on
and on and on. Do something. Get
involved. Find out what organizations are doing in the amphitheater
this afternoon. Then come back and
check out the bands tonight.
• Don't just make it a one-day
affair. Write letters, and educate
yourself. Great sources for learning

*> CLEMSON
FUND
The Ninth Annual Clemson
Phonathon for academic
gratefully acknowledges
these community
businesses for their
continuing assistance.
•
•
•
•
•
•

101 Keith Street Cafe
Bravo's
Cakes By Cheryl
Columbo's Pizza
Domino's Pizza
Golden Corral Family
Steak House
• Granny Zuercher's Bakery
• Los Hermanos
• Nick's
• Par Cheezies Pizza
• Pizza Hut
• Subway Sandwiches
• TD's
• Ye Olde Sandwich Shoppe

more are Sierra magazine (it's in'
the library), or if your more inclined
toward television, watch National
Geographic Explorer. It's on TBS
Sunday nights and features some of
the best documentary films shown
on television. Better yet, take the
course Environmental Science 200
here at Clemson, ^nd keep an eye
out for SEA-sponsored guest speakers next year. Now is the time to
decide what kind of future this nation will have. If you enjoy nature,
don't blow your chance to do something while it counts.
Earth Day will be celebrated in
the amphitheater all day today.
Ecofair: 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Bands: 5
p.m.-midnight. Check it out.

Allissa Savage/interim senior staff photographer

Lynette Barrs is crowned the "Queen of Hearts" April 9.

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALPHA PHI OMEGA's
New Brothers
Stephan Bendfeldt
Rich Challen

Chris Broome
Kelly Judson
Kevin O'Neal

Mike Brown
Jay Marcoux

Robbie Campbell
John McDonald

Many men form circles of brotherhood and find satisfaction
in them. So do the men in Alphi Phi Omega, but in a
manner as unique as is the organization itself.
The Circle of brotherhood is never complete. It is not
formed nearly as much for the benefit of those who stand in
it, as it is for those who are not part of it, and may never be.
Every man in Alpha Phi Omega is important. Each shares
in Service. Each respects his brother's customs and rights,
with full recognition of the mutual obligations Service
imposes.
The best men in Alpha Phi Omega wear their "Sunday
Best" every day. Their example and their Service is the best
explanation for the continued growth and expansion of this
campus-centered, Service-minded national fraternity for
university men.
Graduating
Morgan Alley
Wally Dawson
Robbie Merritt

Brothers:
Mike Bridgers
Kevin Debose
Paul Mosley
Jeff Woollens

Paul Caffery
Kelly Cooper
Robert Handcock Brian Latham
Todd Steen
John Underwood
Mike Sullivan
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The Shroud headlines SEA
Eco Fair today on Bowman
by Sean Cook
assistant time-out editor

Flowers are in bloom across the Upstate as the weather
begins to warm up after a cold winter.

Tonight, musical entertainment
abounds in Clemson, with a variety
of acts exhibiting a variety of styles.
One band that deserves a look is
Toccoa's the Shroud, which is scheduled to play SEA's Earth Day Eco Fair
in the Amphitheatre tonight.
Led by Lee Bozeman on vocals,
the Shroud has finesse and energy,
and they're not afraid to tell you
about it. Their press guide says it all.
"We are quite confident in our ability to deliver a riveting live performance," it reads, "and have the fans
to back up our assertions."
The Shroud recently opened for
Sunbrain at the Dish in
Toccoa,delivering on their boast.
Their set was energetic and compelling, showing both style and sub-'
stance.
Their latest release Candy, Darling? has all of the melodic mass of
their live show, and is available by
mail order from Rage Records (P.O.
Box 473, Toccoa, GA 30577), for the
amazingly low price of $6.
As long as you're sending the

money, you might as well check out
the other Rage bands. Of course,
everyone from Clemson knows about
Sunbrain's recent release, Perfection Lies (see related story), but
Rage also has a pleasant and, unfortunately, well kept, secret in the
Remedy. Their recent release, U,
showcases the band's ability, energy
and rage in a completely enjoyable
journey through musical madness.
It's a shame that so many music
scouts are searching for the new
Nirvana and the next Sonic Youth,
when they could, with a little effort,
find an original like the Remedy. As
for me, I'm keeping my copy of U in
a safe place, because it will one day
be one of those little known, thisgot-them-started sort of things, like
REM's Tighten Up, etc. Check out the
Remedy and the Shroud. Good music seldom comes this cheap.
The Eco-Fair also features many
other dynamic performers from the
Clemson area, including Jennifer
Goree, who stunned audiences in
last year's production of Romeo
and Juliet with her haunting,
beautiful voice and exquisite
acoustic guitar method. Dan

Plowden, late of acoustic trio Highway Five, will play an acoustic set.
Killed Trying (formerly Medium
Rare) brings their Motorhead-like
grunge to campus, while the Sleestaks
continue their cd release tour with a
stop at the Outdoor Theatre.
Mooseboy brings a young, energetic,
post-punk style to the show that will
surely liven up the crowd. That band
features lead singer Andrew Wood,
formerly of Dreamhouse, and guitarists E.J. Wynn and Mike Lewis,
who are sure to put on a driving
performance. The Drovers will bring
their Old Time Medicine Show to the
stage, as well. Yarn will also play.
The show starts at 5 p.m. and ends
sometime around 11. Admission is free.

TEN EASY WAYS TO HELP
THE ENVIRONMENT

I—

1) Recycle aluminum, newspaper,
cardboard, and glass.
k*2) At the grocery store buy products in
recycled containers or with a minimum
of packaging and use cloth, reusable
grocery bags.
3) Turn off the water between rinses, while
shaving and while brushing your teeth.
4) Because most garbage ends up in the
ocean or in landfills where animals have
access to it, snip the circles of six pack
holders before throwing them away.
Birds and fish can get trapped in these.
5) Don't buy products made of ivory,
tortoise shell, coral, reptile skin, or any
other products from endangered species.
6) Use phosphate free detergent and use
less than the companies recommend on
the box. Most recommend more than
necessary to speed up consumption.
Wash your clothes in warm and not hot
water.
7) To reduce unnecessary fuel
consumption by as much as 9% keep
tires inflated, rotated and keep your car
tuned.
8) Use cloth rags instead of paper towels.
9) Don't throw away junk mail. Keep it to
write notes and messages on.
10) Turn off lights and appliances and
unplug television while not using.
- From The Students For
Environmental Awareness
Waterfowl are returning to the area as well, in eluding this mallard
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Why do we care
enough to observe
Earth Day?
by Terry Manning
staff writer
"Twenty years after Earth Day 1970, [we] are poised on the threshold
Df utter failure. Measured on virtually any scale, the world is in worse
shape today than it was twenty years ago."
This is how Dennis Hayes, director of Earth Day 1970, the first Earth
Day, saw things two years ago. (The Tiger, April 13, 1990).
What might he think of things now?
Can you imagine what it must have done to the earth's delicate
(biosphere to have to endure a willful act of terrorism like Saddam
Hussein's dumping oil in the seas off the shores of Kuwait and the burning
of the oil wells he left behind?
I don't know if I will ever forget the broadcast images of dead and dying
birds being pulled from the oily waters of Kuwait, or photos of
American soldiers' sooty faces cast against a backdrop of
the billowing clouds of smoke from the wells, so thick
they blocked the sun, creating artificial nightfall
all over the desert landscape.
Somehow the planet survives, battered, yes. Violated, certainly. But it
survives. Despite, it seems, not
because of, our best efforts.
At every turn, the planet
takes steps to ensure its survival. Even now bacteria
absorb oil left on the Alaskan shores where man
could not wash it away.

A bee pollenates a flower, carrying on the life cycle of both.
The planet will endure. It adapts it is forced to treat us as a pestilence,
to conquer all challenges. Hopefully,
We should think of our own
though, the day will not come when survival to act now.

This article is reprinted from
the April 17, 1992 edition of The
Tiger.

SEA Eco-Fair
all day on Bowman
Field, with bands
■

Layout by Geoff Wilson/
managing editor
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Amphitheatre
beginning at 5 p.m.

vegetarian lifestyle offers
alternative for healthy living
by Kate Marvel
ptaff writer
-Meat is murder, or so says the
7
riends of the Earth Vegetarian So:iety. If you have been thinking
ibout kicking the meat habit, and
turning toward a humane diet, this
is the group to join.
Friends of the Earth is a nonprofit educational organization of
Individuals who meet monthly to
^exchange information, provide encouragement and work together for
personal and planetary healing.
Vegetarians do not eat meat, fish
I )r poultry. Vegans abstain from eatng or using all animal products,
deluding milk, cheese, other dairy
i terns, eggs, wool, silk or leather.
People turn to vegetarianism for
a variety of reasons. It's better for
iheir health, the planet, farm ani-

mals and millions of starving men,
women and children, according to
the Friends of the Earth Society.
Recent medical studies indicate
adopting a low-fat vegetarian diet
can significantly reduce chances of
heart disease, one of the leading
killers in the U.S. By eating meat,
people are contributing to the destruction of the earth. Major amounts

commentary
of water in the U.S. go towards
livestock production. For each pound
of red meat, poultry, eggs and milk,
farm fields lose about five pounds of
topsoil.
World hunger could be significantly lowered with a non-meat diet.
Sixty-four percent of American agricultural land is used for livestock

feed, while livestock eat 80 percent of the corn grown in the US
and 95 percent of the oats.
Fifteen vegetarians can be fed
on the same amount of land needed
to feed only one person on a meatbased diet. Six billion animals a
year are raised for slaughter and
killed for consumption by Americans. Many animals are subjected
to inhumane conditions during
their lives and then face violent
deaths at the slaughterhouse.
Peter Singer of Animal Liberation says, "we generally buy our
meat and poultry in neat plastic
packages. It hardly bleeds. There
is no reason to associate this package with a living, breathing, walking, suffering animal."
This might give you food for
thought on your next visit to the
supermarket

There*s only one Earth — take eare of it!
Waterfalls abound in the Blue Ridge Foothills
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Cycling committee raises
awareness in Clemson area
by Amanda Heaton
assistant news editor
Friday is bicycle awareness day
and the Clemson Pathways Advisory Committee wants to remind
you of some important rules to
folllow while cycling:
1. Bicyclists shall obey all traffic
laws which pertain to motorists as
well.
2. Never ride on sidewalks or
pedestrian walkways.
3. Ride single file. Cyclists should
stay as far to the right as possible to
allow motorists to pass safely.
4'. Use hand signals when making
left or right turns and slowing down.

The hand signals are the same
manual signs used while driving a
car.
5. Ride defensively. Always expect a car to pull out in front of you.
If you expect the worst to happen
you will be prepared to act appropriately.
6. Be visible. Wear bright colored
clothing. If riding at night, be sure to
wear light colored clothing and use
a headlight and reflectors.
7. Wear a helmet. Most fatal cycling accidents would not have resulted in death if the cycler had
worn a helmet.
8. Be predictable. Ride in a
straight line when cruising and al-

ways signal when turning or stopping.
9. Use common sense. Be polite
and remember that most motorists
have little patience for cyclists.
10. Pay attention. Watch what is
happening around you and always
be aware of motorists coming from
behind. Never wear headphones
while riding.
The Clemson Bicycle Pathways
Advisory Committee is a city/university committee that wants to promote bicycle transportation in the
city of Clemson.
They are sponsoring bicycle
awareness day in order to promote
bicycle safety.

Classic Photography Inc.
is looking for an energetic,
outgoing and organized campus
manager. Excellent telephone skills a must.
Underclassmen preferred.
Call 885-0036
12-5 M-F
for appointment times.
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Clemson University
Bookstore's Book Buy Back
is April 26-30, instead of
April 19-23 as previously
advertised.
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SORRY FOR ANY
INCONVENIENCE!

Josh Drake/staff photographer

It's steppin' time!
The sisters of Delta Sigma Theta performed a step show beside Tillman Hall.

BOOK BUY BACK
APRIL 26-30
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COMPACT DISCS AND TAPES
RQCK»COUNTftY»JAZZ« SOUL-CLASSICAL

£

Full Selection of New CDs and
Over 2500 Used CDs
^Shirts
•Posters
•Guitar Strings
•Imported CDs
• M ag azi nes
• Blank Tapes
•Cutt Certificates
OPEN: MON-FRI 10 to 8 • SAT 10 to 6 • SUN 1:30 to 6

;.V

COLLEGE
PLACE MALL
COLLEGE
AVE.
CLEMSON
S.C.

GREAT DINING
PRIME RIB • STEAKS
SANDWICHES
SEAFOODS
COCKTAILS & APPETIZERS ON THE DECK

654-6982
OPEN — MON-SAT. 11AM-UNTIL

Dinner Special:

200 VICTORIA SQUARE
(518 COLLEGE AVENUE)

Monday Night: Snow Crab Legs .11.95 (all you can eat)

654-4041

Tuesday Night: Prime Rib
9.50
Monday thru Friday
Happy Hour On The Porch From 5 pm - 7pm

r

.- OVER 250Q.USED CDs for $7.00
<s<SSnA>l*3NOg 3A01 a3H10IAM3iaflV,9 a3i3d*8V9nS-2

IS

Bar Brands 2.75 Draft 1.00 Jumbo Boiled Shrimp 300 ea.
Located Next To Astro Theater on College Ave.
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Panhellenic holds first Easter egg hunt
by Amanda Heaton
assistant news editor
The Panhellenic Council sponsored its first Easter Egg Hunt April
Sorority and fratenity members
from the the Panhellenic, Pan Greek
and Intrafraternity helped out with
the hunt..
Faculty and administrators' children ages five and under were invited.
Candy filled eggs were hidden in
the grass area behind Smith dorm
for the children to find.
There was a special appearance
by the Easter bunny and one large
golden egg for the children to find.
The child who found the golden
egg got a large chocolate easter
bunny.
While the kids Wjere hunting for
eggs, the parents eruoyed provided

refreshments and had a chance to
get to know the sorority and fraternity members who were helping
out.
DeAnn Hutto, president of the
Panhellenic Council said," The reason we did it was to get the professors out to talk with sorority and
fraternity members and see what
we're all about."
The council distributed invitations through faculty members' pffice
boxes and flyers were posted around
campus.
The hunt was the first one held
by the Panhellenic Council.
. Although only 12 children
showed up, they feel it was a success.
The Panhellenic Council hopes
that next year's hunt will be more
familiar to the faculty and administration, and more children will participate.
file photo

Jill Burgtorf and Catherine Garrison help hunt for Easter eggs.

Cokgs (By CheryC
and Incredible 'Edibles
•Adult ;in<J chilclrcns birthday cakes
•Weddings by specially
•Cakes, cookies, breads, anil more
•Calering and delivery available

110-2 Calhoun St.
Clemson SC 29631
654-8600

Free Dessert Bar with Purchase of tunch Plate

IN THE ARMY
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THErRE IN COMMAND.
Any nurse who just wants a job can
find one. But if you're a nurs-

■ith your level of experience. As .
an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer—a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

©Mawee#
A Student -Community
2 bedroom and 2 bath
Washer and Dryer in each unit
Shuttle bus and swimming paol

• Completely furnished
•Special-2 tenant lease's
• Summer session rentals

SPRING '93 SEMESTER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE
Call Greg and reserve the apartment of your choice

654-3263

ANDERSON COLLEGE
SUMMER SESSIONS
• First Session: May 11 -June 7,1993
Course

Title

Credit

8:00 a.m. -10:00 a.m. (MTWThF)
ENG213
American Literature 1
PRE 201
Intermediate French
HIS 102
Western Civilization II
MAT 111
Math/Elementary Teachers 1
MAT 131
Retailer & Consumer Mathematics
MAT 201
Finite Probability
MKT331
Principles of Marketing
REA101
College Reading
SPA 101
Elementary Spanish
(SPA 101 lab - 1 hr. daily in addition to class)
SPE102
Public Speaking
10:15 a.m. -12:15 p.m. (MTWThF)
ART 232
Art History Survey 2
CS 120
Intro to Information Processing
EDU301
Nature of the Exceptional Child
ENG205
World Literature
ENG 301
Business & Technical Writing
FRE101
Elementary French
(FRE 101 lab- 1 hr. daily in addition to class)
HIS 201
United States History
HPE 221
Health Education
MAT 101
College Algebra
MAT 121
Mathematical Analysis
MKT431
Consumer Behavior
MUS 110
Music Appreciation
REL330
World Religions
SPA 201
Intermediate Spanish

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

12:30p.m. -3:00p.m. (MTWTh)
EDU 337
Methods/Materials Teaching Math
HPE 321
Sport Psychology
SPE 201
Interpersonal Communications

3
3
3

12:30p.m. - 4:30 p.m. (MTWThF)
ART 111
Foundations of Design

3

1:30p.m. - 4:00p.m. (MTWTh)
EDU 111
Intro, to Education

3

5:15p.m. - 10:00 p.m.. (TTh)
SOC 202
Social Problems

3

6:00 p.m. - 8:30p.m. (MTWTh)
EDU 421
Methods/Materials Teaching Science
ENG 102
English Composition

3
3

Special Chemistry Term Beginning May 11
General College Chemistry and Organic Chemistry

More than 50 additional courses will be offered during
daytime and evening hours throughout the summer.
For a complete summer schedule & application:
ANDERSON COLLEGE
803-231-2030 or 1-800-542-3594.

mmssmmumam
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Student
Appreciation
Days

CU gets
Faculty shows
1
'disappointment grant for
in Lennon plan calculus
by Jenny Wallace
news editor
If the latest Clemson Faculty Senate resolution is any indication of
the relations between the school's
faculty and its president, things are
not going well. The Senate, consisting of 33 faculty members elected to
represent the entire faculty, voted
on Tuesday in favor of a resolution
showing "disappointment" in the
extension of a compensation package for President Max Lennon.
According to the Greenville News,
faculty Senator Brenda Vander May
said numerous faculty members feel
"demoralized" that the $550,000plus compensation plan for Lennon
was passed while "belt-tightening
and sacrificing have become com-

mon place" in other areas of the
university's budget.
However the Greenville News
also reported on Wednesday that
Board of Trustee member Louis P.
Batson was pleased with the approval of the compensation plan for
Lennon. He also added that even
though the board was not responsible for the passage of the compensation plan, he believes the board
supports the decision. Batson said,
"It's all private money...and the
money that's going for Dr. Lennon
would not normally go for faculty
anyhow."
The resolution was passed on
Tuesday by a vote of 16 to 8. Two
faculty senators abstained from voting, and seven members of the senate were not present

What could that
be circling over
head?

by James McLean
staffwriter
A consortium between Clemson University and Georgia tech
is the recipient of a $193,969
grant. The National Science
Foundation has given it's support for the development of
materials to aid other schools in
establishing innovative ways to
teach calculus.
The consortium for undergraduate mathematics in Science and Engineering, in it's
second year, was developed to
allow professors from both
schools to work together to further advance their calculus programs.
Professors at Clemson focussed their studies on the
pocket calculator, also known
as the pocket computer.
Donald LaTorre, professor of
mathematics, feels these pocket
computers are as powerful as
the mainframe computers of
twenty years ago.
The calculator is only used in
half the calculus classes now
but "starting in the fall of 1993
these calculator/ computers will
be required in every science
and engineering calculus
course," says LaTorre.

Medium One Topping Pizza

oo

5'

tax included

Large One Topping Pizza

7

'00
tax included

Call Now

654-3082
384-2 College Ave.

1

Service Guarantee
Your order will arrive in 30 minutes or less or
your will receive $3.00 off
Limited Delivery Area to Ensure Safe Delivery. Valid at Participating Stores Only

• Now's your chance to cash in on some of the best bargains
of the year at the CU Bookstore. Prices are slashed up to 50%
on selected clothing and gift items. But that's not all! Join us for
fun and games all week, too. It's as easy at 1, 2, 3!

DON'T FORGET: Book buy back isJpM&lf
April 26-30

HOLD THAT TIGER!
|

|l©nday, April 19, l:30-4:3tf J|m.

K*&8 Suggested retail values up to
$159 priced at $60»$80»$90.

i^pture your college experience! Have
yiur portrait taken with the Clerhldh Tiger.
Contact the Bookstore for an appointment
by April 16.

SNACKS: Popcorn and soda

WALK-N-WIN EVENTS:

^jf^SALE!

SPECIAL FEATURES FOR THE WEEK:

-pSUB WALK

Tuesday, April 20, Noon
Win a coupon for a FREE 8" sub from
Li*l Dino Subs in the East Campus Store.

let your FREE HERSHEY'S BarNone®
-PIZZA WALK

bar while supplies last (one per person).
April 19-23.

Wednesday, April 21, Noon

HOT WINGS
CHALLENGE H

Win a coupon for a FREE 14-||t;h pizza
with your choice of 2 toppings at ITZA
PIZZA in the Canteen.

Monday, April 19,11:30 a.m.-2 p.nil
Object: Eat all the hot wings you can in 1 jfiiinute
Obstacle: 4 other fierce competitors
Reward: Prize, compliments of the CU Bookstore
Sponsored by Charlie Ts Original Buffalo Wings & Suds.

•Spring Fling is sponsored try the
Clemson University Bookstore
with special cooperation from ARA,
Dining Services, and Li'l Dino Subs.

/Itt
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The Year Has Come To An End, Its Time To Say Goodbye
The spring semester of 1993 has past us by and we
are looking forward to the summer, but before we
bring this time to a close, what do we have to say for
the time we spent here at Clemson University?
Exams will be taken and grades will come in,
classes are finishing and we will be able to mark
another required class off our curriculum but along the
way a lot was gained.
New friends, new knowledge and a greater appreciation for peace and relaxation was gained as this
year flew by. All of us will walk away from Clemson
University with something very valuable.
If you are graduating or moving into another year,
plans are being made and dreams are being reached.

Final call for the trip to
Atlanta
On Saturday, April 17, the Black Educational
Support Team (B.E.S.T.) will be taking a trip to visit
the Martin Luther King Center, APEX, which is a
cultural arts center, the CNN Center, and Six Flags.
Since we still have seats available on the bus,
everyone is invited. You do not have to be a member
of B.E.S.T. or a member of any student organization.
The only qualification is that you must be a Clemson
University student, faculty or staff.
If you are interested in the trip, come by 103
Holtzendorff Hall and pay $5 to reserve a seat.
Expenses for the trip will be fifty cents for the tour of
APEX, $17.50 for the ticket into Six Flags Amusement Park plus the cost of your meals. Please purchase your Six Flags ticket at the University Union.
Tickets at the park are $25.
We will be leaving at 8:00 a.m. from the Clemson
House. We are expecting to return to Clemson at 12
p.m. Come join us for a fun time in the in the big city.
This educational and entertaining trip will help relax
your mind and body for final exams.

Four Ethical Points to Remember

I *

1.

Identify Intentions and Motives

2.

Know the Laws and Follow Them

3.

Understand Consequences

4.

Develop Moral Principles
-WillKeim

AAAA
Student Athletes Joining CURE
The CURE is pleased to announce new members.
This month each athletic team nominated two or
more of their players to join the Clemson University
Resource Educators. The student athletes will
undergo fall training to prepare them to return with
knowledge and confidence in order to facilitate
substance abuse programs. In addition, they will be
trained to listen to their team members and refer
them to professionals when needed. They will
become role models and resources for their teams.
The student athlete CURE members, as well as all
the other CURE members will be available to present
programs on and off-campus and to assist in the
entire prevention program at Clemson University.
Forty-five student athletes are expected to report to
CURE training.
The training will begin in the fall and will be led
by the new graduate assistant for alcohol and drug
prevention. Kevin Rice, a graduate from North
Carolina State University, with a B.A. degree in
Human Resource Development. Assisted by members of the Pickens County Commission for Drug and
Alcohol Abuse, staff from Student Development and
current CURE members, Kevin will help train new
CURE members in the fall.

Minority Council Interviews
The 1993-94 minority council interviews for the
upcoming school year will be held Monday, April 19
through Wednesday, April 21 from 4-8 p.m. in the
Student Government room 165.
If you have any questions call Jaman Boyd or
Jennifer Yeargin-Bush at 656-2195.

Even though sometimes our plans get hectic and we
become driven, one thing that we must never forget - our
friendships. When we enter the university of our choice
people always tell us to value our friendships from the
start, but I never knew how important that was until I
graduated.
From freshman year until the day of graduation you
will meet people that talk with you, dance with you, sing
with you, laugh with you and cry with you; so remember
to keep in touch and never forget that they were your
friends when you needed them. As Joseph Parry writes
in his poem, "New Friends And Old Friends,"
Make new friends, but keep the old;
Those are silver, these are gold.

A Weekend'of Fun

New-made friendships, like new wine,
Age will mellow and refine.
Friendships that have stood the test
Time and change - are surely best;
Brow may wrinkle, hair grow gray;
Friendship never knows decay.
For; mid old friends, tried and true,
Once more we reach and youth renew
But old friends, alas! may die;
New friends must their place supply
Cherish friendships in your breast
New is good, but old is best;
Make new friends, but keep the old;
Those are silver, these are gold.

Awards Given To
Outstanding Mentors

Saturday, April 17 * Union Terrace • 2 p.m.
The Annual Cookout will take place on the
Union Terrace
(outside Student Chambers). The cookout will
consists of a DJ, local vendors, and a spades
tournament.

The Black Educational Support Team Awards
Reception will be held Thursday, April 22 at 4:30 p.m.
in the Palmetto Ballroom.
Each mentor is asked to bring three prospective
mentors for the 1993-94 academic year. If you are a
current female mentor, please bring 2 males and one
female and if you are a male mentor, bring two
females and one male. Remember to turn in the
evaluations which are due Monday, April 19.
The B.E.S.T. program is looking for a few good
people to serve as leaders for 1994. If you are
interested, call Mrs. Barbara Kennedy-Dixon at 6560500.

Friday & Saturday • April 16,17 »Y Theater • 12 a.m.
Bebe's Kids will be showing for $1 dollar.

The Time Is Finally Here!

Sunday, April 18 * Tillman Auditorium • Time TBA
The weekend will conclude with a Black
Gospel Festival

t>
The 1993 TAPS will be arr%ing in
*
April 19 and will be distributed April
19-30 in the Phantom Lot in front of the
University Union.

Black Unity Weekend is continuing throughout
the weekend April 16-18. Acookout, film and
festival are scheduled. Everyone is invited* to share in
the festivities.

All events are open to the public. Come on out and
enjoy the fellowship and relaxation.

Good Luck to An Outstanding Student
Berlethia Pitts is a graduate assistant in the Office
of Student Development responsible for the tutorial
and Minority Student Services programs at Clemson
University.
She will be competing in the 32nd Annual Kappa
Alpha PSI Cabaret Pageant this Saturday at the Phillis
Wheatley Center in Greenville.
Berlethia currently holds the title, N.A.A.C.P.
woman of the year for Oconee County and for the State
of South Carolina.
Berlethia received her undergraduate degree in
public relations from the University of Georgia in June
of 1991 and she will receive her Masters degree in
English in August.
Her goals for the future are to earn a Doctorate
degree in African American Studies from the University of North Carolina and teach on the secondary and
collegiate levels. Good Luck Ber!

If you have not already purchased a copy
of TAPS, you can stop by the TAPS truck
and purchase a copy with Tiger Stripe, cash
or check.
The '93 TAPS offers every student a
chance to preserve their memories of a great
year!
Remember to bring your I.D.!

Don't Miss Your Chance At A
Presidential Internship
Apply Today
The deadline is today, so if you are interested in a
position as a Presidential Intern, applications are
available in 104 Holtzendorff Hall. The opening
positions are located in the following departments:
President's Home
Alumni Center
Planning Office
Donor Research

Strom Thurmond Institute
Records and Registration
University Research
Vice President's Office

Greek Week Spreads Unity
Greek Week is known across the country, not for its
name but for its purpose and experience. Amanda
Hays, graduate advisor for Fraternity/Sorority Affairs
comments, "It is a week that promotes camaraderie and
unity between fraternities and sororities." For three
days fraternities and sororities participate in blood
drives, workshops, sports events and lectures.
All events are sponsored by the Order of Omega
honor fraternity. All Greek affiliated organizations
were invited and encouraged to participate in the events
This year's events were action packed and Student
Development would like to congratulate the winners.
The Epsilon Kappa Chapter of Order of Omega held its
annual Awards Banquet on Wednesday, April 14 in the
Holmes Ballroom . The awards went to the following:
Greek Woman of the Year
Kathy Reichard
Greek Man of the Year
Jeff Terry
Chapter Scholarship Award
Alpha Chi Omega
Sigma Nu.
In the fraternity category of the Greek Sing
Competition, there was only one winner. Sigma Nu
placed first in this area. In the sorority category, third
place was held by Kappa Kappa Gamma, second place
was taken by Zeta Tau Alpha and Delta Gamma
captured first place.
Also, among the activities presented to the students

during Greek Week, a blood drive was an enormous
success. We thank the many people who gave their
time to help others who need blood.
Along with the blood drive, awards ceremony and
the sports events, came a more serious aspect of Greek
Week and that was the Master Program Key-Note
speaker, Dr. Will Keim. His programs focused on the
educational and personal development of students in a
college atmosphere.
Thanks and congratulations to all who participated
this week.

Seven Critical Choices
Scholarship
Community Service
Acceptance of Diversity
Elimination of Hazing
Be Sexually Responsible
Low or No-Risk Drinking
Live Drug Free
-Will Keim

mmmuwim
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Announcements
Harvey Gantt, former mayor of
Charlotte, NC will lecture on "Politicking an Architecture" at 7 p.m.
Tues., April 20 in Lyles Auditorium in Lee Hall.
The Muslim Students Association will present a seminar on the
beliefs and values of Muslims on
Mon., April 19 at 7p.m. in 111 Lee
Hall. For more info., call Mohamed
Moosa at 654-2090 or 656-3689For a challenging Bible study
especially geared tograd. students,
come to the Baptist Student Union
every Wed. at 9 p.m. Call 6544101 for more info.
All CU Equestrian Team Members are invited to a last meeting
pizza party on Tues., April 20 at 8
p.m. in E-145 P&A building.
30 something and an undergraduate? Please join us for a dropin to meet others. All undergrads
25+ invited. 2 p.m. Tues., April 20
Holtzendorff Semminar Rm. First
Floor.
Al-Anon Adult Children of Alcoholics meetings are held Tuesdays from 7-8 at Holy Trinity Episcopal church. Call Sara at 6537945 for more info.

81 Kawasaki KZ 550. Excellent
Condition. New battery & tires.
Helmetavailable. Asking $700. Call
Rhett at 654-6942.
Sports bike. Schwinn Traveler
III. Excellent condition. 10 spd.
$70 Call Manfred at 654-1806 or
656-3454.
Used Toshiba receiver in excellent condition. 25 watts per
channel. $50 Call Bob evenings
(5-9) at 654-3913.
84 Ford Escort wagon, excellent cond., stick, diesel, am/fm
stereo cassette, air cond., new
tires, 40 mpg. $1325 o.b.o. 6544701
88 Ford Tempo GL, AT, A/C,
Cruise, Tilt, PS, PB, PL, 4 DR,
93,000 miles. Runs excellent!
$3000. Call 653-7776or 244-0225.
6 ft. Advent Projection color
TV. Call 654-9212.
87 VFR Honda Interceptor. Excellent condition. Call 654-9212.
10 gallon glass fish tank with
accessories. $45 o.b.o. Call 6536346
6 black Lab puppies. AKC Registered. $250 each. Call Angela at
656-0511 before 4:30 p.m. or 6387383 after 5:30 p.m.

Love Knows No Gender. The
Honda Elite Scooter $400. Call
Lambda Society invites people of
all sexual orientations to partici- 653-4486.
pate in social and educational ac75 VW BYS rebulit engine retivities and make new friends.
Contact P.O. Box 5795 University stored interior. 35K miles. $2000
Station, Clemson, S.C. 29632-5795. o.b.o. 653-7498. Lv. message.
Confidentiality assured.
Single loft. Fits all East Campus
The CU Chapter of the NAACP dorms. Very sturdy, painted white,
presents the 4th Annual Image and meets all Univ. standards. Must
Awards Ceremony. Friday April see! $45 o.b.o. Call 858-618916 at 7 p.m. in the Palmetto Ball2.5 cubic ft. Refridgerator. Only
room Reception to follow.
1 year old. $90 o.b.o. 858-6135
Dog/Car Wash, Sat., April 17
3 piece set includes couch w/
10 a.m. - 5 p.m. Sponsored by Prepull-out bed, love seat and chair
vet Club. Located at Shoney's.
$100; dresser w/ mirror $20;
THE WHITE RABBIT - dresser w/shelves $25; glass dinClemson's newest store featuring ing rm. table and chairs $125; desk
kites, t-shirts, jewelry, leather, and $35. Call Heather at 654-7648.
cards. 104 N. Clemson Ave. (next
Baby boas & Iguanas. Call now
to Sunshine Cycle). Bring this ad
for $2 off any purchase of $ 10 or before they're gone. 882-5798
Mice also available.
more. Expires May 1.
Men & Women, Get your private pilots license this summer.
Full time flight instructor available. Join the CU Flying Club. Next
meeting April 21, 8 p.m. Rm. 302
Rhodes Hall.

Formal, watters and watters
dress. Agua shantung, 2 piece, long
slim skirt, button front short sleeve
jacket with wrapped portrait collar. Brand new, tags still on. Call
654-2992.

Clemson Sports Car Club will
have a AUTOCROSS on Sat., April
17, 11 a.m. in the Pit. Everyone
interested is welcome. For info.,
call Brooks at 654-9510 or Nitin at
653-3731.

79 Datsun B-210. Make offer.
654-0469- Ethan

Interviews for the Student Traffic Review Board (STRB) will be
held April 20-22 from 4-5 in the
Student Government office.

Rentals
Sublease at Univ. Ridge this
summer. Pool. Close to campus.
Call 653-7758 for details.

4 miles from campus. 2 BR apt.
onLake Hartwell. Air, microwave,
POW/MIA "Honored Warriors, w/d. Looking for a neat & clean
you are not forgotten." The Arnold person. No pets. 1 yr. lease. SecuAir Society and Angel Flight of rity deposit and references. $450
Clemson University ask that you. + electric. Call 882-2438.
do not forget those who have
3 females seeking 4th roomserved and are missing.
mate to share apt. at Village Green.
Learn to fly this summer with Furnished at $150/month + 1/4
the CU Flying Club. Full time flight utilities. 3/4 mile from campus.
instructor. Next meeting is April Call Beth or Erica at 858-8807.
Lease runs Aug. 93 - Aug. 94.
21 in 302 Rhodes at 8 p.m.
Male roommate needed to
The Peer Health Educators are
seeking students interested in edu- share apt. during summer (May cating other students on health July). $136.25/month + 1/4 utilirelated issues. 3 credits for partici- ties. 3/4 mile from campus. Call
pation.
Dave at 654-7369.

For Sale
29 gallon tank & hood & stand.
Includes: undergravel filter, rocks,
heater, and background. $220
value, asking $ 150. Call Allan 6546942.

2BR, 2BA unfurnished apt.
$720/month w/ 3 to 12 month
lease. Available May 1. 4 vacancies. Chadsworth Commons. 1
mile from campus. Call 882-2897
M-F 12-5.
Summer sublease: 3 BR, 1 BA,
semi-fumished. Outdoor dog ken-

nel included! Only $350/month +
H20 and electricity. Available both
summer sessions. 6min. drive from
campus. Call John at 885-1046.
Crystal Clean Mini Storage for
rent. Just 7 miles from campus.
Come 123 Bypass West to the red
light at Ingles. Turn left. We are a
1/2 mile on the left. We have student discounts with ad. Call 8859815.
Spacious, very nice mobile
homes for rent. 2 BR, 2BA, large
den, kit., 1/2 mile from campus.
Furnished, air, 2 occupants-$395/
month, 3 occupants-$425/month.
If rented before May graduation,
$100 off 1st month's rent.
1 roommate needed to share 4
BRapt. $225 + 1/4 utilities. Private
BR, pool, fireplace, w/d. Rosehill
Villas. 654-3328
Female roommate needed to
sublease a 3 BR townhouse over
the summer. Very nice and very
negotiable. Call 653-4486 after 6
p.m.
Two apartments available August 1st. Two bedroom, one bath
fully equipped kitchen in Crawford
Court. CallLanaCabanat654-0083.
SHORECREST APARTMENTS:
Walking distance to campus. 2 & 3
BR furnished & unfurnished, two
balconies per apartment, central
air, water included. Call 654-0083.
House for rent. 2BR 4 miles to
campus (Pendleton) $385/month.
Call 288-2319.
Need one female to sublease
own room: w/d, 1 block from campus. Rent negotiable. Call 65335232 people needed to sublease
apt. for summer. Low rent. Great
location. Call Laurie at 653-5715.
House for rent: 3BR, 2BA, furnished, all appliances, big front/
back yard, 1 mile from campus on
118FreedomDr. 4-5 students. $180
Available Aug. 93. Call (803) 7909071 anytime.
Rooms for rent: $l4l/month.
Across
the
street
from
Goldenwoods on Charleston Ave.
Call for details and leave message
at 653-5823.
2BR, 1BA apt. Fully furnished.
Walk to campus. Sublease for both
summer sessions. 653-6796.
Summer sublease. 3BR, 1BA,
semi-furnished. Dog kennel included! $350/month. 6 min. from
campus. Call John for more info.:
885-1046.
Need 1 male roommate for Univ.
Place. Have your own BR. Needed
for summer or fall semester. Please
call 858-8062.
Are you graduating and moving
to Charlotte? I am, and I'm looking
for a roommate. If you are possibly
interested, please give me a call at
653-6022. Kim

Help Wanted

94 year should contact the CU.
Outdoor Lab, 646-7502'Required
training is necessary.

no jokes, just good clean nudity.
Ladies only please! Call 653-5823
and leave a message.

' Summer jobs: The Outdoor Lab
has food service openings for students - perfect for summer school.
2 shifts: 7:30 to 1:30 M-F and 2 to
7 M-F. Contact Charlie White at
646-7502 for more information.

Personals

$500 WEEKLY, NEW! EASY!
Stay home, any hours. EASY ASSEMBLY $21,000; EASY SEWING
$36,600; EASY WOOD ASSEMBLY
$98,755; EASY CRAFTS $76,450;
EASY JEWELRY $19,500; EASY
ELECTRONICS
$26,200;
MATCHMAKING $62,500; INVESTIGATING $74,450; TV TALENT
AGENT $40,900; ROMANCE
AGENT $62,500. No selling. Fully
Guaranteed. FREE Information-24
HOUR HOTLINE. 801-379-2900
Copyright #SC018151
GREEKS & CLUBS: Raise a cool
$1,000 in just one week! Plus
$1000 for the member who calls.
You also get a FREE HEADPHONE
RADIO just-for calling. 1-800-9501037, Ext. 25.
Would you like to earn an additional $2000/month? Is it worth
30 minutes of your time? Call 6543535.
$200-$500 WEEKLY Assemble
products at home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed. FREE information-24 Hour
Hotline. 801-379-2900 Copyright
#SC018150.
DON'T FLIP HAMBURGERS! Be
your own boss! Make $$$ with
new book "100 EZ to Start Business Ideas" Send $20 to Dayton
Publishing POB 1593 Dept-C
Bloomington, IN 47402-1593

Travel
College Students: International
Study Tour to Europe June 2-17,
1993. Austria, France, Germany
and Switzerland. Byrnini-van. Maximum of 9 people. $2500 per person, from Atlanta. Price includes
air and ground transportation,
meals, lodging, and attractions.
Call (704) 251 -1205, The European
Travel Resource Center of
Asheville, PO Box 18843,
Asheville, NC 28814.
Travel and Earn college credit
in paid 12-week summer internship. Call 1-800-251-4000, ext.
1428.
EUROPE TRAVEL NEEDS:
Travel packs, guidebooks, maps,
neck pouches, money belts,
sleepsacks, Youth Hostel memberships, Eurail-passes, auto rental,
itinerary planning, and fully escorted student tours are all available from The European Travel
Resource Center of Asheville, PO
Box 18843, Asheville, NC 28814.
ph 704-251-1205.
Heading for EUROPE this summer? Only $229!! Jet there anytime for only from Florida, $169
from Northeast with AIRHITCH!
(Reported in Let's Go! & NY
Times.) AIRHITCH ® 212-8642000.

Assemblers: Excellent income
to assemble products at home. Info
1-504-646-1700 DEPT. SC-5158

Crazy Zack's Grad Week. 1, 2,
3, Bedroom beach houses. Pool,
volleyball. 75 to 125perperson. 1800-645-3618.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING:
Earn $2,b00+/month+world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career
employment available. No experience necessary. For employment
program call 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C5381.

EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Call
us first! We have everything you
need or can tell you where to get
it. The European Travel Resource
Center ofAsheville, PO Box 28814.
Phone 704-251-1205. Call or write
for a free brochure.

Wanted: Head Lifeguard/Lifeguards. Apply in person at
Smithfields Country Club in Easley
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 855-3543
RESPITE CARE PROGRAM: Students interested in serving citizens
with special needs during the 93-

Miscellaneous
Scholarships
1(800)666-2137.

Guaranteed

MALE DANCER: Birthdays,
bachelorettes, sororities. No hoax,

Wade: Sorry I got so fired up!
Thanks for helping with the car.
Kimberly
Anna Kincaid: Good luck at
Zones! We're so proud of you!
Love, CUET
804: It went by too fast. So
many memories. Remember
when... chicken in a biscuit, our
chairs, 8:00mornings, our stands,
ferns, rats, twizzlers, and more to
come. Love you all! Nicole
Steven: We're going to miss
you mister!! Best of luck! Kim &
Wade
Mike: a mimosa in Casablanca.
Congratulations ZTA on 2nd
place in Greek Sing!!!
John P.: Don't forget to call me
after exams. Maybe we'll go bowling again. By the way, Bill says
"Hi." H.
Lisa & Amy: To my WV
roomies! Thanks for everything
this year. Allthebest.I'll miss you!
MJ: Sorry I have been such a
jerk lately. Thanks for listening
Sunday night. It helped a lot. Your
Brother
The 3 musketeers fromDr. G.'s
ENGR180: My college educations
wouldn't have been the same w/
o you. From FORTRAN/basketball/going downtown, you've
been very special to me. I'll miss
you. Good luck in the future and
(PLEASE!!!) stay in touch. The 4th
musketeer (Heather)
Thanks to the brothers of Sig
Ep for a great Queen of Hearts
week. We love our coaches: Joe
Thurman, Big John, John Mack.
Love, the sisters of Delta Gamma
Bitsy: I'm glad we've become
such good friends! You better visit
in the fall. Hope you week ended
on a better note than it started!
Hannah
Happy 19th Michelle! Your Pal,
Alouicious.
Attn.: Price is Right fans! $10
pd. to who ever can supply answers to this week's spin contest.
Carolyn Kosel: Thanks foryour
help this semester. I never could
have gotten through it without
you. Love, Beth
6th floor Clemson house: Being your RA this year has been a
wonderful experience I will cherish forever. I love you all. May all
your aspirations lead to success
and happiness. I will deeply miss
you all! Buddies Forever, Gene
Amy Kat and Resa: Kissy, Kissy.
We love you. What do you know?
xoxo Chicky and Mad Max
Chip: We made it! I can't wait
until summer. Miss you... AL
Deana, Wendi and Ashley:
Thanks for your support and listening to me for the last few
weeks. ML
Gator: The disguis is not a disguise. Your evil twin
A.: You're the finest woman I
know. L.
NS and SS: Good luck on the
EIT and the DAT this Saturday.
You'll do fine! XXX HJ
Elizabeth Hutto: You are the
best big sis in the world. Please
forgive me for being anti-social.
Good Luck! You are a very special friend. Love, B. Crosby

Tiger Fact
The Clemson Tiger baseball team is 5-0 this
season against competition form the SEC.
The Tigers have beaten Auburn once, and
Georgia and South Carolina twice each.
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by Lou Potenza
sports editor

Name changes
I've always wanted to write on this subject,
but others beat me to it. I never wanted to be
accused of being unoriginal or a follower, so
I stayed away from the topic my first three
week's as editor. After reading last weeks
edition of The Sporting News, though, I decided I should end the semester with something serious instead of humorous.
I'm talking about the use of Native American nicknames for sport teams.
I'm not part Native American, nor are any
of my friends (to my knowledge) for that
matter, but the idea of the Washington Redskins
gets to me.
Think about the nickname: Redskins.
Red-skin. How naive do you have to be not
to see how that can offend? There are no
Blackskins, or Whiteskins in sports. No Jews,
Catholics, Negroes, Caucasians or the like.
There are a helluva lot of Indian references,
though.
Indians, Braves, Chiefs, Seminoles, Warriors. You've heard them, but I doubt you took
the time to analyze what is being said. We are
using an entire race as a mascot for a team. An
entire race, and nobody seems to honestly
give a damn in the front offices. Why?
No one seems to be able to answer that
one. Can anyone imagine the public outcry if
the new baseball team in Florida was called
the Fighting Hispanics? Or if in Colorado they
decided that Colorado Caucasians had a nice
ring to it?
Please. They would never name teams like
that, which is exactly my point.
No one would allow those names to stay
because they aren't "correct." Indian names
aren't "correct" either, but it's a subject that
gets tossed aside too easily.
How about if in Anaheim, where they
chose the Mighty Ducks as a nickname, they
decided to go with Anglo-Saxons as the mascot. Do you think there would possibly be a
protest or two?
Despite whatever cost the individual teams
might have to incur, the changes should be
made, and soon. I know a lot of history exists
behind each team and their mascot/logo, but
that is not an excuse to offend. How can we
promote race relations when we have to look
at the smiling Indian logo of the Cleveland
Indians for 162 games a year?
No matter how you look at it, it puts the
Native American race in a cartoon-like fashion. They are people, just like you and me.
They have a history, which never seems to get
the full respect it deserves.
Putting an end to Native American mascots
will not end racism. It might not even put a
small dent in a large problem; but it might
soothe some feelings.
1 remember two years ago when the Braves
were in the World Series in Minnesota and the
Redskins made the Super Bowl in Minneapolis. There were Native American protest groups
outside both events, and I recall people yelling at the protesters, telling them to lighten up
and go home.
Lighten up? Isn't it bad enough that our
government has not exactly been hospitable
to these people? Do they honestly have to read
headlines about Indians massacring Orioles?
Is it necessary to see people dressed up as
Native Americans, with headdresses and war
paint at sporting events? Do we really need to
witness over 40,000 people doing the "tomahawk chop"? I'm not just blaming the Atlanta
fans, but the ones in Tallahassee and Kansas
City as well.
It wouldn't take much to change, and while
it won't heal the pain, it will show that we
care.
All it takes is effort, and, sadly, that's were
the problem lies.

For the first time since 1979, Clemson is
adding a varsity sport to its athletic program.
Clemson Senior Associate Athletic Director
Dwight Rainey announced on April 3 that
women's soccer would become a varsity sport
in the fall of 1994.
The addition of women's soccer will give
Clemson 19 varsity sports. The last time CU
added a sport was 14 years ago when the
women's track and cross country programs
were established.
Rainey announced that the sport will have
11 full scholarships to be distributed, the
maximum allowed by the NCAA, and would be
fully funded.
Clemson becomes the sixth ACC school to
field a women's soccer team. UNC, UVA, N.C.
State, Duke and Maryland already have teams
in place.
The ACC is one of the top soccer conferences in the country, with UNC having won
the National Championship six years in a row.
The Tar Heels have won the title every year
but one since 1982.
Rainey mentioned that the idea was not a
new one to the athletic department. "Bobby
Robinson (Clemson's Athletic Director) and I
have discussed this topic on and off for two to
three years," said Rainey. "We did not want to

share this publicly because of the sensitive
nature of what's going on with different club
teams wanting to go intercollegiate."
"In looking ahead and trying to evaluate
our finicial situation we felt like we would be
in a position to add another sport," said
Rainey."
"Looking at all the posibilites of teams to
add, the number of participants in our general
area, meaning the South, and the number of
club and high school teams that are now
participating, we felt like women's soccer was
the best route to go and that's what we did.
The club team had been very active in talking
to me and had persued the possibility of
adding the team at the varsity level. They have
also done quite well on the playing field.
These factors led us to believe that we couldn't
go wrong with our choice."
The team will play its home games on Riggs
Field, the same as the men. "This can be a
nationally ranked program very soon," commented Rainey.
"We feel that Riggs Field is the top college
soccer facility in the country. The practice
facilities will be equal to the men and I think
we will have a strong constituency base that
will carry over from our outstanding men's
program." Clemson's men's program has won
two national championships and has appeared
in the NCAA Tournament 16 times.
When asked where the women would

practice, Rainey responded with, "We're going
to convert one of the football practice fields
for them, they (football) have five fields and
they really don't need that many. This way
they will be practicing side by side with the
men's team."
Rainey plans to have a head coach on the
job by August 1 of this year. The coach will
recruit players, compile a schedule and perform other duties that will be necessary in the
establishment of the program.
"I'm going to be running ads for a coach in
the NCAA News for the next three weeks,"
said Rainey. " I will interview prospective
coaches hopefully sometime in May. I've talked
to Anson Dorrance, the head coach at UNC,
and he was very helpful in giving me names of
people that he felt were potential coaches. I'm
going to wait and see the resumes that I get in
though."
"The new coach will get a whole year to
observe the club team play," said Rainey.
"There's nothing to guarantee that those girls
can make the team on an intercollegiate level.
I'm hoping that at least four or five are going
to be good enough to help make up the team,
because they don't want 11 scholarships in
one class so that you lose them all at one
time."
"Overall, I think its an attractive situation
and I think we will be competitve right away,"
added Rainey.

Tigers crush Catamounts, dog UGA

Lou Potenza/sports editor

Seth Brizek stabs a throw from Hoby Mork to send Georgia Bulldog designated hitter Rodney Close to the bench.
by Bill Zimmerman
assistant sports editor
Shane Monahan continued to terrorize the Georgia Bulldogs
Wednesday night, driving in three runs on a third-inning double to put
the Tigers ahead for good in an 8-6 win.
The Tigers, ranked 16th by USA Today Baseball Weekfy, up their
record to 26-11 with the victory over the No. 18 'Dawgs; Clemson is
now 5-0 against SEC teams.
Jeff Sauve got the win, pitching eight innings and yielding five
earned runs. The ninth inning brought back fears of another win
slipping away (as it did at N.C. State). Five Tiger pitchers went to the
mound during the ninth, in which two runs went on the Georgia side
of the board.
"We couldn't hang on Sunday; we hung on Wednesday," said head
coach bill Wilhelm. "Failure breeds failure, doesn't it? But we got it
done tonight, when we couldn't Sunday."
Rodney Williams got Bulldog slugger John Yselonia to ground into
a key double play, and Andy Taulbee nailed down the final out to take

his first save of the year.
"If we don't play with that double-play ball real well, we're in big
trouble," said Wilhelm. "I didn't know what Rodney would do; after
seeing what David Miller and (Seth) Brizek were not able to do, it wasn't
all that hopeful for Rodney."
Monahan is now 3-for-6 with five RBI and two runs scored in two
games against the team from his home state. His performance against
the Bulldogs Wednesday pushed him back to the front of the ACC
batting leaders with a .425 average.
"He's up there now, he's having a good time," said Wilhelm. "He's
been protecting (Keith) Williams; they're pitching Williams very carefully, and Monahan's making them pay. Sunday in Raleigh, they walked
Williams two or three times, and Monahan followed him twice with
home runs."
The one-two punch of Williams and Monahan will take their show
on the road to Maryland this weekend, in games Saturday and Monday
at the Maryland campus, and in a televised game Sunday night against
the Terrapins at Baltimore Memorial Stadium. First pitch will be at 7:05
p.m. on SportSouth (channel 31 on Northland Cable).
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Brown takes
top job at South
Plains College
from staff reports
Larry Brown, a former assistant coach at Clemson, has been
selected as the new head men's
basketball coach at South Plains
College. Brown was introduced
last Friday in the T-Club Lounge at
Texan Dome.
"It's one of the top junior colleges around the country," Brown
said. "When you get a chance at
something like this, you just have
to go for it. They have such great
administrative support from the
top on down.
"They've had a class program
for years and years. I wanted to
come back to West Texas and win
a national championship at South
Plains College. The chance to win
it every year, that's what drives
me. I feel I'm stepping in to a
great situation. There's a lot of
people who would like to have
this job."
Brown replaces Ron Mayberry,
who announced his resignation
on March 23, after eight seasons
at the SPC helm. Mayberry compiled a record of 204-58 at SPC,
guiding the Texans to a pair of
Western Junior College Athletic
Conference championships arid
their first-ever berth in the National Junior College Athletic Association national tournament in
1992.
"Because of the job Ron
Mayberry has done and the fact
that our administration is so supportive, we had an unbelievable
number of inquiries, well over
100," South Plains College Athletic Director Joe Tubb said. "We
had coaches from every division
except Division I apply, and assistant coaches from every division
and even a few high schools. We
had some tremendous applicants,
which made the decision very
difficult. But we feel we selected
the person who best fits South
Plains College at this time.
"Larry is proven and successful on all coaching and recruiting

levels. He's familiar with West
Texas and the WJCAC, and understands the level of athlete it takes
to compete in this conference.
He's a great family man. He'll be
a great asset not only to SPC, but
also to the community. I'm extremely excited to have Larry
Brown here."
Brown is no stranger to the
WJCAC, having served as the head
coach at Howard College during
the 1986-87 campaign. He later
served as an assistant coach at
the University of South Alabama
from 1987-89. He was part of a
South Alabama staff that won the
Sun Belt Conference and the SEC
Tournament in 1989. The Jaguars advanced to the second
round of the NCAA Tournament.
Brown later served as the head
coach at Sam Houston State University in Huntsville, Tex. from
1989-91, guiding the Bears to
their first-ever berth in the
Southland Conference Tournament.
"My ties are deep in Texas,"
said Brown, the seventh coach at
SPC since the program began in
1958.
"This is where my roots and
strengths are. This is where my
family wanted to live."
A Wisconsin native, Brown
attended Kilgore Junior College
on a basketball scholarship and
later earned a BS degree in education from Stephen F. Austin.
With the NJCAA signing day
near, Brown said he would begin
recruiting immediately.
"I'd like to see what players
we do have here, evaluate them,
and go from there," Brown said.
"I already have some lists of
recruits. But it's not a critical
situation. I don't think we're behind at all.
"I like players that get up and
down the floor. I like to run and
press. I believes you build your
defense first. That's where you
build championships. We'll also
have a wide-open offense."

Whitney choosen
to play in Phoenix
all-star game

i*

i

Paul Galbreath/staff photographer

The Tigers hope recruits Rayfield Ragland and Merl Code can fill in for Chris Whitney.

Tigers sign two recruits
from staff reports
Rayfield Ragland, a 6-5 wing player, has signed a
letter of intent with the Clemson basetball program.
Ragland averaged 21 points and eight rebounds a game
for Chipola Junior College in Florida during the 1991 -92
season. He attended Connors State Junior College in
Oklahoma last year, but was not a member of the
basetball team.
The native of Sheffield, Ala. played football, baseball
and basketball in high school. He was drafted by the
Toronto Blue Jays organization out of high school and
also had some Division I college football offers to
consider.
Ragland joins 6-2 point guard Merl Code on the

roster of Clemson signees for the 1993-94 season.
Code, who signed with Clemson last November but
wasn't able to be admitted, led Southside High School
in Greenville to the state championship in 1991-92Code played at Fork Union Military Academy this past
season.
Code will enter Clemson as a freshamn, while
Ragland will be a junior.
Code was an all-state guard in leading Southside
High to a 30-2 record in 1991-92. He shot 56 percent
from the field, averaged 20.5 points per game, 7.5
assists and 2.5 steals. He also shot 55 percent from the
field and 50 percent from the three-point line. Code
averaged 12 points and eight assists per game for Fork
Union in 1992-93.

from staff reports
Clemson guard Chris Whitney has been chosen to play in the
Phoenix Desert Classic. The all-star tournament composed of 32 of the
nation's top seniors in 1992-93, will be held in Phoenix, April 21-24.
Whitney was one of five players chosen for the tournament based
on their play at last weekend's Portsmouth Invitational Tournament in
Virginia.
He was chosen to the All-Consolation Team after he scored 50
points, had 20 assists, hit 12-12 from the foul line and made eight three
pointers in three games.
He was also voted the Outstanding Sportsman award winner by the
fans in attendance for the tournament.
Whitney, who was the only ACC player to rank in the top five in the
league in five different statistical categories, had 15 points and nine
assists in his first game, 16 points and eight assists in his second game,
and 19 points and 7-7 free throw shooting in the consolation finals.
In addition to Whitney, other Portsmouth players chosen for the
tournament in Phoenix are Evers Burns of Maryland, Williams Davis of
James Madison, Ashraf Amawa of Southern Illinois and Darrin Robinson
of Sacred Heart.
Whitney was also selected to the All-ACC Third Team for his efforts
during Clemson's late season run towards the post-season. The Tigers
finished 17-13-

Clemson crew team wins again
by Noelle Lambert
special to The Tiger
The Clemson crew tearii continued its winning streak last Saturday afternoon, defeating nine other
universities to win the third annual Clemson Sprints regatta.
The University of Alabama at
Huntsville, The College of Charleston, University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, University of North
Carolina at Wilmington, Georgia
Tech University, Georgia State,
Univerity of Tennessee Chattanooga at Knoxville, Savannah College of Art and Design and Miami
of Ohio all participated in the regatta, which was held on Lake

Hartwell.
"The thing that impressed me
most about the regatta was the team
work," said crew team president
Ben Ackerman.
"The whole event was run by
the students and everyone on the
team did their part to help."
This year's Clemson Sprints were
a big success for the rowing club and
its participants. All of the schools
that were involved with the Sprints
made comments about the work
that had been done.
The crew team winds up their
season this weekend at the Southern Championships sponsored by
the Southern Intercollegiate Rowing Association.The team will travel
to Oak Ridge, Tenn. to participate in

the regatta.
Two Clemson boats will leave
on May 2, headed to Pennsylvania
to train at Mercyhurst College in
preparation for Dad Vails.
Dad Valis is prestigious race
that draws stiff competitors from
throughout the nation.
The men's novice eight and the
women's novice will partake in the
challengind event. Both squads are
looking forward to the trip to Philadelphia.
Ellis Foster, one of the team
members in the men's novice eight,
sums up their sentiments about
Dad Valis, "It's an honor to be one
of the few boats from Clemson
ever to race in such a prestigious
event"

'
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Senior providing leadership, 9-0 record for Clemson

Phillips anchoring young Tiger pitching staff
by Bill Zimmerman
assistant sports editor
In a season where young pitching is making and breaking
the Tigers, senior starter Chad Phillips has been the muchneeded ace.
Phillips stepped into the role of number-one starter by
default if not by accident, and has responded with a 9-0 record
and a 2.45 ERA through nine games. But Phillips' performance
has been a surprise, as his 5-1 record over the past three years
was built in relief on a 4.02 ERA.
"It's been tough," Phillips said of learning his new role on
the team. "My first three years here, I really didn't pitch that
much; I haven't pitched a hundred innings [in a season] yet.
I've been in relief and out of relief, and spot starting. It's been
a big adjustment."
Wilhelm talked with Phillips before the season, stressing
the need for one of the veteran pitchers on the staff to assume
the top spot, having lost Jason Angel, Scott Miller and Aaron
Jersild to the pros.
"He said, 'Somebody's got to step it up;' the first couple of
games I did pretty good, and I figured, 'If I could keep this up,
maybe I could be that person.'"
Clemson head coach Bill Wilhelm has wondered where the needed a baserunner at that time to tie the game. The ball just
team would be statistically without Phillips, praising him for came off my bat good; I knew I hit it well because I didn't feel
his wins. But along with the ace's spot comes a leadership role it hit the bat - a lot of times you hit the ball bad and it stings,
which Phillips has willingly accepted.
but I didn't feel the ball -1 jilst swung, and it came off.
"I'd like to be considered a leader, maybe of the pitching
"At first I didn't think it was going to be high enough,
staff; but maybe not the entire team," said Phillips. "It'd be nice because it was just a line drive, and I said, 'It's going to hit the
to be considered a leader. But I don't take credit for any of my fence, so I'll just try to stretch out a double or triple.' I turned
wins; the team backs me very well. Every time I pitch, they hit first, I saw it go over. The team almost beat me to third, they
the ball well, and give me a lot of support. It makes it a lot were all out here. It was great. It was a great feeling."
easier to pitch."
Phillips enjoys hitting on off-pitching days, saying it helps
Phillips has actually accounted for 10 wins this year, adding him forget about pitching for a while.
in the bottom-ofcthe-eleventh home run against Southwest
"By DH'ing, it kind of helps on the off days to keep the
Missouri State in the Best of the West tournament over spring pressure off of thinking about what happened the night
break. The humble Woodruff native gets a big grin on his face before."
when asked to tell the story.
As much as Phillips is a team player, he can't help but dream
"I had made up my mind to hit a line drive, because we about the draft to come after this season. While he was passed

1993 Statistics

Pitching: 9-0, 2.45 ERA, 55 IP,
52 H, 15 ER, 14 BB, 46 K's,
.249 opponents batting average.
Batting: .286 average, 4 RBI,
4 runs, 35 at-bats, 10 hits, 2 2B,
1 HR, .429 slugging percentage.
over after his junior year, when many players hope to be
drafted, Phillips has higher hiopes for the upcoming draft. But
he knows he must continue to perform at his current level of
success if those dreams are to be seen.
"I don't want to get too far ahead," he said. "I'd like to see
what I can do in the minor leagues and maybe move my way
up. I'd like to stay undefeated if I could, I think that would help
my chances a whole lot," he laughs.
But Phillips won't look past the game of the day, and knows
the toughest part of the schedule lies in series against Georgia
Tech and Florida State, and the ACC tournament. Still, his
optimism shines through.
"I think we've got the talent to win it, it's a matter of can
we put it together at the right time."
So far, Phillips' talent has been there for the Tigers every
time.

TD's of Clemson
654-3656
April Bands:
16 - Jay Gore-Happy Hour
17 - Rare Fraction-9:30pm-No Cover
21 - TINSLEY ELLIS
22&23-Next Move
30 - Dream Clock

Happy Hour
Baskets of
Wings
only $1.99 ea.
(dine-in only)

• TD's "Dance Night" Every Wednesday Night
• Friday April 23rd
The JAGERETTES ARE COMING
HAPPY HOUR Mon.-Fri. 4pm-8pm .
• $1" Wing Baskets
• $500 Bucket O'Rocks

Happy Hour
Bar Brand Liquors
$2 ea.
(that's 2 for $4)
Bucket of 6 Rolling
Rock Ponies
$5.00

(six Rolling Rock Pony bottles)
$ 00

• House Brands 2 (That's 2 for $400)

TD's asks that you please drink responsibly

Miller High Life
Longnecks
$1.25 ea.

SBBSJSSBS535R
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Tigers drop two of three to 'Pack, fall to fifth
by Edan Ballantine
staff writer
-The crack of the bats echoed
across the Carolina's this weekend
as the 22nd-ranked Clemson baseball team traveled to Raleigh where
they faced the fourth-ranked N.C.
State Wolfpack.
The Tigers (25-10, 7-6 ACC) began their three-game stand Friday as
Jeff Suave (4-3) faced the 'Pack's
Terry Harvey (8-1). N.C. State, hoping to keep atop the ACC standings,
scored their only run in the third
inning. Karl Carswell, after being hit
by a pitch, advanced to third on a
Greg Almond single, and later scored
on a sacrifice fly by Ryan Ferby.
In the sixth inning, Clemson's
Jeff Morris scored the tying run as
Shane Monahan, 2-3 for the day,
nailed the team's third consecutive
single. The Tiger's, hoping for an
upset, scored again in the sixth on a
ground out to third which brought
Keith Williams home.
The Tigers added two more runs
in the ninth while holding the Wolfpack scoreless. Cris Carter's sacrifice fly brought home Shawn
Satterfield and Jeff Miller's single
scored Joe Taylor. The score, 4-1,
was preserved as reliever Scott Winchester closed out the game.
After the upset, the Tigers looked
to Saturday as a chance to go 2-0
over the'Pack. The second upset of
the weekend was not to happen as
Clemson pitcher Jeff Keppen (1/3
IP, 4 H, 7 R, 7 ER, 1 BB, 1 K) was
rocked for seven runs in the first
inning before being replaced. The
Wolfpack scored five more runs in
the first inning to up the score to 12-

2 and never let up.
The Tigers attempted to claw
back in the game with three more
runs, but N.C. State received every
charge made by Clemson and answered it twofold. The'Pack cruised
to a 20-5 victory Saturday and gave
the Tigers one more chance Sunday
to leave Raleigh on a positive note.
Andy Taulbee (5-2, 4.24 ERA)
took the mound on Sunday and held
the Wolfpack scoreless until the
fourth inning when Pat Clougherty
knocked a two-run homer.
Freshman Shane Monahan's tworun homer in the first inning, along
with another run as a result of Andy
Monin's sacrifice fly, gave the Tigers
a 3-0 lead in the first. After the 'Pack
narrowed the lead to 3-2, Monahan
hit his second two-run homer to
open the lead to 5-2. N.C. State tied
the game at 5-5 in the fifth with
three runs scored. The Wolfpack
scored runs in the sixth and seventh
innings to up their lead to 7-5Monahan hit his third homer of
the day, although only a one-run
roundtripper, and thus began a
seven-run barrage in the eighth inning. Jeff Morris also hit his first
career home run, a grand-slam, to
open the Tiger's final lead at 12-7.
N.C. State approached the eighth
inning calm and collected. They did
collect two runs, in fact, to narrow
the lead again to 12-9- In the ninth
inning, Clougherty hit a two-run
homer over the left field wall to
close the gap to 12-11. With the
bases loaded in the ninth, Rob Bark
popped a sacrifice fly to score the
tying run. Reliever Scott Winchester
walked Andy Barkett with the bases
loaded, giving the 'Pack a 13-12 win.
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Allissa Savage/interim senior staff photographer

Mike Hampton crosses the plate. Hampton is hitting .265 with a .456 slugging percentage.

EXPERIENCE A NIGHT OF CHIPPENDALE
STYLE PLEASURE AS ^luftjhl Jlmju^He
PRESENTS "

HOLLYWOOD'S HOTTEST BODIES

Must Present Coupon

Need Temporary
Medical Insurance?
Time's SHORT TERM MEDICAL
► LAID OFF
► BETWEEN JOBS
► UNEMPLOYED
► RECENT COLLEGE
GRADUATE

plan is designed to bridge
the gap for temporary health
insurance needs of all sizes
(from 30 to 185 days).
Excellent benefits and
convenient payment terms single or monthly payment
options - to fit your needs
and budget.
For more information, contact:

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANNERS, INC.
129 BUFORD AVENUE
ANDERSON, SC 29621-3313
(803)225-0655 or (803)224-9827

"THE SEXIEST MALE DANCE SHOW IN AMERICA"
THIS SHOW IS A GUARANTEED SELLOUT, SO BUYTICKETS IN ADVANCE.
QUANTITY IS LIMITED.

Wednesday, April 21st Show Time: 7:30 (Doors Open At 6:00)
Advance Tickets $8.00, $10.00 At The Door (Add $2.00 if under 21)
No One Under 18 Admitted
Advance Tickets Available at Manifest Records in Clemson 654-6413

TJ. Whispers Live Entertainment
Clemson Blvd. Anderson, S.C. (Next to Market Place Theatres, Behind Super 8 Motel)

224-7300
TIME
. (forth.

swr_
SHORT TERM MEDICAL

Also, every Wed. and Thur., Live -Hot Country Music with The Shotgun I3and. Free line
dance and 2 step lessons beginning at 8:00 every Wed. & Thur.
Fri. & Sat. - Live classic rock with The Brats

'

Comics
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Students bring theater to schools
by Terrell Johnson
time-out editor

The play that is touring now, Ama
and the White Crane, is an example
of a form of traditional Japanese theTheatre for Young Audiences, TYA,
ater called kabuki. Overly explains,
is a program which brings live theater
"It's all dance, 45 minutes of dance.
to elementary schools around the
The movement is highly stylized. [For
upstate. Wendy Overly, a theater proexample,] when the characters travel,
fessor here at Clemson in the Perthey walk in place and their legs are
forming Arts Department, and Diane
lifted very high." Because the storyline
Egan, wife of Performing Arts Departof the play is similar to our Wizard of
ment Head Chip Egan, began the proOz, the elementary students still find
gram in the spring of 1990.
it accessible but at the same time are
TYA was started to provide anexposed to the Eastern culture so
other outlet for college students interimportant in our present society.
ested in theater as well as a means to
In the play, Ama is a young girl
educate elementary school students
from the island of Sado who is sent on
about social issues through drama.
a journey to bring back the iris flower
Overly explains, "What we're doing is
that her grandfather planted at the
building educated, enlightened audilegendary Center of the Universe.
ences of the future in an age when a
Along the way she makes new friends
lot of these children don't have any
and must overcome certain obstacles,
other stimulation other than the telemost of which are due to the Demonvision set and an occasional movie
with-the-Changeable-Face.
and video games."
TYA teaches young students theIn the past, the group produced
ater appreciation and exposes them
such favorites as Reynard the Fox
>
to other forms of entertainment. "I
and The Arkansas Bear. TYA is pres Ama and the White Crane (L,R): Kate Meacham P
really think it's important for [the
ently touring a production of Ama ,nhn U<„*,-«II „„* ™,;„ uiL
children] to experience live theater,"
and the White Crane. Each of these John Hartze" and ChlP Ward
says Overly, "A lot of them have never
plays act as an avenue for discussion of moral as honesty and integrity while The Arkansas seen live theater before." She tells how once
and social concerns important to young audi- Bear was about how a young girl handled the
ences. Reynard the Fox dealt with issues such death of her grandfather.
see TYA page VIII

This

Week's
Reviews

Music
•Expanded Time-Out Calendar
•School of Fish - Human Cannonball
•Enuff Z'Nuff - Animals with Human
Intelligence
•Local band considers national offer

Movies & Theatre
•The Crush, starring Cary Elwes & Alicia
Silverstone
•Indecent Proposal, starring Robert
Redford, Demi Moore & Woody
Harrelson
•Of Mice and Men Preview
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Hair cuts and prehistoric women
Yep, it's all gone. Last Saturday I got my
hair whacked off completely, well almost
completely.
What began as a spur of the moment,
just for the heck of it, sort of thing has
blossomed into a major issue. I had expected people like my boyfriend and my
parents to be a little upset, but I never
guessed that so many people cared so
much about the length of my hair.
When I first decided to have it cut, I did
figure that I would catch some flack,
especially from guys that I know. Boy was
I surprised. For the most part, the guys I
know were complimentary.
Granted there were some pretty outrageous responses from the male sector. I
heard things like, "You still look pretty
feminine in a Sinead O'Connor sort of
way," and even "It looks good, except you
look kind of like a lesbian now." (1 do not
think the last comment was meant to be
flattering.)
Even so, the loudest outcry came from

my female friends. I heard over and over
again "Grow it out," and "It used to be so
pretty." Very few women were complimentary at all.
I don't mean to be generalizing. There
were those who genuinely liked my new
haircut and told me
so, but for the most
part, the women were
^^^™^^^^
down right rude.
TerreU
All of this got me to
. ,
thinking. Obviously
Jonnson
my first impulse to
believe the old male
TIME-OUT
stereotype that all men
EDITOR
prefer women to have
long hair was wrong.
Perhaps it is women
who have perpetuated this ideal.
In fact, I found that a lot of the women my
age were almost offended by my cutting my
hair. They acted as though they felt threatened, as if seeing another woman break out of
the typical feminine mold was frightening to

them.
All this time, I have been blaming men for
keeping women at the low end of the totem
pole in our society. It occurred to me that
women are just as responsible for their treatment as men are.
I know sexual
^^^^^^^^^^
discrimination is
wrong, but until
women are confident enough to assert their individuality it will continue.
The government
can make laws
against it. The
schools can even
educate young men
on the unfairness of it. Until women find the
strength to take advantage of their new-found
independence and press for more, we will
remain at the bottom. It seems as though
sexual discrimination is much slower to change
than other forms of discrimination. Minorities

have numerous organizations which promote awareness of their problems. While
there are such programs for women, the
feeling of unity found among other groups
is sorely lacking.
You cannot find a black man who will
say, "Yeah, I think African Americans are
only fit for menial jobs and athletics,"
because they know it is a he. There is not
a Hispanic around who would say that the
drug problem is a direct result of his or
her ethnic group because he or she knows
that is also a he.
On the other hand, it is easy to meet a
young woman on this campus who thinks
her place is in the kitchen. There are
plenty of women who give up their goals
and convictions because their spouse or
boyfriend does not concur.
In short, sexual discrimination or any
form of discrimination is unjustifiable.
When the very ones who are being discriminated against are the ones who help
perpetuate it, it is unforgivable.

Redford makes an Indecent Proposal
by Chris Moore
staff writer
Directed by Adrian Lyne, whose
past accomplishments include 91/2
Weeks, Fatal Attraction, Jacob's
ladder, the movie Indecent Proposal stars Demi Moore and Woody
Harrelson as Diana and Dave, a
married couple .whose dreams of
affording their own architected
dreamhouse is about to become a
reality.
Due to the recession they are
unable to make their house payments on time so they head to Vegas
to try their luck at the roulette
wheel. Soon a rich land tycoon
named John Gage, played by Robert
Redford, enters the picture and offers the couple a million dollars, if

the wife, Diana, spends one night
with him.
The couple's relationship and
morals are strenuously tested as
they become lost between their love
for each other and their love for
money.
Well-known for his intermingled
erotic and psychotic images,, which
were fully unleashed in the darkly
disturbing psychological horror film,
Jacob's ladder, Lyne seems to have
hit his stride with this new entry
into Ms cinematic career. He gives
the twisted romantic drama a touch
of style that propels the sometimes
inane storyline farther than if it
were just presented in a straightforward fashion.
With close-up slow motion techniques that make the couple's gam-

bling experience almost a surreal
vision and grainy home movie-like
footage that encompasses much of
the couple's earliest flashbacks, the
film at times seems to dwell in the
deep recesses of the on screen
character's minds. Lyne also toys
with different audio effects that give
a new interpretation to some scenes,
especially when there is a combination of his experimental sound techniques and well-edited visual camera work.
One of the more interesting aspects of the movie has to be the
story itself. Written by Amy Jones,
the symmetric screenplay has a structure that is well-crafted and somewhat original. Jones' use of the theme
of how we sometimes love someone
enough to do things we might not

usually do or ever think of doing is
a though-provoking message that
infiltrates every fiber of the film's
plot.
Although there is a faint resemblance to the ill-fated Nicholas Cage
comedy, Honeymoon in Vegas, and
the motivations for the character's
actions seem less than believable,
the film does not lose its momentum
or fluidity because of it.
Overall, Indecent Proposal turns
out to be decent drama. Although
for some the subject might be a little
touchy, Lyne does a good job of
downplaying the prostitute aspect
and focusing more on the love aspect. Harrelson gives a top dollar
performance as the emotion-filled
Dave, who is upset with himself for
allowing his wife to go through the

million dollar deal.
Demi pulls off a somewhat interesting role as the willing wife, while
Robert Redford, who incidentally is
shot in soft focus throughout much
of the movie, turns his usual good
guy personae into a romantic, domineering character for his role as the
slick, but debonair billionaire.
If not for the traditional tearfilled ending, and the unexplained
actions of many of the characters,
this film would have been a much
better movie, but with some interesting themes and a wonderful script •
Lyne is able to create a film that
easily taps into the mentality behind
why people do such outlandish things
for love and money.
RATING: B+

School of Fish says Enuff Z'Nuff
by Richard Challen
staff writer

music scene that only wants scuzzy, flannelwearing Seatt-ites.
After all, neither of these bands are considAnyone who thinks the Beatles are long ered alternative, nor do they want to be;
gone just hasn't been listening to the right ironically, since underground hard rock has
music. The influence of the Fab Four has now gone mainstream, melodic metal is not
started makeven a coming its way
mercial cominto the
modity anyrealm of
more. Just
hard rock
ask Extreme,
(of
all
the biggest of
places), as
the rising pop
evidenced
rock acts,
by the new
who have to
releases
struggle to
from Enuff
reach platiZ'Nuff and
num while
School Of
Nirvana sells
Fish.
four million
On Anicopies.
mals With
NevertheHuman Inless, for those
telligence
tired of the
mdHuman
usual brand
CannonofNorthwestball, respecern grunge,
tively, Enuff
either
of
Z'Nuff and
these albums
School Of
Enuff Z'Nuff -Animals With
should be a
Fish pay
welcome, yet
Human Intelligence
faithful
accessible,
RATING: B
homage to
change.
rock's preBoth acts
m i e r e
share a comsongwriters with smart collections of well- mon fondness for crunchy yet catchy guitar
written, catchy compositions-albums that, riffs and Sixties-era harmonies, though School
for reasons unknown, usually wind up slapped Of Fish definitely has the edge in one crucial
with the extremely over-used "pop metal" area: production.
label.
As on Enuff Z'Nuff s two previous releases,
Since most radio programmers hear "pop Derek Frigo's guitars don't hit with the exmetal" and think Poison or Warrant, such pected punch, while Donnie Vie's nasal-choirstereotyping is often the kiss of death in a boy vocals get buried in the lackluster mix. In
■■;■

:.

M

:

addition, the majority of the band's lyrics are hitting and sustaining the perfect hook for
typical parties-and-girls fodder that most teen- maximum commercial impact.
It will be interesting to see how both of
age boys outgrow by age 14 ("Our chicks were
hot/ Our cars were fast/ We took the nights we these bands fare in an AOR radio landscape
made them last").
where grunge is god and Coverdale/Page is
Still, what sophistication Animals With considered the height of originality.
The ineviHuman
table Beatles
Intel! fcomparisons,
gen ce
though exlacks in
pected, are
words is
largely unwarmore than
ranted; aside
made up
from the reqfor by the
uisite nod to
music;
"Magical Mys"Superstitery Tour" days
tious,"
gone by {Ani"Bring It
mals With
On Home"
Human Inteland "Mary
ligence has
Anne Lost
"Takin'
A
Her Baby"
Ride," while
are tuneHuman Canful, harnonball feamonytures the more
laden
up-tempo "1/2
rockers
A Believer"),
that kick
each album
like classic
manages to
Cheap
School Of Fish - Human Cannonball
take its wellTrick or
RATING: B+
worn influrewed-up
ences
and
Badfinger.
mold them
School
Of Fish's sound on Human Cannonball, by into something original.
With at least one song apiece (Er^ff Z'Nuff s
contrast, is harder and more in-your-face.
,ool Of
Still, the group never loses sight of their anthemic "Right By Your Side,
songwriting roots, especially on "Fuzzed And Fish's gorgeously flowing "Drag"), either act
Fading," "Drop Of Water" and the incredibly could have a hit of Lennon/McCartnev proporhummable "Complicator." Songs occasionally tions. Critics may balk, but both of these bands
stretch a little too long ("Fountain"), but, most succeed admirably at proving that "pop metal"
of the time, the songwriting duo of Josh doesn't have to sacrifice integrity for the sake
Clayton-Felt and Michael Ward is masterful at of accessibility.
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Primus to release Pork Soda
by L. Clator Butler, Jr.
staff writer

His exotic nature, mixed with
strong limb independency adds to
the intriguing style that makes up
Primus.
Then, of course, there is guitarist

Two words: Primus sucks!!!
Now that that is out of the
way, I can go on to praise the
boldest effort to emerge from
alternative music.
For those who are unfamiliar with Primus, know that it
takes a certain mentality just to
"get into" this group. Primus is
perhaps the most awkward,
twisted, yet hilarious group of
musical geniuses ever to be
given the opportunity to record
on the professional scale.
Since their second release
in late 1991, the group has had
a busy schedule including warming up hungry crowds for Rush's
last tour, playing on MTV's
Spring Break '92, and releasing
a home video along with a fivesong EP of cover tunes.
This trio's roots lay in the
San Francisco musiff scene.
Primus is fronted by Les
Claypool, a bassist whose innovative, aggressive style has
caused all eyes to be cast in his
direction.
Outshining the likes of Stuart
Hamm, Flea, and even Geddy
Lee, Claypool was chosen by
the readers of Guitar for the
Practicing Musician magazine
as the best bassist of 1992.
Upon listening to Claypool, one Primus (L,R):Tim Alexander, Larry
is painfully compelled to agree.
The Primus sound is inspired by Larry LaLonde... "Ler" has made the
more than just Claypool's technique boldest leap in musical history by
orthe desire to win awards. Drum- taking the all-accidental approach to
mer Tim "Herb" Alexander was voted playing. In his own words, "If you
in a musicians poll as the best alter- want to play the perfect Primus solo,
find out what key it is in, and play all
native drummer last year.

the wrong notes."
Oh yeah...the new album.
Due outTuesday the 20th, Primus'
third studio effort and fifth overall
hits record stores worldwide. Pork

titled "Pork Chop's Little Ditty" and
suddenly breaking into a percussive
bass line, Claypool takes over the
beginning of "My Name is Mud," the
first single which has already re-

Laionde & Les Claypool. Pork Soda - RATING: A+
Soda is more of the flashy bass
chops, weird musical concepts and
stupid lyrics which have become
associated with Primus.
Opening with a Southern-Appalachian sounding banjo piece en-

ceived MTV airplay.
Claypool's ability to change accent becomes instrumental as he
speaks from the point-of-view of a
redneck blue-collar burying his bludgeoning victim in the woods.

Whenever Claypool has time to
spare, he usually spends it fishing
on his boat in San Pablo Bay. Many
references in his lyrics come from
fishing, and each album gets a tale
from the "Fisherman's
Chronicles." "The 01' Diamondback Sturgeon" is his latest
installment about the amphibious persuasion.
"The Pressman," which can
be heard live on Suck on This
finally makes its way into the
studio on Pork Soda. The title
track entices laughter with the
rambling, unintelligible words
which are suddenly made clear
in the chorus: "Crack open a
can of pork soda 'n' you'll be
feelin' just fine/ Ain't nothin'
quite like sittin 'round house
swiggin' down them cans o'
swine..."
A few instrumental tracks
appear on Pork Soda. The
one which is the most triooriented is "Hamburger Train,"
a powerful collage of explosive percussion, thundering
bass and surging guitar.
All fifteen songs on Pork
Soda are an intense networking of rhythmic and harmonic
experimentation. As I mentioned before, Primus is not
for everybody. In the tradition of Frank Zappa, they pride
themselves on nonconformity
and noncommerciality. For
the average listener, Primus
deserves a grade of F-. But for the
select few who can stomach Primus,
be they alternative fans, musicians,
or freaks of nature, this band deserves the previously unattainable
A+.

THIS WEEKEND AT THE V THEATER
PLAYING FRIDAY & SATURDAY MIDNITE MOVIE
"IN THE TRADITION OF 'RAIN MAN',

'SCENT OF A WOMAN'

is A SMART, FUNNY RIDE.

Al Pacino gives a master showman's performance."
- Owen GMbcnmn. ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLV

'"SCENT OF A WOMAN' IS AN AMAZING FILM.
Intelligently written and movingly told. This is one of Al Paeino's best and riskiest performances."
- Roger Ebert, SISKEL & EBERT/C'HICAtJO SIN-TIMES

"ONLY ONCE IN A RARE WHILE, ALONG COMES A
PERFORMANCE THAT WILL NOT BE ERASED FROM MEMORY.
Al Pacino gives such a performance."

BEBE'S KIDS
Animation with Attitude
ADMISSION ONLY $1

SUNDAY FREE FLICK

CLINT EASTWOOD'S

UNFORGIVEN
ADMISSION ONLY $1

- Gmr NhaLit.THE TODAY SHOW

"ONE OF THE YEAR'S TEN BEST FILMS."
- Peter Raintr. LOS ANGELES TIMES - Rod l.urie. LOS ANGELES MAGAZINE
-PEOPLE MAGAZINE -JHTCrBiu.SlXTYSECOND PREVIEW
- Dan DiNkoln. ALBANY GAZETTE - Philip Wumch. DALLAS MORNING NEWS
-MichMlJaniuonri. PROVIDENCE JOURNAL -CALGARY SUN
- Roger Hurlbim. FT. LAUDERDALESLN-SENT1NEL

DR. STRANGELOVE

AfflMTE 3-D MOVIE

OR: HOW I LEARNED TO STOP
WORRYING AND LOVE THE BOMB

CREATURE FROM THE
BLACK LAGOON

SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15
ADMISSION FREE
WITH CU ID

GOOD LUGK
ON YOUR
SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15
ADMISSION ONLY $1

EXAMS!

ADMISSION ONLY $1

APRIL 25
SUNDAY FREE

THE GRADUATE
WITH CU ID
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Patrick McGee
Economics major
Cover letters
Follow-up letters
Three versions of my resume
A list of contacts
Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet
WordPerfect word processor
NowUp-Tb-Date2.0
MS-DOS files
SoftPC
Managing Your Money
HyperCard
A money and banking paper
A statistics paper
Graphics for several papers
My class schedule
Instructions for using Internet
Research from CompuServe
My model stock portfolio
My checkbook
A list of notable business quotes
A fax/modem
A fax I sent to a software company
My system for playing the horses
My win/loss record for the year

© 1993 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo. AppleLink, Mac and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Macintosh PC Exchange and I'oicerBook are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc.
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Scott Waltz
Economics professor
Overheads
Lecture notes
Assignments
Tests I've given
Syllabus for International
Finance 281B
Syllabus for Economic
Development 286A
Grade tracking
Letters to old friends
Letters to colleagues
An article on national
transportation policy
Three chapters for a new textbook
The Far Side Daily Planner
Itinerary for Easter Island dig
this summer
Zen and the Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance
Microsoft Word
Lotus 1-2-3
Files from the department PC
Macintosh PC Exchange™
Files from my Mac8 at home
A fax/modem
CompuServe
America Online
AppleLink8
Wildcat basketball stats
Electronic mail

For further information
on the PowerBook™
and other Apple Macintosh
products, contact the
Clemson Microcomputer Center
in the basement of the
P & AS Building or call 656-3714.
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Sunbrain considers record label offer
by Sean Cook
assistant time-out editor
It was only the other day when Sunbrain
made their first full length debut, with an
album release party at the Dish in Toccoa,
GA.
Now the band finds itself on the edge
of another possible breakthrough. A major record company has come knocking,
and the band may be on the verge of
opening the door to the big time.
The band is awaiting a contract from
New York's Grass Records, which distributes albums through Dutch East India
Trading Company, an international music
distributor.
According to band spokesman and guitarist Russ Hallauer, Grass Records has
shown interest in offering Sunbrain a
three album deal, with Dutch East India
distributing the albums throughout the

nation and Europe. As of press
time, the band was expecting the
contract to arrive, sometime on
Thursday. After they consult a
lawyer, and look over the specifics, the band expects to make a
decision.
Members of the band are hopeful, but stress that the deal is
tentative, and depends largely
on the specifics of the offer, which
the whole band will need to
consider.
Sunbrain will be appearing
live tonight at Edgar's, with special guests Tony Tidwell (of the
Push) and Hero, a band from
Milledgeville, GA. Be sure to be
there, or you could be missing
your last chance to see Sunbrain
as an independent act. The cover
charge will be $3.

The Shroud opened for Sunbrain during the group's album release party.

Clemson students cruise for a semester
by Renee Krans
staff writer
Four hundred four students, representing 140 colleges and universities across the U.S., together with 38
senior adult participants and 68 faculty and staff departed on Jan. 29,
1993 for a Semester at Sea.
These students departed from
Nassau, Bahamas, and will have visited Venezuela, Brazil, South Africa,
Kenya, India, Malaysia, Hong Kong,
Taiwan and Japan by the end of
their voyage. They will return to
Seattle, Wash. May 10.
Clemson students, Roger Juntilla
was one of the few to be chosen for
this educational voyage..
Semester At Sea, administered
by the Institute for Shipboard Education and academically sponsored
by the University of Pittsburgh, is a
program that takes students from
colleges and universities across the
U.S. and abroad around the world
each fall and spring semester. Students choose from 50 lower and
upper division courses in a variety
of disciplines. Courses offered are
accredited by the University of Pittsburgh and are fully transferable to
the student's home institution.

Classes meet daily while the ship is
at sea. When in port students can
choose from a wide range of structured travel opportunities that are
developed by the Institute and the
faculty. Students may also choose to
travel independently. Each class has
a field component requirement the
student must complete during the
voyage. Activities in port can include home stays with families in
the countries, visits to universities,
travel to places of historic, cultural
and religious significance, or simply
free travel to experience life in the
cities and rural areas. Stays in port
range from 3 to 7 days.
Semester At Sea uses the S.S.
Universe, an 18,000 ton ship that
has been equipped as a floating
university. It includes classrooms
with closed circuit television capabilities, a library, a theater, a student
union and a cafeteria. It also includes a swimming pool, a basketball and volleyball court and a weight
room, providing a campus atmosphere for participating students.
Additional information may be obtained by calling 800-854-0195 or
412-648-7490.
Information provided by University of Pittsburgh Semester At
Clemson student Roger Juntilla takes part in the Semester at Sea.
Sea Program.

Furnished and Unfurnished
Units For Rent or Sale
Call Bobbi Prater
fS
Real Estate
654-3333
Grand Opening Special

CAROLINA
MINI-STORAGE
Rent Your Own
Storage Space...
• Personal, Commercial & Boat Storage
College Students Discount Year Round
(ID Required)
2nd Month FREE
(Expires 5-31-93)

This Summer, Take
ACoastal Course.
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, is*famous for its sun, sand
and surf, but do you know it's also a great place for summer
earning and learning?
You can make your beach break
count by enrolling in summer
courses at Coastal Carolina.
Whether wanting to get ahead or
just catch up, you can accumulate a
full semester's credits through Coastal's May semester and
two summer sessions. Plus, you can live in our campus
apartments for only $75 a week, and our Job Placement Office
will help youin your search for a summer job.
If you're taking a spring break in Myrtle Beach, stop by our
Admissions Office Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m., or call us toll-free for more information.
Then, take a Coastal course this summer.

COASTAL CAROLINA COLLEGE
The Right School of Thought
Highway 501 Between Conway and Myrtle Beach

261-8144 or 646-6544
Clemson Blvd., Hwy. 76 at Carolina Burglar
& Fire Alarm Co., Sandy Springs
/

Coastal Coiolrno College is on oHirmotive action, equal opportunity institution.

1-800-277-7000
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Tasmin Archer has
Great Expectations
by Richard Challen
staff writer

ing to simply label her a female
version of British sensation Seal.

before humanizing it with his relaxed vocals and acoustic strumming, Archer is more the
A new artist calling
classic pop songstress,
her first album Great
equally comfortable with
Expectations almost
subdued ballads ("When It
cries out to be criticized,
Comes Down To It") and
much the same way that
up-tempo
numbers
Michael Jackson begged
("Arienne").
for terrible reviews when
The lyrics on Great Exhe titled one of his last
pectations, though, cut
hypefests Bad.
closer than any mere diva's
Amazingly enough,
noodlings; fallen idols
Tasmin Archer is one of
("Lords Of The New
the few up-and-coming
Church," "Hero"), victimperformers that can get
ization ("Ripped Inside," "In
away with such a preYour Care") and urban
sumptuous display of
decay ("Steeltown") all play
confidence. If Great Exa part in Tasmin's angry
pectations doesn't seem
and intensely female perto herald the beginning
spective.
of a bold new musical
Yet, with the glorious
talent, it is only because
side closers "The Higher
that talent has already
You Climb" and "Halfway
arrived.
To Heaven," she betrays a
Tasmin Archer - Great Expectations
From the opening
sense of hope, soothing her
RATING: Astrains of her no. 1 hit in
apprehension ("The higher
the U.K., "Sleeping Satelyou climb/ The further you
lite," Archer firmly grabs
fall") with cautious optithe reins of her lush, rhythmHowever, upon closer examina- mism ("And I can see what is right/
drenched compositions and rarely tion, the comparison is misguided; If I stay on the right track").
releases control for the course of the though both possess creativity, origiArcher needn't have worried.
record's 11 tracks.
nality and a flair for understated True to its name, Great ExpectaTasmin's husky vocals, not to hooks, each artists has his or her tions holds great promise, not only
mention her fondness for danceable separate identity and specific set of for the present success of this singerfolk-pop tempered with an edge of goals.
songwriter, but for her future as
social consciousness, make it temptWhere Seal embraces technology well.
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Elwes gets Crushed
by Chris Moore
staff writer
Directed and written by Alan
Shapiro, the psychological thriller,
The Crush, stars Cary Elwes as Nick
Eliot, a brash, young investigative
reporter who finds a job with a
trendy national magazine and moves
to a new town.
His life seems to take a turn for
the better when he finds the perfect
place to live, a wealthy family's
guest house, until he meets his
landlord's budding 14 year-old.
daughter Darion, played by.Alicia
Silverstone. Darion, an underage
psychotic sexpot, develops a crush
on Nick that could ultimately prove
deadly when her vindictive jealously
is unleashed.
Amy Fisher meets Fatal Attraction in this lame excuse for a psychothriller that turns out to be one of
the more boring entries in a genre
that is already loaded down with
killer nannies, psychotic roommates,
torturous tenants, abusive stepfathers, and homicidal temporary secretaries.
Although this type of film has
become more and more popular in
the last few years, the main problem
with Shapiro's new by-product of
such a varied slue of similar-type
thrillers lies within its bare bones
plot. The plot does little to build the
suspense and some badly constructed
dialogue takes away from the character development as well as the
film's credibility
Alicia Silverstone's lackluster
performance as the seductive Darion
is also another big flaw of the film.
Ultimately, she brings a fake naivete
and mentality to the role that totally
obliterates the believability of her
disturbed vixen character.
Cary Elwes follows suit by not
doing much better as he bumbles
along in the role of the cool, but
good-natured Nick. His character is
supposed to be more down to earth
than his earlier typecasted roles in

such comedic hits as The Princess
Bride and Hot Shots!, but in this
film his acting becomes forced and
too stiff for his characterization to
have any merit.
In the end, Shapiro creates a film
that is badly cast and devoid of
much originality and creativity except for some of the devilish ways
that Darion retaliates against Nick.
Also, the quality of the film is somewhat disheartening, especially during those times where bad editing
and technical mishaps can ruin the

mood of a scene. An example of this
can be found in a particular part of
the movie where a Jennifer Rubin's
dubbed dialogue for her character
Amy Maddick sounds like she's talking in a closed garage, rather than
out in the middle of a residential
street.
Overall, I usually love thrillers
like The Hand that Rocks the Cradle
and Fatal Attraction, but with The
Crush the ability to keep a fluid and
interesting story going soon becomes
crushed under its own plotless
weight. RATING: D+

Acoustic Night
Every Wednesday Night is Acoustic Night
Vladamir Vodka Drinks...$2.00
Rolling Rock Long Necks...$1.25

Coming This Saturday April 19th

Miss Sandy Atkinson
Coming Saturday
April 24th - Jay Gore
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Two bedroom Townhouses
available featuring:
•Pool
OFFICE HOURS
•Planned Activities
Mon.-Fri. 8:30-5:30
-Laundry Facilities
Sat:
10:00-5:00
•10 Minutes from campus
Sun:
1:00-5:00
•Leasing for fall semester
•Summer Special - 3 months lease

Call for Details

Resident Manager

654-6158
OFF HWY. 123 ON ISAQUEENA TRAIL

You did It!
■ CLEMSON UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
GRADUATION PORTRAIT SPECIAL
Have an official graduation portrait taken by Craft's Photography two weeks before graduation at the Clemson University
Bookstore. Portraits will be ready to pick up at the Bookstore
on May 7,1993. Prices start as low as $19. (See inside for
special prices and package deals).
Call (803) 656-2050 to schedule an appointment now!
Days available: Monday, April 19, from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.:
Wednesday, April 21, from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.;
or Thursday, April 22, from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
■ HOLD THAT TIGER!
At no extra charge, have a portrait taken with that famous
mascot, the Clemson Tiger on April 19, 1:30-4:30 p.m.
Call the CU Bookstore for details at (803) 656-2050!
■ FREE SHUTTIE SERVICE
Don't forget to give yourself, your parents and friends the
chance to purchase a souvenir at the CU Bookstore or savor
a famous milk shake or ice cream from Uniquely Clemson
(Agricultural Products Sales Center).

Continuous free shuttle service will be provided from
Littlejohn Coliseum to the Bookstore and Uniquely Clemson.
The same bus will take you back to the Coliseum.
■ DISCOUNTS
Graduating students and their parents are invited to come in
the CU Bookstore and take advantage of a 20% discount on
merchandise.* A special "scratch off" card parents receive
in the mail entides the student or their parents to this
discount. Everyone with a "scratch off" card is entided to
20% off merchandise* purchased in the Bookstore, but
lucky ones could receive as much as 60,80 or 100% off any
item.* The card could also reveal a valuable prize!
'Excludes software, electronics, textbooks and previously markeddown items. Must have card at time ofpurchase to receive discount.
■ DIPLOMA FRAMES
To show off that newly acquired status, handcrafted diploma
frames by Framing Success will be available. You earned it!
FREE COFFEE AND DONUTS ARE OFFERED
FOR "EARLY BIRD" SHOPPERS
FROM 8:30 AM. - NOON, GRADUATION DAY.

fflto
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Time-Out
Calendar
Tonight:
Edgar's
Outdoor
Theatre

TD's
TTT
Backstreets
Y Theater:

Pendleton
Playhouse

Sunbrain—alternative
special guests Tony Tidwell and Hero
9pm. Cover $3
Earth Day Eco-Fair
sponsored by Students for Environmental Awareness
live entertainment 5 p.m. to 11 p:m.
featuring Jennifer Goree, Dan Plowden , Killed
Trying , the Drovers, the Sleestaks, the Shroud,
Mooseboy, and Yarn
Jay Gore-acoustic
4 p.m. to 8 p.m. No cover.
Bad Creek Band—country
cover posted at door
Moonpie
Scent of a Woman
7:00 & 9:15
Bebe's Kids-Midnight movie
$1 Admission
"Of Mice and Men"-Steinbeck's classic
8 p.m. April 16, 17, 23, 24
2:30 p.m. April 18 and 25
$8 regular, $5 students
reservations recommended-call 646-8100

Saturday:
TD's
TTT
Los
Hermanos
Character's

Rarefaction-roofe
cover posted at door
Jay Gore-acoustic
Sandy Atkinson-acoustic
The Platters-Ko explanation needed
9 p.m.
Cover: $8

Sunday:
Y Theater
Tillman
Hall

Dr. Strangelove
7 p.m. only
Free admission for Clemson students.
Chamber Singers and Chorus Concertsacred and secular music
8 p.m.
Free

Thursday, April 22:
Tillman
Hall
Y Theater

Jazz Ensemble and Symphonic Band
8 p.m.
Free
Scent of a Woman
7 p.m. & 9:15 p.m.
$1 Admission.

Wrestlemania hits
by Sean Cook
assistant time-out editor
Hold onto your hats, and watch
out for flying bodies, because IWF
wrestling is coming to Clemson
this Sunday.
Lightsey Bridge Residence Hall
Council is sponsoring the match,
which will feature a ten-man freefor-all and individual and tag team

matches.
Wrestlers from around the country will be featured, but the lineup
will not be announced until Sunday.
The matches begin at 2 pm at
the basketball court behind building number 2, where the office is
located.
No admission fee will be
charged.

Convenience And Comfort
In Contact Lenses Is
Right Before Your Eyes.
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TYA, a labor of love
continued from I
a child actually walked up to one
of the cast members to touch him
because she did not believe that he
was real.
There, are presently seven students involved in TYA. Every Tuesday and Thursday morning they
awake at the crack of dawn to perform at local schools in Pickens,
Oconee, and Anderson counties.
The performances start at 8:30
and the cast makes it back to campus
in time to remove stage makeup and
change out of costume before their
11:00 classes.
The students receive only one
credit hour for their efforts, which
include constructing their own sets
and making their own costumes in
addition to rehearsals and performances, so TYA is quite a labor of
love.
One member says, "As much as
we might say at 7:00 in the morning
we don't want to do this, we love it."

Most of the cast is also involved
in Clemson Players. Overly says she
recruits a lot from her theater classes,
but no experience is necessary to
become involved.
The students in TYA are quite
unique. Chip Ward, who plays
Sukeroku the samurai,was once a
clown in the Ringling Bros., Barnum
& Bailey Circus.
Ward has obviously had a great
deal of experience performing for
young audiences, but he says, "I
think children's theater is difficult
theater and the most rewarding because children don't lie. They will
tell you [how they feel about your
performance] through their reactions."
Another student, Kevin Dawkins
plays all the instruments and makes
the sound effects for the production
of Ama and the White Crane and is
known as the Chobo.
Dawkins is cast as the Old Man,
Ama's grandfather. He uses every-

thing from plastic trash cans for
drums sounds to pipes of different
lengths that he hits with pieces of
metal or wood to create the desired
effect.
Right now the program is working off of a donated grant and the
funds collected from the small fee
charged for each performance.
Overly hopes that in the future
TYA can become a semi-professional
group of actors, possibly even some
monetary compensation for the cast
and crew, and will include more
credit hours.
All in all, Overly says the main
goal of TYA is "to get college students and elementary students in
the same room communicating together and using theater as the tool
for communication."
Ward gives the college student
perspective when he simply says,
"We do it because we enjoy it."
For more information, contact
Wendy Overly at 656-5398.

Of Mice & Men opens
by Ray Long
staff writer
Co-directed by Mark Charney and
Thorn Seymour, Clemson's Little
Theatre's last play of the season is a
production of Of Mice and Men,
which is adapted by John Steinbeck
from his book of the same title.
A serious drama, set in the agricultural valley of California during
the 1930s, this enduring story relates a friendship between two men
in a harsh farming culture where the
good life is far beyond reach. The
strongly male theme speaks on the
exclusion of women from that society and the strong bonds of male
friendship.
The play focuses on the indepen-

dence of the men and the compulsory sacrifices that can often accompany such a close relationship. The
leads, Lennie and George, are played
by Tim Angevine, who directed a
one act in the series that is now
showing in the Daniel Annex, and
John Richardson, a football player at
Clemson who played in The Grapes
of Wrath.
Two seasoned veterans Ed
Vaughn and Dennis Anderson play
Candy and Boss. Anne McKensie,
who was also in The Grapes of
Wrath, plays Curley's wife. Clemson
students Lance Oehrlein, Chris Stezin,
Brian Dooley and Robert Hartnet
play Curley, Carlson, Slim and Whit
respectively.
This last play of the Clemson

Little Theatre's successful first season at the Pendleton Playhouse is a
fast-moving three act drama. This
classic by Steinbeck, along with the
new facilities, innovative set design
and the backing by accomplished
directors and cast, should prove to
be very moving. The play opens
April 16 and runs Friday, Saturday
and Sunday as well as on the following weekend. The evening performance starts at 8pm and the matinee at 2:30. Tickets cost $8, but
students can get in for $5.
The Pendleton Playhouse is located on South Mechanic St. in
Pendleton. For information and reservations, call 646-8100. The '93'94
season begins in September with
the opening of Oliver!

CAPS & GOWNS
PICK UP YOUR CAP & GOWN AT THE ARTS
AND ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT OF THE
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE.

Be sure to bring your receipt and
student ID for verification.

And Your First Pair Is Free.
Discover the convenience and comfort of ACUVUE®
Disposable Contact Lenses. If ACUVUE is right for you,
we'll give you a free trial pair.

VISION CENTER
370 College Ave.
Clemson, SC

654-7980
({ofimenalioiVuieu

STORE HOURS:
Monday-Friday, 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Saturday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sunday, 1:30-5 p.m.
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(Sat. and Sun. hours August-May only)

LOCATION: UNIVERSITY UNION (656-2050)
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Tiger tennis team
drops one to Vols
by Melissa Roma
staff writer

Terrapins 7-0. The string of victories brought Clemson to 3-3 in
conference action.
Clemson earned only one
match victory in Knoxville. Fourth
seed Frank Salazar defeated nationally ranked Rhain Buth (6-3,
6-7). This left the Tigers with a 61 loss as they headed back home.
They will be hosting seventh
ranked Duke tomorrow at 1 p.m.
and North Carolina Sunday, also
at 1 p.m. On Tuesday they will
travel to Columbia to face the
Gamecocks for their final regular
season matchup.
Victories in the remaining
matches would give head coach
Chuck Kriese his 400th career
win. He is currently 397-210. He,
has also led Clemson to seven
Top 10 national rankings as well
as 11 straight NCAA tournament
appearances from 1979-1989, and
12 NCAA trips overall. In his 18
seasons, his record against ACC
opponents is 113-27.

The Tigers joyfully headed to
the northern part of the conference this past weekend hoping
their ACC opponents would be
challenging practice for the
dreaded SEC powerhouse - Tennessee.
The men's tennis team traveled to Virginia on Saturday, Maryland on Sunday then to Tennessee this past Tuesday. While in
ACC territory, the Tigers reigned
victorious, but the third ranked
Vols put an end to their jubilation.
In Charlottesville, the team
defeated their hosts 5-2. Nationally ranked George Lampert fell
in the number one position (6-4,
6-4) and Chris Robinson lost in
the sixth seed for CU (6-3, 6-2).
The Tigers felt comfortable
leaving the sun belt as they headed
even further north to trounce the
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George Lampert returns a shot in golf-like form on the ground stroke. Lampert is currently
ranked No. 53 in the nation and plays number-one singles for the Tigers, at 9-15 this
season, have now won seven of their last 10 matches and are 3-3 in ACC competition.

Clemson University

IHTTERESTED IN
PAimEIAEMC
RUSH?
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CHINESE RESTAURANT
LUNCH
Ole
Norm's

MONDAY- SATURDAY
11:30 AM-2:00 PM
Luncheon Specials Range
$3.05 - $5.05

DINNER
Golden
Dragon
Clemson
Suite

Bi-Lo

SUNDAY - THURSDAY
5:00 PM-9:30 PM
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
5:00 PM -10:00 PM
Combination dinners served with
soups, egg rolls, and fried rice.
Dine In / Carry Out

to Central

At Hwy 93
Next To
Clemson Suites

654-1551
:*:■:::>■:■::>:■::

Pregnant?
Need Help?
Call 882-8796
• Free pregnancy test
• Free one-on-one counseling
• 24 Hour Hotline
• Hours: Tues, Thur, and Sats 10 am to 1 pm
• Strictly confidential
• Close - Downtown Seneca

Foothills Crisis Pregnancy Center
206 Fairplay St., Suite 101
(Nimmons Building)
Seneca, S.C. 29678
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Come By 104 Holtzendorf after April
19th, 1993 and pick up a 1993 Rush
Booklet and Regristration Form.
Hope to see you at
Fall Rush 1993!

Clemson Panhellenic....nothin/
could be finer!
Fall Rush Dates - August 15-22,1993
A B T A E ZH0 I K A M
Alpha Beta Gamma Delta Epsilon Zeta Eta Theta Iota Kappa Lambda Mu

NS OnP Z T *¥ O X¥Q
Nu

Xi

Omicron

Pi

Pho

Sigma Tau Upsilon

Phi

Chi

Psi Omega
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Track teams run
into ACC meet
by Jonathan Campbell
staff writer
Last weekend senior Cormac
Finnerty qualified for the NCAA
outdoor meet provisionally in the
5000 meters. Finnerty, along with
a skeleton team competed in the
SeaRay/ Dogwood Relays in Knoxville, TN.
Finnerty, who will try to compete in his seventh NCAA meet, is
running "very smooth and comfortable," said Coach Bob Pollock.
In the 5000 meters, Finnerty led
for most of the way up until the
last 800 meters when he dropped
back to second.
Ranked second in the nation in
the 5000, he will try to better his
fourth place finish last year.
Few Tigers competed in last
week's in hopes of preparing the
team for tomorrow's ACC meet in
Chapel Hill, N.C. "We wanted to
make sure no one would get hurt,"
said Pollock. The men's team has
done all they've could in preparation. "The coaches and I have laid
down the preparation work and
the conditioning has been done,"
said Pollock. "The team is physically ready and mentally refreshed
for the meet."
When asked about winning the
meet, Pollock comments "it will be
a very tight meet from top to
bottom. North Carolina is always
tough, especially on their home
turf." At the ACC Championships
last year the men's team lost by
only half a point.
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This year's meet does have one
important ingredient that last
year's meet didn't: Michael Green.
Green, who defended his NCAA
indoor title in the 55 this year, is
picked to win the ACC Championship in the 100 meters and also
the National Championships by
Track and Field News. Green has
competed in the 1992 Olympics
for Jamaica and seems relatively
unstoppable.
The women's team will look to
capture the ACC meet without
sophomore miler Karen
Hartmann. Hartmann, who injured
her Achilles tendon is expected to
sit out the rest of the season.
The women will be led by
senior sprinter Kim Graham, who
currently holds school records in
three individual events and five
relays. Already, Track and Field
News has picked her to win the
NCAA title in the 200 meters in
New Orleans.
And why not?
She has won the 200 meters in
every ACC meet thus far.
Coach Wayne Coffman also has
three long jumpers who will jump
it out tomorrow in Chapel Hill.
Monyetta Haynesworth, Tonya
McKelvey, and Courtney Singleton are all in the top five in the
ACC. Haynesworth and McKelvey
finished up fifth and sixth at the
indoors earlier this year.
The women, who won the meet
in Chapel Hill in 1991, will be
looking to win their title back this
year.
Paul Galbreath/staff photographei

Don't forget to catch
the baseball Tigers
vs.
Maryland
on SportSouth,
Sunday at 7:05 p.m.

The Clemson Equestrian Team
Would Like To Thank The Following
Sponsors For Their Continued Support:

Your Encouragement Has Helped Our
Riders Jurnp to Greater Heights

■H

Up, Up and away...
An Auburn long jumper attempts his leap during last week's Clemson Invitational.
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Lady Tigers keep winning
by Bob Sayre
staff writer
Inclement weather forced the No.
13 Lady Tigers' Saturday tennis
match at No. 22 Virginia indoors
after a six hour postponement. Having to play in front of a raucous
crowd added to the adversity as did
the fact that three of Clemson's four
losses thus far came indoors.
Their most recent loss came indoors at Notre Dame, and coach
Andy Johnston considered Virginia
to be as good or better than the
Fighting Irish.
Nevertheless, Clemson swept
aside the setbacks and earned a
hard-fought 6-3 victory. Despite having clinched most of their previous
victories early, little was resolved at
Virginia after the close of singles
play as No. 1 singles player Boba
Tzvetkova lost a tie breaker in the
third set to even the team score at 33.
"Their team is fired up because
we're up 3-2, and that last set of
Boba's was 7-6," explained coach
Andy Johnston. "They had a big
crowd, and they're going crazy."
However, as teams climbing up
through the rankings are known to
do, Clemson bounced back with
clutch wins "and swept the doubles
competition.
Jan Barrett and Karolina
Jutkiewicz started early and finished
first with a 6-0, 6-4 win at No. 3
doubles to put Clemson back on top,
4-3- Soon afterwards, Clemson's No.
1 doubles team of Janice Durden
and Shannon King won a toughfought first set in a 7-6 tie breaker
then went on to win the match with
a 6-2 victory in the second.
"When we won that tie-breaker
at No. 1 doubles, L kind of felt like.
their backs broke," said Johnston.
With the match clinched, Tzvetkova
and Amy Young both avenged singles
losses with a 6-2, 4-6, 6-2 victory at
No. 2 doubles.
"I thought [No.] 2 doubles did a
great job because they didn't have
to win their match," said Johnston.
"They lost the second set 6-4, and we
had already won the team match.
We're on the road, and it's about
11:30 at night. They came back and
played rough, and they won 6-2 in
the third to beat them 6-3. We finished at about midnight Saturday
night."

Come out
and cheer
for the Lady
Tigers as
they take on
USC today
at 1 p.m.
Sunday at
11 a.m., they
will be in
action
against the
Tar Heels.
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GOING HOME TO SUMER
THIS SUMMER?
Make your summer count.
Plan to earn credits to meet your
needs and your coUege's requirements
—at an affordable cost.
You have a choice of a nine-week Summer Session
Classes begin May 24 end August 6 (Exams Aug. 9-10)

OR
Two four-and-a-half week Sessions
Summer I - Classes begin May 24, end June 25 (Exams June 28)
Summer n - Classes begin June 30 , end Aug. 10 (Exams Aug. 11)
Tuition for residents of Clarendon, Lee and Sumter Counties for the
Summer Session is S29.40 per credit hour. A three-credit hour course
is $88.20, plus application fees and textbooks. Tuition slightly higher
for residents of other counties.

Earn credits in such areas as COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY...
HISTORY... ENGLISH ... MATHEMATICS ...
PSYCHOLOGY ... PUBLIC SPEAKING... BIOLOGY...
SOCIOLOGY. Request a listing of courses available this
summer. Write the Office of Admissions, Central Carolina
Technical College, 506 North Guignard Drive, Sumter, S. C.
29150, of call TOLL-FREE 1-800-221-8711, Extn. 205.

CENTRAL CAROLINA
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COLLEGE

Central Carolina Technical College docs not discriminate in admissions or employment on the basis of
race, sex, color, age, religion, national origin or handicap. #4150/2/93

Paul Galbreath/staff photographer

Janice Durden serves up a point during the Lady Tigers
victory over Kentucky last weekend.
With the win against Virginia on into the national rankings with 9
Saturday and a victory over Mary- victories in their last 10 matches
land last Friday, Clemson improved including a 6-3 victory over Tennestheir streak to 14 wins in their last see (a team which beat Clemson
15 matches. "It was a good trip for earlier this season).
North Carolina features the
us," said Johnston. "We really needed
to beat Virginia."
nation's No. 3 ranked doubles team
Clemson easily defeated Mary- and No. 8 ranked singles player,
land the previous afternoon 9-0- In Cinda Gurney.
Next weekend the women comonly three matches did Maryland
win more than two games. The week- pete in the Atlantic Coast Conferend victories improved Clemson's ence Championships in Charlotte
Atlantic Coast Conference record to where they-along with Virginia, No.
6-1 with their only loss coming to 25 Wake Forrest, and Florida State
(coach Johnston's sleeper pick)-will
No.3 ranked Duke.
The women close out the regular try to knock off heavily-favored Duke.
Heading into the summer, the
season here at Clemson with matches
against South Carolina today at 1:00 women also appear to be solid canp.m. and North Carolina at 11 "00 didates for one of the 20 invitations
to the NCAA Championships in
a.m. Sunday.
South Carolina recently moved Gainesville on May 12-20.
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SC0UTING...BECAUSE THE BEST THING
TO GET HIGH ON IS A M0UNTAINT0R
WmT0KN0WM0KEAB0UJSC0UWG?CALLTHE
4> BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA,

Phone 638-8384
\
\

J&j Your Clemson Print Headquarters #ftt i
41

Over 30 Different Tiger & Clemson University Prints In Stock!
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"Bengal Tiger" by Seymour $10

* Specializing In Quality Custom Framing
i♦ * Diploma Framing Specials
♦
♦
* Wildlife, Charleston & Civil War Art
i * Great Gift Ideas!
I

"Where The Tigers Play" by Howard

ALLENS' CREATIONS, INC.
Frame & Art Gallery
400-1 College Avenue, Clemson
(Next to Hair Biz)

654-3594

i
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Clemson's Housing Office is pleased to announce that our students
can choose to live in a brand new Clemson home!
McCabe Hall and Holmes Hall will be available for occupancy in spring semester 1994.
Room change priority will be given to students assigned to Byrnes Hall and Johnstone Hall Section A
for fall 1993. We think you'll like what these new Clemson homes have to offer!
You will receive your assignment for next fall during the week of April 19, 1993.
After receiving your assignment, if you wish to request a change, please call or come by:

Housing Office

1

200 Mell Hall

656-5442
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•CENTRAL CAMPUS LOCATION
•CO-ED RESIDENCE
•296 STUDENTS PER RESIDENCE HALL
•TWO-ROOM SUITE ARRANGEMENT
•INDIVIDUAL SUITE BATHS
•ROOMY LIVING/STUDY AREA OF 15' x T
AND 6' x 3.5' SINK AREA
•FULLY CARPETED ROOMS
•INDIVIDUAL ROOM CONTROL OF HEAT AND AIR
•LARGE WINDOW SIZES OF 5'4" x 2'
MINI BLINDS INCLUDED
•MOVABLE FURNITURE
•CABLE T.V.
•COMPUTER HOOK-UP
HANDICAP ACCESSIBLE
'TWO ELEVATORS IN EACH FIVE-STORY BUILDING
LAUNDRY FACILITIES IN HOLMES HALL
GROUP MEETING SPACES
COMMUNITY LOUNGES AND KITCHENS
ADDITIONAL STUDY SPACES

4
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Everyone's favorite groundhog,
Phil, was arrested recently for DUI.
Volume LOUD, Issue 69

Clemzun, Souf Cackalacky

April 1993

Is Roxy worth 40,000 pounds of crack?
by Trashy Jockslob
staph writer
Roxy Lemon was abducted yesterday while
working the corner of College Avenue and
Highway 123 by an unidentified perpetrator.
The man issued a statement from a phone in
Jackstone E, demanding 40,000 pounds of
crack for her safe return. Marx Lemon, Clemzen
Looniversity Prezident responded,
"I've got more than enough crack in the
basement, but damn, I don't know if Roxy's
worth it. That's alot of good highs I'll be
losing."
Looniversity Police say Marx probably has
48 hours before the kidnapper will resort to
drastic measures.

"That crazy fool will hold on to her for
awhile, but he's gonna have to make a move
soon. I figure he'll sell her to the Tri Gettin'
Some fraternity. They're always lookin' for
-cheap entertainment, and seeing as how Roxy
has pole dancing experience, she'll make a
snazzy addition to their night show," said
Officer For N. Catingswine.
According to Officer Troubled T, Mrs. Lemon
is being held at dickpoint. The unknown
assailant has repeatedly threatened to penetrate her left ear.
Troubled said, "He's one twisted son of a
bitch. Much sicker and more creative than we
ever thought."
Luckily, little damage is expected since
Mrs. Lemon wears a Miracle Ear.

Busted, bitch!!!

Have you seen this man?
Police have posted pictures around campus of the suspected abductor of
Mrs. Lemon.

The recently crowned
Miss Clemzun lost her
title Tuesday because of
alleged steroid abuse.
She plans to appeal the
action after football tryouts this summer.
Guadalupe Hidalgo, pictured here before the tragic end to her reign.

Students cum out of the
closet -the moving closetand face a rude awakening
by Spankmee Hard
olds editor

The two students were caught in an "uncompromising" position by The
Buzzard camera.

Two Clemzun students were recently arrested for "indecent exposure" in a looniversity
elevator. The students, Steve "Bottoms up"
Baker- named for his excessive...um...drinkingand Harry Reamer, regret any inconvenience
they might have caused for students using the
elevator at the time.
Clemzun police department spokesperson
Ima Gonad stated that the two students were
arrested after police received reports that the
two were getting a little too close for comfort
in a looniversity elevator.
According to the police, one anonymous
tipster called in to say, "At first I thought it was
just a couple of those stray dogs that roam the

campus, but then I heard one of them say
'Oooh! Baby got back!' It was so sick!"
As soon as police began to receive the calls,
they were dispatched immediately to an undisclosed elevator on campus. Before the
doors opened, police report hearing a high
pitched voice repeatedly yelling "It's like butter!" in a nasal New York accent.
Baker and Reamer are both juniors majoring in latex engineering. Baker had no comment for The Buzzard, and Reamer would
only say, "I just want to be loved! Is that so
wrong?"
After the whole thing blows over, so to
speak, Baker and Reamer plan to get a trailer
outside of town and spend most of their free
time enjoying the sights and sounds of nature
at a park in Six Mile.
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Waiting on Coward's last stand at Clemzun
by A Man To Beat On
asst. Olds Editor
■Clemzun has decided to add on
to the campus cemetery.
Located next to Psycho Hall, the
new additon will be called the Carrion Gardens and will house the
graves of Clemzun professors, their
families and that living legend Stank
Coward.
The gardens have already
accumalated the bodies of some of
the faculty's children, all from the
Liberhell Smarts department. They
say the kids could only last so long
on the remnants of scrap paper from
the copier machines.
Spark .Pinchell, notorious Spectacle advisor said," Well you know,
these budget cuts have been kinda
harsh, so me and the wife had to cut
back on baby food you know. So we
started sneaking the little pieces
home for the kid to have something
to eat. I guess he could only last so
long. But we feel that it is a real
honor to be able to put him in the
new gardens."
Jesus Vila, director of
Construcksham Services at the
looniversity feels that the gardens
will not be complete until the body
of Coward has been laid to rest.

"Well, it'll be great," said Vila, "because once the old man kicks, 1
mean passes on, we'll finally be able
to use that bell out there for something."
Vila was referring to the bell that
sits amidst the gardens.
The day Coward goes on to
coaches heaven, the bell will ring on
the hour every hour to signal to the
Clemzun community that the old
man has finally kicked the bucket.
Coward thinks it's a great idea.
"Dem sumbitches, they love me down
here," said Coward. "And that there
bell- it's going to be a real kicker- or
maybe I'm the kicker- or well, it'll
just be dandy."
Clemzun president Marx Lemon
could not be reached for comment
because he was busy trying to free
his wife from a stalker, but it has
been rumored that he will be handling funeral arrangements for the
deceased. Something else about a
mortuary compensation plan was
said, but our reporter was injured in
a shooting involving two minors
speeding away from a local nightclub.
The date of completion for the
gardens has not yet been stated, but
it looks like the summer of '94 is
reasonable.

II

An artist's rendering of the attractive Carrion Gardens to be added to the campus decor.

New housing ready and waiting for students
by Spankmee Hard
olds editor
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Get ready and get set everybody
for the fabulous new dormitories
being constructed as we speak! These
dorms will be a virtual paradise of
space and living convenience for the
lucky'tenants that will soon be inhabiting them.
Right now two halls, to be named
McGay Hall and Homos Hall , are
well on their way to being completed by the spring of 1994 deadline. When contacted by The Buzzard, one top construction official
gave an encouraging sign as to the
completion of the project by saying,
"Dun, I reckon we'll be done....some
time."
Housing administrators are glowing with delight at the "home away
from home" that these dorms will
offer io students of the future. Meanwhile, the lucky students of today
get to take in the lovely and pastoral
scenery that the construction of the
dorms creates on campus. (There's
nothing like taking a moonlit stroll
with that special someone, and seeing scaffolding, construction trailers, and empty lunch cartons left by
sweaty, hard working construction
men long gone home silhouetted in
the background. Romance at its finest is romance the Clemson way. It
don't get any better than this.)
Administrators are looking forward to the heightened living experience that will become available to
students with the opening of the
new dorms. These living facilities
will come with the latest in comfort
and technology. Though we remember them fondly, soon gone are the
days of dorms with dirt floors, five
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foot ceilings (installed due to their
low overhead), closets under the
beds, and combination sink/toilet
devices. And, it's sad to say, we must
bid farewell to that which has made
many a student butt smile with pleasure. Yes, it's true. The inexpensive
but ever popular and attractive aluminum chairs which made our days
a little brighter and our studying a
little easier are slated to be replaced.
But on the up side, administrators hope the "pros" for the new
dorms will more than make up for
any "cons" that may come. Among
the highest on the list of "pros" is the
fact that students will be offered
single living dwellings within the
dorms. This way, those who prefer
not to listen to a roommate suck
wind during the night will not have
to. Officials expect those who live in
the dorms to be especially grateful
of this fact by around cold and flu
season, when congestion and phlegm
levels are at their peak. And, according to housing officials, those single
dwelling living spaces will afford
more than enough room for the
average student. In fact, one top
housing official says the new dorms
offer students "more room than they
could ever hope to use." The same
top official later added that many of
the rooms will be designed for the
"vertically oriented student."
Officials for the university are
eager to give credit for the new
dorm project where credit is due.
They would especially like to give a
special thank-you to the STC (Sardines in a Tin Can) Architecture
Firm for furnishing the unique designs for the dorms. STC Architecture Firm has offices all over the
world, with its home office in China.

This is a prototype of the
new classrooms to be used
at Clemzun in the coming
semesters. See related story
below.

Cramped classrooms take on a whole new meaning
by Sir Miss-A-Lot
comma editor
Do you feel cramped?
Bloated? It could be your time of the
month or you could have gotten one
of the most recent sections that the
looniversity is offering next fall,
phone booth classrooms.
Due to increased budget

cuts, officials have decided to offer
classrooms in this non-traditional
setting. "We really had no choice
once Marx went to the movies,"
budget director Screews Stoodents
said. "Lemon really enjoyed "The
Crying Game" so of course we had to
round up a group of transvestites
for him to choose from as his 'special assistants'."
Chemistry and Biology

intro courses are among the several
classes scheduled for the phot*
booth classrooms. The professor will
call from his office at a scheduled
time and the students will each
share the required book for the
course, which will be located where
the phone book was.
"It's a good way to pick up
women," said Loozer Potential. "I
get to stand closer to girls than I

would ever be able to otherwise."
"It won't be so bad when
it's cold, but the body odor could be
hazardous in the hotter months, and
for those early classes when people
neglect to take showers," said High
Gene.
Tests will not be administered and instead everyone will automatically get a C.
"I love the new grading system,"

said Spillary Android. "It'll improve
my GPR tremendously."
Schedules sent over the
summer will be marked TB (telephone booth) in the space for Lab/
Honors if registered for these sections.
Officials will evaluate the program after the fall semester and
revise it as much as they feel is
necessary.
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Distorted Opinion

Edittoriuhl
If this publication
offends you, GOOD!
So we use a little profanity. So we
make some jokes that might be a little
off-color.
~ This is
what we
OUR POSITION:
in the
It really depends on
newspawhether or not
per busiwe're drunk and
ness like
how slow the
to call
elevator is.
parody.
Everybody
wishes they could do it, and we just
have enough balls to do it.
In fact, you're kinda lucky we kept it
toned down some. If we really wanted
to get nasty, there are plenty of good
subjects on campus to make fun of. In
fact, you'll notice that nowhere is
there mention of those other rags that
show up all over campus every once
in a while.
Everybody needs a break right about
now anyway, right? Your professors
have piled assloads of work on you
right at the end of the semester, right?
If you have to spend another minute
in the library researching yet another
term paper, you'll go nuts, right?
Well, get back at those people causing you grief. Piss off your professors
by reading this in class. When you
finish reading, take this paper and
staple it up to one of those annoyingas-hell architecture pieces of crap, and
piss them off, too. Maybe they'll even
start a petition to rewrite The Buzzard\
Who writes the lead editorial is a very good question that
brings up several philosophical arguments. Are we really
writing anything original? Hasn't it all been done before?
Who are we? Where did we come from? Where are we
going? Will there be beer when we get there? Why am I
still writing this? Why are you still reading this? Dumbass

In recent inbred government elections, Chris Elloitt and C. Money asked the deciding
question, "Do you think the students will know this document has been altered?"

The Teacher Evaluation Revisited
As Chief Predator, it is
my duty to preserve, and
to uphold, tne values and
ideals of my fellow buzzards. First, and fore^
most, it is my obligation
to insure that our chief
adversaries, the faculty
of Clemzun Looniversity,
are kept under control.
As a result of this duty, I
have rewritten tne
Looniversity's Evaluation Form, for Teacher
Evaluation. I feel that it
is much more in line
with real buzzardly concerns, and I feel tnat it
will go further in identifying those, who are
truly deserving of the
Buzzard's annual award
"Road Kill of the Year."
For your reading enjoyment, I present, the New
and improved, Teacher
Evaluation Form.
Please, respond to
each question, with a
one(IV Hell yes, a
three(3> Hell no, or a
five(5)-HellifIkhow.
1) Your professor

Jay
Balls-Her
PREDATOR-INCHIEF

makes at least one lewd or
suggestive comment in
every class meeting.
2) Your professor participates in regular homosexual activities.
3) Your professor rides
in the elevator on a regular basis.
4) If approached early
enough in the semester,
your professor is willing
to accept bribes, (cash,
sex, Marx Lemon voodoo
dolls) in return for favorable grades.
5) Rewards good students with free membership in the Lamma Society.
6) Responds favorably
to tnreats against family
and friends.
7) Your professor believes that every athlete
should receive an A, regardless of how many
^Duhhh" days the athlete

experiences during the semester.
8) Your professor feels
thai out-of-class assignments are a harm to the
environment and promotes stress among students and therefore
should be avoided at all
costs.
9). Professors feel that
Chris Smelliott should
have kissed much more
ass during his tenure as
president.
10) Do you actually
think that the administration really gives a damn
about what you think?
I hope that this new
survey will aid students
in determining what
classes to take. I have tried
to instill all of the characteristics that we at the
Buzzard hold near and
dear. Please send in your
nomination forms for
"Road Kill of the Year."
Without you the award
just would not be possible. And as a famous
man once said, "We thank
you for your support."

Beattn' the hell outta the Gamecock since 1988
JAY BALLS HER

Predator-In-Chief
Olds Predator
SpankmeeHard
Asst. Olds Predator.. Amanto Beat-On
Bitchin' Predator
M. L. Lovesit
Tie-Me-Up Nympho
Connie Lingus
ASSt. Tie-Me-Up Nympho.. I.M. Baked
Spurts Predator... Haywood Jablowme
Asst. Spurts Predator
Al Kaholik

G. CRANIUM
Managing Neurotic

RICHARD

Advertising Manager.

Where's my
Money?
Asst. Advertising Manager
Open
Office Manager ...We'd need a full page
Comma Predator
Sir Miss-A-Lot
Computer Manager
We don't know
Interim Head Pornographer
Spit
Snottingham

BRISS MOTHERLAND

None of Yo' Damn Bidness, Man
Interim Sr. Staff Pornographers
Phellacia S. East
Some girl we never see
Circulation Mgr
What's The Matter
Faculty Adviser
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Media Adviser
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Printer
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Junior Staff: Edan "Be my" Ballatine, Lee "Just Like the Dog" Buford, Later Butthead, Jr., Jonathan Campbell "Soup", Brian "Dick"
Clark, Karin "Bitch of the Week" Farley, Rob Graham "Cracker", Michael "U.S." Grant, E.J's.'Not" Geddingsome, Stephanie "Mr."
Haney, Sean Handsonmydick, Trashy Jockslob, Judski, Mike "Cliff Sucks" Korinko, Christopher "Faith No" Moore, Melissa Coma,
Bob "Hey, aren't you Boba" Sayre and Daniel "Can you feel the pain" Shirley.

The Buzzard is a member of the Associated Collegiate Press, The Souf Cack-a-lacky Press Association, and is a four-star Ali-Amerikkka
award winner.
The mailing address is Box 1, Clemzun Souf Cack-a-lacky, 12345-6789. The offices of The Buzzard are located in... idiot! Do you really
think we'd tell you where we are? Telephone numbers are Main Vein, 656-TIGA; Business/Advertising, 656-BITE; News, 656-HOES; Spurts
and Tie-Me-Up, 656-SANM; Porno and Darkroom, 656-MONO, and FUX 656-6969.
Subscription rates are $15,000 per year and $8 per semester. Local and National advertising is available upon women's breasts.
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Pulling Out
Question: So... do you pull out or don't you?

i

m

I

Anonymous
Administrator
Only if Marx says so.
I'd hump a horse if Marx
said to.

Something
angry father

Something
Biochemistry/Physics
Pull out? What are
you talking about?
Please elaborate.

Ask my 25 kids

Chewbaeca
drunkenness
No; they're so old it
doesn't matter.
Besides, I don't last
Jong enough.

Bitch is not only a word, it is the editor
Has to be read with
redneck, southern draw to
he fully effective.
It all started along time
ago. I was never this bad. It
started with just 'damn' here
and 'damn' there. I thought
it was harmless.
But it is contiguous.
As I grew up, my language
grew also. My vocabulary
expanded to shit' and 1
found out the real meaning
of that word when my dog
did some on my shoe.
I remember when I first
learned
the
word
'sumbitches.' Jethro (that's

my lover) and I were in the
mountains, sight seeing 'of
course. Well, all of a sudden
there was lots of noise. Jethro
yelled, "Those sumbitches are
after me because I stole their
moonshine."
Well, you can imagine my
reaction. I almost peed in
my pants.
And I guess that was my
first experience with the
compound words. Let's see,
there is 'son of a bitch' 'G.
D.' and the infamous 'holy
shit.'
What would this world be
like without these words? I
can only ponder. How boring my life would be.

Actually, I think it is very
M.L.
Lovesit
int. bitch'in
editor

appropriate that I am the
bitch'in editor.
Why?
Well...., I really do bitch a
lot. I guess not only do I
bitch about things to get my
way but to actually do what
the word suggests.
Jethro and l got into this
really big fight the other
day. It was awful. I yelled

and screamed and called
him an 'asshole' (there are
those words that I love to
use!). He called me a 'bitch'
back and I thought...I really am one!
Oh, if you are wondering why my name is
'Lovesit,' it is because
Haywood keeps tickling my
elbow. And yes, I do love
it!!!
Not only do I love having my elbow tickled, I love
being called a 'bitch.' It lets
people know who I am really am. No one has to
guess how to approach me.
I was on assignment last
year and I had my press

pass that had 'bitch'in editor' on it and some man
asked me, in the elevator,
what position I did?
Well, you can guess what
happened next! I think the
man's 'endowment' was
the one shown in the movie,
"The Crying Game.' I thought
I recognized it on the big
screen.
Oh, don't get me wrong,
I am not anti-man. I think
they are worthy of a pyscho
bitch from hell to live with.
I plan to make my husband
regret the day he decided
he was a heterosexual man.
Yes...I truly am the
bitch'in editor.

The Man No One Knows Speaks Out
To the bitch:
I want to tell ya how I
have worked hard for
Clemzun. I have spent
hours on the golf course
with Marx Lemon in order
to improve relations with
the administration. I have
also greatly improved the
city/ campus relations by
spending my nights, into
the wee morning hours at
Tagher Down. In doing so,
I was able to convince the
downtown area to accept
the Tagher Strip. Now we,
the students, have the
opportunity to give back
to the community. I say,
as the representative or
the 17,666 students, to
buy! buy! buy!!!
I would like to also add,
invest in your future. Try
those old but damn good
country songs. Sing one to
a beloved. Hell, if you get
rejected, at least you've
added to the redneck
atmosphere.
Chris Elliott
Did nothin' for nobody president
Editor's note
The 'Ho wants your
body!!

He Ain't
Dead
Asshole!
let me anoint your head!

Y. Koreass.

To the bitch:

Through my divine
knowledge I have learned
of your generous donation
your leader. I can tell that
I am the true second
coming and we in Waco
are really strapped for
cash. What does your AntiChrist need with an
additional $75,000? What
does He do with your
money? Are the more
teachers to preach the
World? I only know of
bacteria and lead in your
drinking system. Did we
not see the same procedure used by Jim
Jones?...Look what happened to his followers!
We have invested our
funds in a new compound,
some recreational arms
and a killer sound system
you wouldn't believe. So,
my children, why spend
your increasing tuition on
crowded classrooms and
on a money hungry leader.
What will he do for your
Satan? II offer my home
for a lifetime and I only
ask for your devotion.
Turn away from Satan and

To the bitch:
What is this shit about
everyone from San Francisco
being gay? We are sick of
this stereotype. I am from
San Fran and can truly attest
that I am not a homo.
I have been with many
girls. I can also swear that
the majority in San Fran is
just as normal as myself
(perhaps not such a dick).
Even though we guys do
occasionally have a little
one-on-one with gerbils.
Boards "I think of
myself only" Cory

Was It Marx
or Elvis?
To the bitch:
Did anyone else see Marx
Lemon around the campus
the other day?
When I saw him decked
out in bell-bottom pants,
gold medallions, rhinestone

sunglasses and side burns,
my instincts told me it was
Elvis.
I ran over to him and
kneeled before him; pledging my devotion. I then
realized, to my amazement
that it was that shitty ass
president Marx Lemon.
It just doesn't make
sense. I thought I was in the
twilight zone. He was
actually speaking with the
students, those measly
Eeasants so far beneath
im. I wonder what inspired the god of plaid
sport jackets to lower
himself to the unworthy
masses?
Maybe this is the beginning to a new trend. It
Lemon is appearing on
campus,
Elvis could be alive!
A student on drugs

Uh????
To the bitch:

Is it just me or does the
right picture ever get published
in the 'Pulling Out' section? No
one at the publication seems
to care if the right picture ever
gets in.
Little do they realize, being
in the 'Pulling Out' section

may constitute their 15 minutes of fame. How can a paper
not realize when a person's
name is Mary, it more than
likely not a guy.
I also like those picture with
the fuzzy background and the
distorted faces. Has anyone
ever heard of focus?
I. Neversaw and
That's A. Pict

Marx does
really care
To the bitch:
Your readers have a slight
misconception of me because
of Y. Koreass's false letter. I
am not the "money-Hungary"
monster he wants everyone to
believe. I want all the students
know that I am donating the
$75,000 to the sidewalks fund.
Valuable path ways will be
built that lead to nowhere so
that my followers, I mean students can get to their overcrowded classes on time. I
care about this university
(what's it called?).
Max Lemon
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This Week's Entertainment Guide for the Sexually Adventurous

Students have sex with aliens
by Connie Lingus
tie me up editor
Looking for a way to spend those hours
between class and homework? The Society of
Language Students for Alien Communication,
or the Cunning Linguists as the members
fondly call themselves, is actively involved in
the search for extra terrestrial life.
The students use their natural gifts of
communication, sending messages into outer
space with the hopes of contacting alien life
forms. The Cunning Linguists have developed
some rather bizarre rituals which, supposedly,
have given rise to some rather incredible
results.
For example, once a month, during the
new moon, the members dress up in costume
and of course bring protective hard hats. They
trek out on Lowman field and dance the
Hokey Pokey. According to legend, the Hokey
Pokey was introduced to our society by visitors from the Androgynous Galaxy. One member, Moonchild Hernandez, said, "It's a really
spiritual experience, truly cosmic."
Once a year the Cumming Linguists participate in a reenactment of the first alien sighting
by a Clemzun student. The festivities begin by
the annual Spacecoasters Pageant in which

two Cunning Linguists are
chosen to play Mars and
Venus. These two people
have the distinct honor
of being the leaders of
the First Sighting Ritual.
All of the members then
travel out into bum fuck
Egypt with a trunk full of
Colt 45 and a couple of
blankets.
Once there, Venus and
Mars get particularly
drunk and are supposed
to
commence
lovemaking. Then the
other members, who are
dressed as various types
of extra terrestrials, attack Venus and Mars,
dragging them naked
onto the highway.
Nine months later
when Venus finds herself pregnant she is supposed to tell her family
that she was raped by
aliens and send her story
to the National InquisiSonny Boy and Sinbad Nimrod prepare for the Hokey Pokey dance.
tor. Ex-member
Ditzy Bimbo told
the Buzzard, "My
parents were very
understanding, especially when I explained that the fa-

ther was an alien. In fact, my mother said that
she had had the exact same experience while
she was a student at Clemzun." So far two of
these rituals have been documented in the
afore mentioned newspaper.
In any event, this organization does promote student awareness of space technology

as well as the importance of communication
skills and safe sex.
If you are interested in becoming a member of the Cunning Linguists, attend the next
meeting at Dickery Hall next Monday at midnight. For information call WEIRDOS (9347367).

ans taste great
by Connie Lingus
tie me up editor

Rydme Hard plays Venus in the First Siting Ritual.

Students enjoy fine cuisine at the House of Lungs.

I must admit that when I received this assignment I was a bit
skeptical. Luckily, I was pleasantly
surprised by this unique restaurant.
The House of Lungs has a romantic setting, dim lights, soft music.
There were several couples nestled
in the booths which provided a
certain amount of privacy. The
booths were, surprisingly enough,
specially designed to be sound proof

so the restaurant maintained a quiet
atmosphere.
The menu was packed with a
wide variety of delectable dishes,
everything from Organs Au Gratin
to Leg of Pam. Of course, the restaurant is particularly known for the
freshness of every dish they prepare. Their motto is "You slice it; We
dice," and boy, can they.
Unfortunately, because I dined
alone, I was unable to partake of this
particular delicacy although I definitely was not disappointed. I began

my meal with a small appetizer of
chic's fingers.
These were of the tenderest white
meat I have ever tasted. If you order
this, be sure to note the proper
etiquette. First pop the center joint.
Then remove the nail and inhale
deeply to enjoy its flavorful aroma.
Next begin at the base and gently
nibble towards the end, similar to
the process whereby one eats cornon-the-cob.
My main course consisted of tender blackened prime ribs and a side
of Angel's hair. The ribs were cooked
to perfection and Angel's hair had
just the right texture.
I ended my meal with the house
specialty Lung a la Mode, a rich
creamy desert not unlike rice pudding, topped with real vanilla ice
cream.
The only drawback of this delightful little restaurant was the service. The wait staff had a tendency
toward nervousness and was often a
bit morose. In fact, once during the
course of my meal, we had a slight
disruption.
Hideous screams could be heard
from the kitchen, but one of the
waitresses explained to me that a
cook had accidentally burned his
thumb on a pot so I thought nothing
more of it.
If you have a taste for unique
cuisine, by all means try the House
of Lungs. This restaurant may not be
for everyone, but I have heard from
many regulars of the eatery that the
House of Lungs is definitely an
'^acquired taste as well as a great
place to settle love spats with your
spouse.

fymX i<m
Funny
Things
Marx Used
to Say..

Well Ruf, If you can't lick em, beat 'em.
-Submitted by an anonymous
woman living in the President's
Mansion. (OK, it wuz Ruf Lemon—
you got us on that one.)
It's all part of the university's submission, I mean mission, statement. I
swear. No, really-Submitted by Marx,
because he loves submission.
I can tell you what the stupids, uh
student issues are, because I keep in
touch on a regular basis. I also keep.in
touch with the fag, urn, faculty. I usually
meet them at Rick's downtown for a
few Lowenbraus every Thursday.
-Submitted by Marx, because he just
can't get enough o' dat submission.
Send your Your Funny Things Marx
used to say to the Buzzard (If you
bastards can find us, that is!)
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Marx's movies at Why? Tie He Up,
by I.M. Baked
ass. tie me up
editor
Many students
Have found themselves
easily bored by movies at the Why? Theater, but this is going
to change soon, because Marx's Mind Control Movies are coming to Clemzun.
Jewnoir student
Mike Hunt had this to
say: "I loved the show.
I saw it again and again
and again. And I must
say, the strategic plan
is our only hope. We
must submit to the
higher power of Marx."
Harry Peters agrees.
"I loved the show. I
saw it again and again
and again. And I must
say, the strategic plan
is our only hope. We
must submit to the
higher power of Marx."
So go and see
Marx's Mind Control Movies. I loved the show.
I saw it again and again and again. And I must

EDITOR:
CONNIE LINGUS

MM
say, the strategic plan is our only hope. We
must submit to the higher power of Marx.

ASS. EDITOR:
I.M. BAKED

Cumics
Let Marx be your
friend on the other
end
by I.M. Baked
ass. tie me up editor
Clemzun students will enjoy the area's
latest phone entertainment line, Marx's
Mad Masturbation Line. Clemzun's newest
nymphomaniac, Marx Lemon, pleases all
callers with titillating tales of conquest,
leatherbound fantasies and
bestiality. Listen intently
as he tells the tale of the
Tigah's tail, of his stadium
conquest of former coach
and Clemzun Legend Stank
Coward (on the Tigah Paw
in Memories Stadium) and
other tales of lust and wanting.

Call 1-900ScruMax for the
time of yo' life. I
did. ($550, 000
per minute. No
refunds. No satisfaction.)
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A group of Clemzun students taking a walk through the Buttanical Gardens.
s
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In the immortal
words of Yogi Bear,
"Well, Boo Boo, fuck
the Rangerl"
*

Tigah Fact

Spurts

The men's basketball team played the
second hardest non-conference
schedule in Division I this past season.
The other 287 teams tied for first.
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Jezebel the
foul-mouthed
PR assistant
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Dark secret of Clemzun basketbawl team discovered...

1

Elvis wife actually head coach
by Al Kaholik
spurts Tighter
After months of extensive investigations
by The Buzzard, conclusions show that the
actual head coach of the Clemzun Tigah
baksetbawl team is not Clint Elvis, but wife
Hillary Rodham Elvis.
Undercover photos led to the start of the
investigations, as evidence showed Hillary
Elvis barking out instructions from her seats,
which are suspiciously close to the Clemzun
bench.
"I just hope they don't start making me go
in the locker room now that everything's out
in the open," said Hillary Elvis. "I mean, the
thought of seeing that Stank Tomato boy in
the shower is damned scary."
Elvis recently had her contract renegotiated from two years to one, after three consecutive losing conference seasons followed a
1990 conference championship.
"I just don't know what happened," said
Hillary. "I mean, I thought I'd put together a
good team for Clint, but those players were so
picky. Especially the guards. They all went to
Furrman just because that Butch guy coaches
his team all by himself."
Nonetheless, some parts of the country
refuse to believe these reports, and Clint Elvis

"Fuck you, you goofy-looking, student rag
writing, son of a bitch," said Jezebel as I
walked into the PR office.
"All I want are the box scores to last weeks
games," said I.
"You'll get those in about five fucking
minutes you gap-toothed motherfucker," responded Jez.
"1 asked for them three days ago," I responded. "Does it really take you that long to
fax things?"
"It does when I'm humping an entire team,
you moron," responded the pleasant PR assistant.
This is what my assistant and myself face
every day when we attempt to get results from
Clemzun's infamous PR office. It's bad enough
that we have to look at this woman, but to be
insulted too causes us great pain.
"Hey, my job is hard enough without
having to deal with you two assholes," said
Jezebel. "Do me a favor: drop dead."
Now is this kind of language really necessary from a professional assistant PR director?
Why, oh why do I have to face this everyday?
I don't deserve this and damn it, it must be
stopped.
I went to the PR Department to speak to by Phil N. Dablanks
Head PR Dude Slim Bouquet. His response?
staff writer
"She blows me," responded Bouquet. "What
the fuck do you want me to do, you grimy little
President Marx Lemon unveiled the master
bastard."
plan for Clemzun athletics Monday. The plan
"Well, you could ask her to treat us with was developed in response to UCKFAY critimore respect," said I.
cism that the original master plan for the
"Respect? You wouldn't know respect if it university placed undue emphasis on academcrawled up and bit you on your sorry, hairy ics.
ass," stated Bouquet.
Highlights of the plan along with commenI realized that I was getting no where, so I tary and responses from those affected are
went straight to the horses' ass: Jezebel her- listed below:
self.
Sec. la) Clemzun football will forever be
She sat in her office with flowing robes and recognized and duly appreciated as the sacred
a k.d. lang hairdo. I hesitated but finally cash cow that it is. The status of Clemzun
knocked on the door.
football, however, shall be prohibited from
"What the fuck did I do to have to see you," growing larger than the university-but just
responded Jezebel.
barely.
"Urn, it's about, ah, well, the, uh," said I
This rule has already been enforced as
before being interrupted.
evidenced by the firing of Danny Chevy.
"Hey, I have an idea, take this pen and Chevy and Lemon battled over which was
shove it up your proverbial ass," responded bigger: the football program or the university.
Jezebel.
Lemon won-but just barely.
"No, that's not really what I had in mind,
Sec. 2f) To protect against the possibility
but Slobby Bobbinsome is down the hall if you that they might lose a game, the Clemzun
want me to get him," I shot back.
men's baksetbawl program shall at no time
"No, I'd rather masturbate with a football, henceforth schedule an opponent who has
check that, I already do," said Jezebel.
won more than two games against Division I
"Wow, that brings an entire new meaning opponents in any of the past six seasons.
to the word 'pigskin'," I said.
"I support this ruling entirely," said Clemzun
Just as I finished my statement, in rushed coach Clint Elvis. "We already play the toughSmithers with his boss, Bouquet.
est non-conference schedule in the nation.
"I've got that fax right here for you, You do believe that; don't you? Why should we
Haywood," he said. "Mr. Bouquet should I bring in a powerhouse like Davidson or Merdraw your bath for you now?"
As Smithers and Bouquet left the office
with a bounce in their step, I glanced at my
watch and told Jez I'd just go ask around
campus, or if I really got desperate I'd take my by Richard G. Cranium
chances with what the Greenville Spews managing neurotic
printed and use that because, after all, the
Head boff-her coach I.M. Rich ended a
Buzzard deadlines were only three days away.
potentially fatal situation early Tuesday mornOr was that four?
"Don't let the door hit you in the ass on the ing when he emerged from his office alive,
albeit without his toupee.
way out," said Jez.
Rich began the 51-hour saga when federal
"Don't work that football too hard, or you
might not be able to retrieve it," I said as I left agents moved in on the store he owned for
with a Chewbacca roar and a smile and price gouging. Rich kicked out four agents for
bringing a beverage into the store, and underheaded back to the office.
My job wasn't accomplished, but I felt cover officers retreated quickly.
"We think he was tipped off because we
much better.

Spit Snottingham/would-be photo guy

Hillary Elvis looks on as the Tigahs roll to an early season win over nuns.
continues to see the job offers roll in as other I guess I'm a commodity these days," she said.
teams anticipate the end of his contract. Elvis "Hey, I'm a hands-off coach. And there's no
has heard from three pee-wee teams in' problem with any sex with players or recruits
Sheboygan, Wise, as well as a cable company on my part - that's why Clemzun has people
in Montana looking for an analyst on tape- who... I mean, I'm just not interested in any of
delay telecasts of middle school games broad- that. Little Clintie is my kind of lover!"
cast over a local access channel.
And Hillary is looking forward to increased
However, Hillary Elvis has heard from four fringe benefits once she takes the sidelines.
"I just hope my next job gets me a better
high schools looking for a JV boys coach for
fashion deal, at least as good as the one that
the '94-'95 season.
"With all the raucous over violent coaches, assistant at Kantdunky got," said Hillary.

Clemzun unveils new athletic plan
cer when we have strong teams like Central
Wesleyan right down the road?"
Sec. 3c) The university hereby establishes
as a priority of utmost importance that the
men's baksetbawl scholars make a combined
GPR of 2.00 for at least one semester before
the turn of the century.
"The guys may not be A students, but they
are making every effort to be collegiates,"
countered Elvis in a phrase obviously stolen
from the coach of another program in disrepute.
Sec. 3d) Clemzun shall make a concerted
effort to successfully recruit a talented
baksetbawl player out of high school, watch
him stay eligible and play four seasons in a
Tigah jersey, and then earn a degree in anything.
"That would really be something," said
Elvis. "But I think right now we need to work
on one thing at a time. Maybe we need to bring
back that Shrub Collins slush fund."
Sec. 3f) Establish a special "Tigah cell" in
the Clemzun jail to make our football players
feel more at home while incarcerated.
Sec. 4a) Fund a study to find out why
70,000 fans come out to see a mediocre
football team beat up on some crappy Southern Conference opponent while very few are
willing to go out and watch ... say ... the
beautiful and talented Lady Tigah tennis team
play a schedule loaded with top 2 5 opponents.
The Lady Tigahs, who are very hot (the
term hot referring to their winning streak, of

course) also, as a whole, have no known
significant criminal records although they
have reportedly been seen drinking and fraternizing with Buzzard staffers downtown.
Sec. 4b) Also, find out how many students
know that Clemzun had three track athletes
make Olympic teams in 1992, and if they do
why they have never seen any of them run
here. Unless, of course, they were watching
the men's baksetbawl team play the Carolina
Women's School for the Disabled.
Sec. 5b) Remember to send the NCAA
infractions committee Christmas cards this
year to try to get on their "good side."
"So what if we're viewed as outlaws,"
responded Clemzun Athletic Director Slobby
Bobbinsome. "I don't see where that has
anything to do with the image of the university. Just look at schools like UNLV and South
Carolina. They've done worse things than we
have, and they're reputations as universities
are both ... well... uh ... next question."
Sec. 6a) Use every available resource to
convince baseball coach Will Win'emall to stay
and coach forever and ever and ever and ever.
Sec. 6d) All afternoon classes shall henceforth be canceled on warm, sunny spring
afternoons in which the Tigahs have a home
baseball game.
Sec. 7a) Add a second page to the Clemzun
football offensive play book.
Sec. 7g) Replace the Palmetto tree on the
Clemzun seal with the image of a football
crushing a pencil.

LM. Rich bums hairpiece, fleas perish
had five or six agents dressed in plainclothes
in the store," said a federal spokesman. "He
figured out that there usually aren't five or six
people in the store at the same time."
Rich then locked himself in his office,
insisting that he was waiting on a message
from the Clemzun Pathetic Department to
come out. However, he later changed his
demands to exclusive rights to build another
store in the right corner of the endzone at
Death Valley.
Early Tuesday, after nearly two days, agents
looked to bring an end to the stand-off and

sent in a customer who wanted to buy using
layaway. Rich became incensed and carried
out an earlier threat, burning his hairpiece.
Of the 94 fleas known to have lived in the
hairpiece, only nine survived the blaze; five
are in federal custody.
"We think he used extra hairspray this
morning to facilitate the spread of the fire,"
the federal agent added.
There was no damage done to the store. As
a matter of fact, business steadily picked up, as
passersby actually stopped when they went by
the store.
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Top Ten
Reasons
Why Clemzun
Renegotiated
Clint Elvis'
Contract

CLEMZUN28 UVAGINA27
Smellsome Belch (0) and Screwis Sodomy (skins) are hoisted on their teammates shoulders after leading the
Tigahs to the greatest comeback in school history. Big fucking deal; we beat UVAGINA. How about FSU, boys?

f

Friday at STD s: Solo Twat Jammers
and Smokin1 Pole, live on stage at 9 p.m.

10. Elvis willing to work for
less than minimum wage
9. No, really, the players love
him! Really!
8. He wanted to go to South
Carolina, but changed his
mind (oh, wait, that's why
Georgia Bleceh renegotiated
with Booby Creamings)
7. Slobby Bobbinsome would
have to find a new road roomie
6. Every athletic department
needs one clueless moron to
make everyone else look good
5. He's not ready to part with
weekend stints at the Esso
Club
4. Who else has the ability to
recruit Stank Tomato?
3. The olive green sportcoat
2. Took out free ticket incentives since he already bought
those tickets from Andre
Bovain
1. He looks so much like
Roger Ebert!

Campus Bullshit
Random Crap

the beeps. I didn't know how. Those
directions confused me so! - Jay
Bird.

Attention all Liberal Arts students-no jobs after graduation. This
is not only at Clemson, but across
the whole country. We suggest
alternative careers, such as line
snorting, p61e dancing and others.
Call AINT-GOT-Sh*T.

"farewell tour" to the hotel rooms
of the ACC. Don't forget to doublewrap so you won't get what I've
got. Luv, B.R.

The brothers of Try Gettin' Some
would like to thank the sisters of
Jamma Vibrata for the awesome
mixer. Ya'U are the best we've had in
a long time!

To the Spectacle: Marx the
molester, Smelliott the pimp, The
Buzzard's the best, and you're all
limp.

Want to be a 'ho? Come by the
Happy 'Ho Wiener Roast in Tagher
Down Tohaveher. You will get
hands on experience.

To Mr. Ex-President: Is the Lexus
waiting outside your home? The
answer to that seems self-apparent,
doesn't it?. Love, The Evil Twins.

Did you relate to "The Crying
Game?" The 'I Hide It Well' Society
can help! Learn how to decieve top
governmental officials, even at
your own school, in a skirt.
Were you turned down for a
hostess position because of that
nasty scar running from forehead
to chin? You've got a place where
you belong - applications now
being taken for the Tiger Terrors.
We don't care how damn ugly you
are.
Do you like to build? Do you
think this campus does not have
enough buildings? Want to obstruct the sidewlks? Want to make
people upset? Come by the next
'Let's Annoy the Hell Out of Them,"
located in Lee Hall.

YO! YO! YO!
To all the people who called
' my roommates this semester: I'm
sorry that I didn't answer any of

Layers of Beauty: Have you
cleaned up that booth yet?
Do you watch Andy Griffith 24
hours a day? Can you recite every
line from every episode, yet still
change the channel to be in Andy's
presence? Does the mention of
Barney Fife turn you on? Resorting
to Matlock? If so call the Andy Fan
Club at 858-ANDY.
To the TV: Sorry about having
you on for every waking and nonwaking moment of this year. Love,
Puss
To the trash: Sorry I never got to
know you and take you out at least
once. Love, The Human Rocking
Chair and Stamp.
To the Astro: You damn right I
want my penny!
To D-Boy, it sure can stand up
straight! Can't wait to try it again.
LuvT.
C.E. - Glad you'll be back for our
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Hey Preacherboy in S5H- You
know what they say about redheads don't you? I hear the one in
S5D has quite a lot to say about
you! Love, You neighbor Yukon.

Lost & Found

LOST: One albino sheep. Responds to
the sound of opening vaseline jars. Will
Hey Papu: Pach your ice cubes swallow carrots for snacks. Please call 1brcause summer's coming and so 800-LOVE-EWE if you have any informais a truckload of migrant worker! tion.
Love, Chia and Spidey.

Why doesn't a straight bar somewhere sell Woodchuck?

FOUND: One collector set of Valley
Excuse me, but are you sleep- Girl Gag-Spoons. If you... Wait a minute,
ing with that typewriter or are you like I didn't find those, I lost those. Help
To the Wizard of Strode: I'll just friends?
me find my like spoons, pleeeease. Like
valet park your car all summer if
Ok?
Pam & Angie: Thanks for being
you pass me!
such lovely neighbors. You made
LOST: One fat black pussy. Responds
Some of us are enjoying the living in Lightsey fun this year. to the name Fuzzy. If found please call
Love, your next-door Yankee.
'90s more than others!
1-SEX-KITTENS. Big reward.
Ed, Shaun, James and Paul: I've
LOST: Two pieces of Coward's Rock.
got only two words for y'all; your If found please call 656-9797. Danny, if
mamas! - Doo-Doo..
you have them, please give them back
Ben Womout: I'll buy you a new
soon. You'll need more than that in Hog
Stan, it's been fun. Good luck in land anyway.
one. I swear. I. M. Baked.
good ole' Alabama with Shaq. -The
Bitchy Woman...you're the best! resident wise-ass.
FOUND: The last female virgin on
Love, Bustah.
Clemzun's campus. Will sell to the highJeff and Jake: Sorry this semes- est bidder. Call 1-800-GET-USUM to make
Blade: Do you like Busch? Love, ter has put a damper on our down- a bid.
town adventures. We've still got at
Bustah.
least one last bash in us though! LOST: My mind. Don't bother lookRoat and Weez: Baby-you need LJP.
ing, I'm totally gone.
cool'in honey. I'm not foolin! Love,
He tied me to the bumber of his
Bustah.
truck. He kicked me, put me in a
To RBI: I absolutely loved the headlock and beat the hell out of
way you slid in the other night. me. I took it all until; HE READ MY
DIARY! Then I kicked his flabby
Love, ERA. '
ass.
Belly dancers wanted for Lemon's
SPIT: Your Sinus Cavity really
On his deathbed, he turned to Palace. Extensive experience required.
dicked you this week. Monoman.
me and said, "Cherish the Cabin." Must be able to balance monkeys and
elderly administrators. No alcohol alHey Bingo: Sorry there's no
lowed during working hours. For furI'm
Kramer.
crossword in this paper! Love- the
ther information, call 656-MARX.
only famous people you know.

Haywood: I must admit it, I'm
licked. Connie Lingus.

Help Me!

